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COWY’ROLLZR Gh’NERAL ‘S 
REPiIRT TO YiiE COIJGRF5S 

DIGEST ------ 

GAO wanted to find how well the 
Government had carried out the 
Fair Packaging and Labeling Act 
(FVLA) and related food packaging 
and iabeliny laws to 

--promote honest and fair &alings 
with consumers and 

--insure that packages and labels 
provide information to nelp consu- 
mers compare products arti deter- 
mine which best prov;de fo:- their 
specific needs or desires. 

GAO also appraised the probdble 
effect of proposed chdnges in 
these laws on industry and con- 
sumers. 

Although most food products comply 
with Federal packaging and label- 
ing laws and regulat!ons, improve- 
ments are needed so that labels 
tell consumers what they need to 
know to compare and select those 
products best suited to the'r needs 
or wants. ! 

Several bills k:ere introdticed in 
tk!F, 930 COr-~--esS ., . to a,mer:d FFLA an0 
related food labeling laws to re- 
quire food labels to include in- 
formation concerning 

FOOD LASELING: 
GOALS, SHORTCOMINGS, 
AND FROPCSED CHARGES 
Department of Health, Education, 

and aelfare 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Conmerce 

--ide,tity of ingredients, 

--nutrient values, 

--percentage of m,in (or character- 
izing) ingredients, 

--quality grades of characterizing 
ingredients, 

--product freshness, and 

--unit pricing (the price per stand- 
ard measure, such as price per 
ounce, pound, pint, etc.). 

The ability to compare these fac- 
tors (or the lack of it) affects 
the ability of consumers. to select 
the products most suited to their 
specific needs or preferences. (See 
pp. 1 and 2.) 

Thz Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act re- 
quires that most food products have 
their ingredients listed on their 
labeli. In accordance with the Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic kct, however, the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) I"FX 
has estabfisbed s?andards of iden- 
tity specifying mandatory and op- 
tional ingredients for 284 food 
product categories. These "stand- 
ardized" products arc exempt from 
having some of their ingredients 
fist3-l. 
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In addition, the Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act permits spices, fla- 
vorings, and coicrings to be listed 
in general terms rather than by 
specific name. FUA also permits 
vegetable oils to be listed in 
general terms. 

As a result, products exempted or 
permitted to have a generalized 
ingredient listing may ,lot provide 
consumers--especially those on 
special diets--the informstion 
needed to choose those products 
best suited to their specific needs 
or preferences. Consumers who need 
this information include 

--approximately 23 million people 
with heart conditions, 

--over 4 million diabetics and 
kidney patients, and 

--ovef 7 million people suffering 
from allergy reactions. 

GAO's review of 284 food categor- 
ies exeilipt Lroni listing SiZE of 
their ingredients showe& .::at at 
least 1 of 10 ingredient: avoided 
by consumers ofi special diet; v/as 
an optiorlal ingredient in 127 food 
categories and r/as not required to 
be listed on the label. 

C&O randomly selecttd ?,OCO fetid 
products from Detroit area super- 

markets and found ttiat labels for 
123 disc!oscd none or only sclr~c of 
tneir ingredierts. Also 54 percent 
listed spices, Flavcrings, color- 
'rigs, and vegetatit oils in gen- 1 era I terms. (he pp. 3 to 9 .j 

( . . . , 
.s.*:?‘;: . . ‘.-;, *,L,:“- 
-7 --___-- 

Ksny I;::,er;cans suffec. dietary and 
walth prctlem: due, in part, to 

the lack of good nutrition. Defi- 
cient diets et-e caused frequently 
by poor food chcrices resulting, to 
some extent, from lack cf nutri- 
tional information on food labels 
and the lack of education in nutri- 
tion. 

NLltritionists believe that improved 
diets help prevent diseases or re- 
duce their impact. 

FDA began a pi*ogram in March 1973, 
requiring detailed nutritional in- 
formation on the labels of foods 
that are fortified or fcr which 
nutriticnal claims are made and en- 
couraging manufacturers of oiner 
foods to voluntarily include IIU- 
trient information on their labels. 

In March 1974 GAO's retail skeIf 
survey of latels on 252 food prod- 
ucts hot$ed that 48 percent had the 
nutritioral informat-on in the for- 
mat prescribed b,J FDI. 

FDA did not initiate its multimedia 
consumer educatSo:l program to ex- 
plain the nutritional labeling for- 
mat to consumers until ?lay 30, 1974. 
R,reov!zr, no money MS provided; 
instead FDA is relying on public 
service announcements frequently 
made on ncn-grime time slots on 
radio and television. (See pp. 12 
tc 21.) 

.,e.,:< -‘:,p 1 ; 2 :‘-‘r ,, $. 2, :g -1 : 7. 1 >. - . . __. ;T;rr.[it‘~“:.s ,* t>-’ 
~~;:arwmi::- 
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La&is freqtient?y lack informaLion 
concerning the -mount of character- 
izing ingredients in the product-- 
that is, the arr?llnt of beef in beef 
stew or apples in apple pie. 

Manufacturers can and do vary the 
percentage 0. characterizing 
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ingredients and thus vary the value or 
acceptability of their product with- 
opt c-:nsumers' knowledge. 

5% reviewed recipes for 57 products 
in 2't meat and other food categories 
and .found that the percentage of in- 
gredients varied. For example, beef 
in beef stew varied by as much as 22 
percent between brands. 

In addition, an October 1972 article 
in Consumer Reports shoded that the 
significant differences -n the drained 
weignt of carned foods wdre not always 
related to the retail prices. 

GAO's examiitation of 317 randomly se- 
lected products which had character- 
izing ingredients showed that only 
4.1 percent of the lasels stated an 
amount or percentage of characterizinr 
ingradients. 

FDA !n March 1973, established regu- 
lations for requir'ng the labels of 
some food products to show the per- 
centage of each characterizing in- 
gredient. The Commissioner of FDA 
concluded that 

2 
--percentage labeling shrzld be used 

when this iniormatic,, may have a 
material bearing or price or con- 
sumer acceptance of a food or 
when such information may prebent 
deception and 

--percentage labeling often is nec- 
essary for consumers to choose be- 
tween cozpeting products. 

FUA required percentage labeling on 
two specific products--diluted orange 
juice and seafood cocktail--when it 
established the regulations. The 
reoulations provide for interes=ed 
papties to petition FDA to have prod- 
ucts bear percentage labeling. 

However, as of Plarch 1974, only one 
petition had been submitted. 

Although percentage labeli.ng may not 
be appropriate for al'i products, 'little 
has been done to judge the practicality 
and need for percentage labeling on an 
individual product basis. 

FDA officials said a review of the per- 
centages of ingredients in all foods is 
not warranted or worth the expense. 

If FDA continues to rely on petitions 
by interested parties to identify prod- 
ucts appropriate for percentage of char- 
acterizing ingredient labcling, it ap- 
pears to GAO that few products wSl1 be 
labeled this way. (See pp. 25 to Xi.3 

&.ali ty gradimp-help or handicap? 

Many ccnsumers can't compare the value 
of competing proL'.s without opening 
the container because labels ge eralfy 
don't bear information or grades con- 
cerning the quality--:hat is, color, 
size, texture, flavor, blemishes or 
defects, and consistency. 

The Department of Agriculture (USDA! 4-L 
has suggested that consumers use its 
quaiity grading system to compare com- 
peting products. The USDA grading 
system, hosever, was ?:ntended for ?1se 
at the wholesale and manufacturer level, 
and it can present problems to con- 
sumers trying to use it. 

A USDA study reported that most con- 
sumers knew little about the USDA 
system. They could not identify cor- 
rectly the Government grades of the 
products they purchased. The several 
sets cf grade names and designations 
tend to confuse consumers. Ten dif- 
fert.it top quality grade designations 
are used by USDA for different food 
categories. 

Tear Shtet 



A USDA off.,t-ial sdid the c:r:*ent cost 
of voluntarily gradi!ib less tkan 100 
percent, of only six categories of food 
products was about $183 million a!l- 
nually. If grading became manrCtrlr I, 
the cost of grading all food proc?tiLtr 
in these same six cstegrlries would 
increase by abo,t $.,1? %i!;io,l f3 d 

total of about 551Cl i;lili ;:)n anliud'ly. 
If all food products ~;ere gt;+n :ne 
costs would be significantly great?r. 
(See pp. 36 to 40.) 

as,'t?‘- .i .‘;p :‘>I i j-,n7 . .-; - / -'L .‘?.-.;,. ,'..i j.,c,:.. 
-A- 

Freshness is obviously ilitiportant in 
cor;;parins perishabie and seniipet-ish- 
able food products. After a few ddy; 
SOfW foods begin to lose their color, 
taste, and nutrient values. This 
period is called shelf life. 

Food nznufacturers fcr years have 
dated their products for their i!l- 
ventorv conlrol and to help rCtziler5 
rotate stock on the shtzlbes, but th~c 
information was ustialiy coded drld wds 

of no use to colisu:l:ers. ijncoded ddt- 
ing info:xition is COi;: !ol~iy referred 
to 35 Wt‘n datirig. 

Many food store chain,s voluntarily, or 
by State or local law, have begun open 
datiilg r;lany perishable and seniiperish- 
able products. liwe-Jer , the variety 
and types of date. .*sed and the general 
~.;iz:cnderstanding of t.heir lrleaning have 
rC?ulLed ir lim-ltfd consumer use of 
the d;l;e.,. (See PP. 43 to 413.) 

8. I(’ ‘1, : ic.2 : ‘L t. -_ -- 

Uesp:t~ tt!c FP!A program to reduce 
the nulnber L:: ,,:Y!..~c~P sjzes. stucies 
show that cotx:.~Iers LI.ying t? sel~:t 
the lo~st priceti prc :lJct .x+e inx- 
Lbrdte selections a; 1e;st 40 percent 
of the tire. 

i'nit pricing help5 r%C.:.-lers to COW 
pare prices with&Jr. navi,,ll to make 
cor~plicaied ma:trcsla:ical calculations, 
and can--if prescnt~d efie::tively-- 
significantly reduce p"~ce conlpdr!so;. 
errors by C~J~ISU!WI‘S. 

For exariple, the average percentage 9f 
cori-ect choices (the package which gave 
'ihe ::ost quantltf for the leastnlor,ey) 
bids 23 ~~l'cei,~ n;?ht'r when i9it pricing 
was pf‘;Yld, d 2nd the avsr?sc shopping 
tirA2 lWo; \i:,riifi;dlltl~ less, Ofif2 StU,'.. 

:Irc...ed . 



(9 to 68) in the percentage of 
shoppers claiming any use of unit 
pricing, and the average was only 
34 percent. One main r-e3son fo.- ti!is 
limited use has been the lack cf 
iwarenejs and uncerstandirg of uni; 
pricing;. 

gstimates shb,+ the annua! cost of 
providing unit pricing for the ma- 
jority of co;:sumers could be as high 
as $133.8 million. This cost would 
have to be passed on to consumers in 
the form of higher prices. 

The estimated increase i-: food prices 
would be abou: $5 71 a jear, or 11 
:ents a week for a family of Four. 

formation tc rzadify make value com- 
parisons as intend& by FPLA. they 
often disagreed on how -OCR i;Iforma-Lion 
should be presented and on hol;r it ;nould 
be controlled to insure that consumers 
received the mdxirn+Jm benefits. 

Basically in.&r'.ry and consumer repre- 
sentatives differed 3r1 whether an; 
change in fnod label;ncr requirements is 
justified anl: on the .iolps-a Lf the 
change on foud prices. (See pp. 6, irrl, 
32, 39, 47, and 85.) 

'his estimate is based oh the 1913 _'; The Secretary of health, E&cat 
Jnnual csjt cf food estimated by !iSDA- 
_ . ,.. the 0.17 percent of soles cost 
e>timatc found in studies cf unit 
pricing syr:erns in operation. 

Altho,gh few consumer s%iies of 
dollir savings from unit pricing 
have been maae, one surbey shoiged that 
about 8.8 percent of the -,!JrGiases ob- 
servea ,Jrobtibly involved the use o.f 
I nit uricing and another study con- 
cl<dei that participants had actbali-1 
;;ved aborit 3 percent of the purchase 
price through the use of unit pric- 
ing. Th- is 0.264 percent of the 
cclst of J rl purchases and indicates 
that con~l~mers, by using un;t pric- 
ing, can o;fset the cost of provid- 
ing it. (See pp. 69 to 36.) 

L'L.>:;CCI?*C 2' ;,,d I,:J;k- :,y, :j,");,,,:; ; -- 

Officials from 22 food manufacturi;+g 
and retail firfits, 4 food manufacturer 
and retailer trade asscciations, and 
5 consumer groups were intervitiwed. 

Altnor.gh in many instances bcth ccn- 
sumer and io+lstr\, representatives 
stated that consumers needed more in- 

ion, and 2.2, 

Yelfare (HEbi) should direct the 
sioner. FDA, to: 

Cmmi s - 

--Promulgate reyulations requir ing la- 
bels of fool products to ident'fy the 
specific vegeLabie oils used. (See 
p. 10.) 

--Monitor the effectiveness ot relying 
on public service announcement; to 
pre;wi RX’s consclmer education pro- 
yral:, and, if appropriate, develop 
more effective means af presentin 
the information to corsumers~ (See 
p. 22.) 

--Identify fcods that viould is? appro- 
priate for percentage zf character- 
izing ingleeient labeling and require 
s~h foods to include this informa- 
tion on their label;. (See p. 34.) 

in? Sccreta.r.y of ,Qrictilture shculd re- 
vise er.istirg regulations 'LO make grade 
des.1: ,:t;ons uniform a, d easier for con- 
SL'XYS ant industry to understano. 
(Se: p. 41.) 



GPO's recommendatjons and advised GAO 
cf the positi% actions t'ley vere tak- 

$"j 
(See pp. ID, 22, 34, 41, 48, and 

GN.? also obtained the views of the De- 
partment of Commerce on matters -in 
t..'; report. {See pp. 48, 57, and 

The Congress should consider amending 
FZ.A, the FD&i Act, and related food 
labeling laws to: 

--Reqilire full disclosure of all in- 

gredients on packaged food pro&cts 
Sncludiny "standardizes" products. 

--Authorize F-DA to require food la- 
bels to specifically iden+,if,v spices, 
flavorings, and colorings where a 
proven need exfsts. [See p. 70.) 

--Establish ; unifotv open-dating system 
for perishaJle and semiperishable facds. 
(See p. 48.) 

--5stablish d unit pricing program, in- 
cluding guidelines for the design and 
maintenance of ~.rnit pricing informa- 
tion and the education 05 consumers 
about its use and benefits. (See p. 
90.) 

vi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the IAst ;wo decades, the retail food industry has undergone 
ccnsiderable change. The supermarket with its self-service aisles and 
rows of prepackaged food has, to a large extent, replaced the neighbor- 
hood grocery store. Modern manufacturing techniques, improved transpor- 
tation, and chemical additives and preservatives have enabled food 
manufacturers to provide consumers a greater variety of food products 
as well as more prepared or convenience-type food products than ever 
before. The average supermarket carries over 8,000 different selections 
of products--more than 4 times the number available in the neighborhood 
grocery store 25 years ago. 

With these chnnges has come more variety in our menus and more 
time aw .; from the kitchen for homemakers; bnt also more confusion for 
shoppers who rely on food labels to help them compare azkd choose those 
products best suited to their specific needs. Since 1906 the Congress 
has enacted se-b-era1 laws which prohibit the mislabeling of food products. 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) administers the Federal 
FOOG, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as amendea (FD&C Act) (21 U.S.C. 301); 
the Department of Agriculture (USDA) administers the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 601) a-d the Federal Poultry Products Lnspec- 
tion Act (21 U.S.C. 451); .and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) adninis- 
ters the FTC Act (15 U.S.C. 58) for other consumer products. 

Trl 1966, the Congress enacted the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act 
(FPLA) (15 U.'.C. 1451) which went beyond previous labeling requirements. 
In addition tn prescribing labeling requirements to prevent deception 
and misbrandi,rg of food products, FPLA stated that food labels should be 
informative. ;ection 2 of FPLA, "Declaration of Policy," states that: 

"fnformed consumers are essential to the fair and 
efficient functioning of a free market economy. Packages and 
their labels should enable consumers to obtain accurate infor- 
mation as to the quantity of the contents and should facilitate 
value comparisons. Therefore, it is hereby declared to be the 
policy of the Congress to assist consumers and manufacturers 
in reaching these goals in the marketing of consumer goods." 

Host food labels are required tc provide four basic pieces of 
information to consumers: 

--Common or usual name of the product. 

1 



--Name and place of business of the manufacturer. packager, or 
distri3utor. 

--Net quantity of conrents. 

. --Ingredients listed by common or usual name in order of de- 
creasing predominance. 

Federal laws also provide minimum quality standards for certain food 
commodities or standards for grading the quality of certain agricultural 
commodities to promote honesty and fair dealings in the interest of 
consumers. These standards affect a relatively small number of products. 

Since FPLA goals were established in 1966, the debate over food 
labeling has continued. Consumer groups have been advocating that 
certain provisiors of the law need to he strengthened to accomglish 
FPLA's objectlvcs, and industry groups have been concerned about 
whether the psoposed changes to FPLA would be ineffective, Fxpensive, 
and unfair to tho fcod industry. 

Over :O legislative proposals were intro,Juced in the 93d Congress 
to amend FP?.A and other laws concerning food labeling. These propas.&, 
if enacted, brould require food manufacturers and retailers to 

--fully disclose all ingredients, 

--provide information on nutrient values, 

--disclose percentage and quality grade of characterizing 
ingredients, 

--use Open dating, and 

--use unit pricing. 



CHAPTER 2 

NEED FOR FULL DISCLOS~JRE OF INGREDIENTS 

Consumers' ability io compare competing food products and determine 
which brands are best suited to their specific needs or preferences 
depends in part on their ability to identify the specific ingredients 
used in each product. I'he FDSC Act requires most food products to 
have their ingredients listed on their label. In accordance with the 
FD&C Act, however, FDA has exempted many different product categories 
from having some of their ingredients listed. In addition, the FD&C 
Act permits food manufacturers to list spices, flavorings, and colorings 
in general terms rather than by specific name. FDA also permits food 
manufacturers to list vegetable oils in general terms. 

As a result, products which are exempted or permitted to have 
a generalized ingredient listing may not provide consumers--especially 
those on special diets-- the information needed to choose those products 
best suited to their specific needs or preferences. 

SOME PRODUCTS ARE EXEMPT FROk 
LISTING THEIR INGRE~ENTS 

Since 1938, FDA has established standards of identity for 2841 
different food products, which specify the mandatory as well as optional 
ingredients used in a specific type of food. The standards also specZify 
the mandatory cr opti<lnal ingredients rjhich must be disclosed on the 
label. However, certain ingredients--whether mandatory or optional--in 
these l)siandardized" foods are exempt from any labeling requirement. 

For example, the stan<,r d for ice cream requires it to contain 
milk (a mandatory ingredient;, however, optional ingredients, such as 
sugar, sodium compounds, salt, eggs, and nuts, can be included at the 
manufacturer's discretion. The standard does not require label dis- 
closure of -lny of these mandatory or optional ingredients. In contrast, 
the standard for canned peas requires labeling of some optional ingre- 
~jicnts--sodium coi:ipound, salt, -irxl mnnosdiu.:l glutanate--while another 
optional ingredient, sugar, can be included in the product without 
labeling:. 

Commonly used produits which have sr=rndards of identity include 
cereai flours, macaroni and noodle products, bakery products, milk and 

1In Harch 1973, FDA suspended Federal regulations ~21 CFR 27.250-27.168) 
which established definitions and standards of itientity for 13 diluted 
orange juice beverage and related product categories. 
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cream, cheeses, frozen desserts, canned fruits and fruit juices, fruit 
pies, jellies and preserves, oleomargarine, nut products, and canned 
vegetables. (A complete list of standardized products is shown in 
app. IV.) 

*act on consumers on special diets 

Knowledge of food ingredients, while important to all consumers, is 
especially important to those on special diets because of illness, 
allergy or other reasons. For example, officials of the American 
Heart Association estimate that about 23 million people who have heart 
conditions should be avoidin& saturated fats, sodium, and caffeine. Over 
4 million diabetics and kidney patients must avoid or restrict their 
inL.ske of sugar and potassium, respectively, and both should restrict 
their L;t?ke of sodium. In addition, allergy physicians estimate over 7 
million people suffer from allergy reactions to ingredients, such as 
milk, eggs, gluten, wheat, corn, tartrazine, nuts, and monosodium gluta- 
mate. 

We compared 10 ingredients--sugar, sodium, milk, wheat, eggs, 
gluten, tartrazine, :luts, monosodium glutamate, and caffeine--that should 
be avoided by cousumers on special diets, with standards for 284 food 
categories. Results showed that 12', or about 45 percent, of these 
standards included ‘1s optional at least 1 of these ingredients but did 
nat require manufacturers to list them on food labels. 

For example, sugar, sodium, eggs, and monosodium glutamate are 
optional ingredients in mayonnaise. Because the standard for mayonnaise 
does uot require l,lbeling of those ingredients, consumers cannot de- 
termine whether they are present. 

Officials of the Michigan Diabetic Association and d Veterans 
Administration hospital told us they <Idvise those with certain health 
problens to avoid foc>ds, such as mayonnaise, without full ingr-edierlt 
listings on their labels. Fc; example, we interviewed three patients 
on low sodium diets at the Veterans Administration hospital who told us 
they avoid most canned fo+ds unless the label lists all ingredients. 

FDA's files showed other prcblems consumers face because they do 
not knew what ingredients are used in foods. The dllergy Foundation of 
America and many indivi&al consumers informed FDX of difficulties in 
following special diets becaldse some products' food labels do not list 
all of their ingredients. For exampie, one lady wrote: 



"I have several food allergies among whiz\ the latest is MSG 
[monosodium glutamate]. I know of other people who are 
bothered by this and who cannot tolerate meat tenderizers 
which I also find a problem. i am careful to read labels 

. but when there is nothing cn the label to read I am at a loss." 

Current industry practices 

Although many products do not have all ingredients listed on their 
labels, the food industry appears to be voluntarily moving closer to 
full disclosure. 

We interviebad officials from four food manufacturing firms with 
national distribution that are now voluntaril:r labeling the ingredients 
on all standardized foods cr plan to do so in the near future. The 
officials generally expressed the opinion that there was no reason not 
to provide this information if consume:s want it. 

However, our review of the labels for 1,000 food products randomly 
selected from 7,022 products on inventory lists of 2 supermarktts in the 
Detroit metropolitan area showed that 129, or about 13 percent disclosed 
none or only part of the ingredients contained in the product. In eact 
case, FDA, in accordance with the law, had exempted these foods Lrcm 
having some or all of their ingredients listed. 

ProEed changes in laws and reg\;l,ltions - _-- 

In February 1971, the Law Students Association for Buyers' Educa- 
tion anu Labeling petitioned FD?, to require full disclosure of ingre- 
dients on all food labels to allow cons'-mers to make more knowledgeable 
choices in the food they eat. 

In the MarcL -3: 1972, Federal Register, the Commissione,- of FDA, 
having evaluated th: Association's petition and related correspondence, 
concluded he did not have the authority to promulgate blanket regulations 
requiring full disclosure of ingredients. FDA can require disclosure 
on individual products; however, FDA officials told us such a task is 
time consuming and expensive. 

FDA officials told us FDA supports legislation introduced in the 
Congress which would require ali standardize! foods to list their in- 
gredients. In the 93d Congress, several legislative proposals (such as 
H.R. 1106, H.R. 1235, H.R. 1525, I:.R. 3700, H.R. 3701, H.R. 5861, R.R. 
5953, H.R. I6392, s. 904, s. 1197, s. 2110, and S. 2373 wera introduced 
which would so a:nend tile FDEC Act. 



In the meantime FDA can and has unde'r :'ts present authority started 
to require full disclosure of optional ingredients as a part of its 
more recent standards. FDA also plats to require labeling of all op- 
tional ingredients in future standards. In addition, according to FDA, 
if such legislation is not enacted, all prior standards will eventually 
be amended to require full disclosure of optional ingredients. FDA has 
no timetable for revising present standards. 

SOXE INGREDIENT; DISCLOSED IN CENEJXL TERMS 

The E‘>LC Aci require; foods t-ithout standards of identity to dia- 
play the common or usual na:lle of each irgredient. However, it has been 
industry practice to list some ingredients in general terms, such as 
vegetable oils and fats. In addition, the FDSC Act allows spices, 
flavorings, and colorings in all products to be listed in general terms. 
As a result, food labeis frequentl.y list "vegetable cil" as an ingredient 
without specifying whether it <s coconut oil, cotton seed oil, corn oil, 
etc.; or l'st "artificial. coloring," without specifying the number and 
kinds of cclorings or combination of colorings. 

General listing of these ingredients is permitted to provide in- 
dustry flexibility to change from one ingredient to another as the 
supply and demand for ingredients fluctuated. In addition, the use of 
genera!. terms for listing specific ingredients was intended to protec> 
manufacturers recipe trade secrets. 

IDpact .on consumers - 

Recently consumer interest in knowing the exact nature of ingre- 
dients used in f(-,od prn3ucts has increased. hme c~:su~2rs are concerned 
necause ot allergies to specific ingredients and others ate concerned 
about the cholesterol lev~'l and saturated fat ratios of certain oils. 
The use of general terms for ingredients such as spices, flavorings, 
colorings, and vegetable oils can create a pctcntial hazard for con- 
sumers with allergies or other specific health problerls. 

file Anericnn Academy of Allergy estimated about 300,000 cases of 
aller*:ies to tartrazrne (yellow dye ?!o. 5), which is an ingredient 
commonly used in foods such RS powdered orange drink products. However, 
tartrazinr is not specifically identified on the label of products in 
which it is used. 

, 
Wlile some individuals may he allergic to specific spices, flavor- 

ings, or colorings; CO~SGXK orasnizntions, medical associations, and 
some of t!tt ‘\atit>n's leading ailergists advised us that, except for 
tartrizlne, such ingredients zrc not the cause of significant numbers 
oi allerbh- r)r,blez. 
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&ny studies have been made concerning the association of high 
cholesterol diets &nd coronary heart disease, Researchers' analyses 
of case histories of patients with heart disease have identified several 
factors, including high levels of cholesterol and saturated fats, in the 
diet which are associated r-ith the high risk of heart disease. 

For exam ?le, researchers tound coronary relapses were reduced by 
25 percent to 50 percent among menlwhose diets were adjusted to reduce 
the inrake of fat and chtilesterol. Another study* concluded that 
heart patients lived a:~ average of about ' years longer when their diets 
were controlled. These studies, however, have not been conclusive. The 
importance of cholesterol and saturated fats in :he diet when compared 
to other risk factors is still unc=.rtain. 

Ntl.ough addition;1 studies of the relationship between diet and 
heart disease are needed, definite results 'rum these studies may be 
many years away. In the meantime many persons are already attempting 
to modify th.?ir diets. In addition many physicians are prescribing 
special diets fcr patients who have Lad heart attacks or who have been 
found to have high pockntial for heart diseasl:. It is difficult to 
follow such modified diets. however, because of the lack of good 
information on the fat ccc'rent and chols:.:terol levels of foods. 

For example, u chart prepared by the Amertcan Heart Association 
showed that all vegetabie oils--corn, cottonseed, soybean, coconut, 
etc.--contain 14 grams of fat (saturated and polyunsaturated) in each 
tablespoon. However, the ratio of saturated fats changes significantly 
Erom corn oil to coconu'_ oil. A tablespoon oi corn oil contains cnly 
2 grams oE saturated fat while a tablespoon of coconut oiS contains 
13 grams. Unless these oils are specified on food labels the corsumer 
does not know whJt ratio of saturated fat is in the product. 

A panel of the L?lite House Conierence on Food, Nutrition, and 
Health, initiated in .June 1369, ::udied adults' food and nutrition 
problems. The panei concluded t?at ccnsumers are entitled to ,cnow the 

1Based on a report entitled "An Evaluation of Research in the United 
States on R-man hutrition" prepared by a joint task group of the USDA 
and State universit.es and land grznt r-lleges. Tie r-eport was issued 
by USDA's Science an2 Education Staff, Aug. 1971. 

2 hverly N. Nelson, M.D., "Diet Therdpy in Coronary Disease: Efisc'- on _-_ 
?Iortal ity of fliyh-i'rotein, Jii~h-SCafo~K!, 
u (fkc. 2<;72j, pp. 103- i16. 

Fat-C~~ntr,lIIed Giet, "Ceriat- 
Study was perfor~~!ed by Averly ?I. 

Nelson, 'I.D., hosed on datn hka cu'npilcd from 206 patients ovet 15 to 19 
years. 



content of the food they consume, especially when such Information is 
needed by persons attempting to modify their diets or bv ;.bysicians who 
prescribe diets for heart disease patients. 

Our review of 1,000 randomly selected products (see p. 5) showed 
that about 64 percent listed vegetable oils, spices, flavorings, and 
coloring5 in general terms. We also found that: 

--133 of 177 products whose labels showed vegetable oils, listed 
vegetable oil in general terms; 

--158 of 164 products whose labels showed spices, listed spices 
in general terms; 

--388 of 413 products whose labels :.howed flavorings, listed 
flavorings in general terms; and 

--235 of 316 products whose labels showed colorings, listed 
colorings in general Zerms. 

Proposed changes in E‘DA req*Jlations 

In response to consumer interest, FDA proposed a regulation in 
..Jne 1971 requiring fats and oils to be listed by their specific name. 
In propo-ing the regulation, the Commissioner stated that specific 
identification would ;iot present significant problems to the food in- 
dustry. As of April 3, 1974, the proposed regulation had not been 
finalized. FDA officials informed us that a final decision on the 
regulation was pen:?ing resolution of the impact such regulatio? would 
have on 'ndustry. (See XGy;Cy CQ\C!C'" . ,,,LS, p. 10.) 

During our review we interviewed officials from 22 food manufacturing 
and retail firms, 2 trade associations, and 5 consumer groups to obtain 
a cross-section of opinions on the need for full disclosure. While most 
of those interviewed favored full ingredient disclosure on standardized 
foods, opinions varied between consumer and industrv officials about 
specifically ident ifying vegetable oils, spices, Eiavors, and colorings. 

Exempt products 

Consumer groups expressed their desire to know the ingredients in 
the food they eat. They believe consumers have a right to know what food 
ingredients are being use$ to enable them to purchase foods which are 
best suited to their needy or prtferenc-s. 



The food industry in general is willing to specify all ingredients 
on labels. This is avidenced by the Grocery Manufacturers of America, 
National Canners Association, and the ETational Association of Food Chains 
urging their members to voluntarily disclose on labels of standardized 
foczis, those ingredients that have been exempted by FD.4. Severs1 food 
industry officials expressed the opinion that full disclosure would be 
costly for some prnducts; however, sever-4 other officials did not 
believe it would be costly since they were already providing full 
disclosure of ingredients for most of their products. 

Ingredients listed in general terms 

Officials from all 5 consumer grouJ3 favored specific disclosure of 
ingredients now listed in general terms. They believe that cons4ners 
have a right to know what ingredients are used in the foods they eat. 
They said specific knowledge qf vegetable oils, especially, wouJd aid 
consumers in attempting to restrict their intake of cholesterol or 
saturated fats. 

Of the 22 food industry officials interviewed, 17 opposed specifi- 
cally identifying ingredients. Many officials contend there is no 
proof that a sjgnificbnt number cf people are allergic to these ingre- 
dients. Some officials did, however!, acknowledge the high cholesterol 
and saturated fat levels of tropical oils and stated that specifically 
identifying certain oils may be appropriate. 

Most industry officials interviewed believed specific listing of ingre- - 
dients, sllch as vegetable oils, would significantly increase prices. Ti-9 
contend these ingredients are frequently interchanged, depending on their 
availability, and that specifying them would require frequent label changes 
whic.h would require the manufacturers to have several sets of-labels in 
stock or uneconomical purchases of raw material which would be passed on 
to the consumer in the form of higher food prices. 

The signific‘utt number of food categories exempted by the FD&C Act 
from listing some of their ingredients on their labels causes consumers-- 
rspecialiy those on special diets because of allergy or other Leasons to 
make uninformed choices. Because consumers do not have enough information 
to identify food ingredients used in specific products, they may not be 
abIc to select the products bes: suited to their specific needs or pre- 
ferences, as intendeci by the FPLA. Legislation amending the FDSC Act to 
require full disclosure of all ingredients in packaged food products, 
including standazdized products, would better assist consumers in their 
selectio- of products. 
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PIedical problems related to a particular spice, flavoring, or 
coloring can occur as evidenced by the allergies to tartrazine. There- 
fore, FDA should have the authority to require thst a specific spice, 
fiavoring, or coloring be identified on food labels when a proven con- 
sumer need exists while allowing other ingredients to be listed in 
general terms. 

Although the evidence supporting the relationship of cholesterol 
and saturated fat levels in diets to the risk of heart disease is not 
conL*ius ivc, enough evidence exists to cause many consumers to modify 
their diets and many physicians to prescribe special low cholesterol and 
low saturated fat diets. 

RKOEMEXDATIOiJ TO THE SECRETARY 
OF HEAI.TH, EDUQTION, AXD WELFARE (HEW) - 

To imnrove the consumer’s ability to follow low cholesterol and 
saturated iat diets, the Secretary of HEW should direct the Commissioner 
of FDA to promulgate regulations requiring 1aLels of food products to 
identi.fy tne specific vegetable oils used. 

AGIXCY COMXENTS 

HEW agreed with our recommendation and advised us that., based in 
part on comments co FDA’s June 1971 proposal to require specific identi- 
fication of fats and oils on food Labels (see p. S), FD;, terminated the 
rule making proceedings begun by that proposal and promulgated a new 
proposal to require that the specific name of the fat or oil appear in 
food labeling. The r.ew proposal was published in the Federal Register 
on June 14, I.974. {See apb. I.; 

USDA also supp.Drts our recommendation for specific identification 
of vegetable oils in shortenings and in meat and poultry oroducts. L’SDA 
pointed oc t, hswever, that identification 2s animal fat o: vegetabIe oil 
may be sufficient in certain meat and poultry products whLch use such 
small amounts of vegetable oil that their contribution to cholesterol 
intake would be insig:lificani. (See aRp. 1.1.) 

To improve conbuclers’ ability to identify ingredients used in the 
foods they eat and to better en.?ble them to make informed choices of 
those products best suitc>d CO their specific needs or preferences, we 
recommend that the Congress consider amending the FD&C Act to: 

--Require full disclosure of all ingredients on packaged ferd 
products, including standardized products. 

--Authorize FM to require food 
spi co.5 t flnvorinzs, 

?abels to specifically identify 
and colorings, where 2 proven need exists. 
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In the 93d Congress, several legislative proposaLs were introduced 
which would so amend the FMC Act. (See p. 5 for a listing of the specific 
proposals.) 

*HEW and USDA agree with our recommendation to the Congress con- 
cerning disclosure of all ingredients and identification of spices, 
flavoring? and colorings. 

HEW said it has submitted to Congress a iegislative prsposal (S. 
1451 and H.R. 5642) to amend the FD&C Acr so as to place standardized 
foods under the same legal requirements that presently apply to nonstan- 
dardized foods which are required to list all ingredients, except spices, 
flavors, or colors. In addition, HEN said it supports most aspects of a 
bill (S. 2373) passed by the Senate which addresses the issue of food 
ingredient labelink. This bill according to HE?, would differ from HEW's 
bill in that it would (i) require colors to be specifically named on all 
food labeis, (2) replace FDA's se1 era1 exemption authority with a list 
of detailed exemptions (which conform to those already grantetl by FDA by 
regulations), and (3) require percentage ingredient declaratkn for sign- 
ificant ingredients or where the Secretary finds such declaration would 
be useful to consumers. In addition, S. 23i3 would require manufacturers 
to provide information on any individual spices and flavors which are 
not specifically labeled, upon request, and would authorize FDA to re- 
quiye specific spice or flavor declaration by regulation where disclosure 
is needed to protect public health or provide information useful to con- 
sumers. Furthermore, HEW would be required to conduct a study, to be 
completed 1 year after enactment, of the need to amend the F&C Act to 
require individual designation of the common or usqlal name of every 
individual spice and flavoring used in the food. 

USDA told us it requires full disciosure of ail ingredients in both 
standardized and nonstandardized mc,st ani poultry products, except for 
vegetable oils, spices, flavorings, and colcrings. USDA said, horTever, 
it stipports, and currently has the authority to require, specific ident- 
ification of spices, flavorinb5, and colorings where a proven need 
exists. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUTRITIOUI, LABELING 

Consumers are concerned about the relative nutrient values of each 
food product when comparing the qualities of compc:ing products. Rec- 
ognizing the need for nutri-ional labeling, FDt initiated . program in 
March 1973 reriuiring detailed nutritianal infon,stion on the labels of 
foods that are fortified or for which nutritional claims are mkn. FDA 
is also encouraging manufacturers of other Food products to voluntarily 
include nutrient information on their labels. ilthough the program has 
only been in effect a short time, initial industry efforrs to provide 
rnltrient information on food labels seem to be good. 

Although FD.4 began implementing its progrsn in March 1973, it was 
slow in developing an educational program to exi,lain the nutritional 
labeling Format to consumers. FDA did not initiate its multimedia con- 
sumer education program until an industry con,,rence on Hay 30 and 31, 1974. 

STUDIES RELATE DIETARY PROBLEMS 
TO INSUFFICIEI<T IXJTRIT13NAL INFORHATION 

Various studies indicate that consumers frequently make POOT dietary 
choices because of insufficient information. USDA performed a study of 
household dizts in the United Stares from April 1965 through ?iarch 1966. 
It compared the results of this study with a similar study of household 
diets in 1955. Cood diets--those meeting "U.S. recommended daily 
allowances" (U.S. RDA) for protein. calcium, iron, vitamin A, thiamine, 
riboflavin, and ascorbic acid--,xre fci;nd 'n 60 Percent of the households 
surveyed in 1955 and only 50 pcrce;tt in 19b5. Twenty-one percent of the 
diets in 1965 provided less than tws-thirds of the RD.4 for one or more 
of the nutrients. As shown in the iollowil :hart, the nuti-itionaf 
value of individua; household diets has d -,ned. l'hz definit!,Jns, 
"good," "poor," and "fair," were made by USDA. 



m Poor diets - less than two. thirds of the U.S. RIM for one or 
nore nutrients 

f Pair diets - less than the U.S. RDA but more than two-thirk 
for all seven nutrients 

Good diets - met the U.S. RDA for all seven nutrients 

Further analysis of household diets shor,zed that, although inadequate 
diets are related to low income, income alone was not the problem. More 
than one-third (37 percent) of the households with incomes of $10,000 or 
nver still had diet deficiencies in one or more nutrients. Nutrients most 
commonly below the U.S. RDA were calcium, vitamin A, and ascorbic acid. 

In 1967, the Congress d' -ected HEX to determine the magnitude of mal- 
nutrition and related ilnalth -oblems in the United States. As a result 
HEG: made a nutrition survey in 10 States which indicated that particj;ants 
surveyed were malnourished or were ris:ing the development of nutriiional 

problems. Among the reasons for nutrition problems cited by the survey 
were poor food choices Leading to inade'luate diets and poor use oE money 
avcClable for food and inadequate nutrient information on today's food 
supply. 

4Ls0, a HEW report entitled, "First Health and Nutrition Examillation 
Survey, United States, 1971-1972: Dietary Intake and Bicchemical Findings," 
reported evidence of a deficiency with respect to nutrient iron. On the 
basis of dietary intake and biochemical (blood and urine analyses) data, 
the study conclude! that iron 8eficiexcy occurred at 211 a,$e~ and -4as not 
limited to pe, ons from families with incomes belox7 the +ve:ty level. 

In additicn to efforts by tIiEn$ &r-I USDA to determine the extent of 
dietary deficiencies, the President, orl June 11, 1969, initiated the knlite 
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House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health. The Conference was 
intended to focus national attention and resources on solving our 
country's nutrition problems. 

The White House Conference report, dated 3ecember 24, 1969, set forth 
several observations concerning the c&.:!ses of poor diets, including the 
lack of nutrient information for consic *rs. The Conference report ob- 
served that the inability of consumers :c take wise food choices lEading 
to balanced diets was caused in par: b y :\ .i&r;ing or incomplete informa- 
tion about food products. The repo:t CC.W .G?d: 

"Information about nutritional proper.:ies which are significant 
to consumers in relation to the use of a given fro:' in the daily 
diet should be required to be made available tc consumers. * * * 
%tiry manufacturer should be encouraged to pr.yvide truthful nu- 
tritional informatix to consumers about his products to enable 
them LO follow recolunended dietary regimens." 

HEALTH PROBLEMS AND NUTRITION 

While existiag evidence is inadequate for estimating the potential 
health benefits from improved diets, nutritionists believe that imprc.-ed 
diets can contribute to the prevention of diseases or can reduce their 
impact. A joint task group of representatives from USDA, State universi- 
t les , and land grant coileges supported thi s position in its study.zti:led, 
"An Evaluation of Research in the United States on iluman Nutrition. 

For example, the task force report associated ostcnporosis (a bone 
disease) with diet deficiencies in calcium, phosphate, vitamin D, fluoride, 
and possibly Tngnesium. The task force report concluded that, although 
there was insufficient information to identify what dietary control ~2s 

necessary to defer, modify, or avoid osteoporosis, tests on animals indicated 
.t proper diet could prevent or alter osteoporosis in man. The report 
reached similar conclusions concerning the impact of diet defjtiencies on 
kidney an2 urinary disorders and dcntnl problems. The task force study 
also concluded that the incidrnccs, duration, and severity of respiratcrv 
iniectious dise:ises could be clearly RssocintEd with the diet. 

T‘ne task iorce report cited a study in Guatemala which showed that 
improvements in diet significar,!ly r-educed the death r;te. Health measures 
acre introduced in two villages. Chitdrtns' diets were supplemented with 
certain foods Sr one village and preventive and curative medical care was 

--- 

'jet footnote ' A) p. 7. 



provided in the other. The study showed the death rate in the medical care . 
village was reduced by 31 percent, while in the village with supplemental 
diets the death rate declined by 56 percent. 

FDA NUTRITIONAL LABELI?!(: PROGRAM -. 

On the basis of mounting evidence on the importance of nutrition, FDA 
invited the food indusc-y to work with it to design a .loluntary nutritional 
labeling program whicn would be both understandable and useful to the 
consumer, 

FDA and industry initiated a research ptogrhm aimed at developing a 
sound nutritional labeling policy. As a part of this program, the Con- 
sumer Research Institute performed a study1 which indicated that: 

--Some consumers will switch their purchases to the item with 
the better nutritional content when a product or brand has a 
real nutritional advantage over its competitors. 

--Consumers, in scme instances, will switch to products with 
lower fat content when presented with information describing 
the percentage of fat, carboh;Irntes, aad proteins of products. 

--Consumers improved their knowledge of nutrition, especially 
f-heir familiarity with seve;,; key vitamins, when exposed 
to a nutrient labeling program. 

--Consumer knowledge of nutrition s?ems higher than genera!ly 
believed even among ti,e underprivileged segments of society. 

--Nutritional value is important to the consumers when choosing 
foods for the family. 

lF.aymand C. Stokes and Rafael Haddock, “Interim Report of the First Two 
Phclses of the CRI/PDA Nutritional Labeling Research Program,” Consuner 
Ker;e.lrch Institute, Inc., 12ashington. D. C., Au;:. 1972. The study was 
conducted in three phases. Phase I--a face to face survey of 543 pcor, 
uneducated participants --~3s completed in Sept. 1971. Phase II--a 
mail -survey of 2,823 participan+;--was completed in Feb. 1972. Phase 
Ill--a purchze beh,ivior exper,ment involving 581 participants--was com- 
pleted in July 1972. 



Another research project enti,$.ed “Consumer Reaction to Nutrition 
Information OR Food Product Labels also showed considerable consumer 
interest in nutritional labeling. The study showed 58 percent of the par- 

. ticipants believed they would use the labels and that 44 percent were 
willing to pay higher food prices for nutritional information on the labels. 
in addition, consumers believed that, because of nutritional labeling, 
(1) the public would learn more about nutrition, (2) food manufacturers 
would tend to make their products more nutritious, and (3) consumers would 
qet better value for their food dollar. 

Also, the “National Cooperatives Nutrition Survey 112 shcwed 97 perc.ent 
of the shoppers interviewed thought present vcluntary labeling should be 
mandatory and 81 percent said they would be willing to pay more for 
mandatory nutritional labeling. 

While all of the issues associated with nutritional labeling have not 
been fully resolved, the studies have hnswered some oasic Iuestion:; con- 
cerning consumers’ interest in nutrit;onal labeling and their ability to 
understand and use it. On the basis of these studies, the Commissioner of 
FDA proposed the establishment of regulations governing the nutrition 
labeling for packaged food products, including a standardized labeling 
format. After obtaining the views of both industry and consumers, FDA 
published regulations on nutritional labeling on January 19, 1973. Che 
regulations (21 CFR 1.17) became final as of March 14, 1973. 

The FDA nutritional regulations established Federal standards and 
procedures affecting both t!le public’s percep:ion of the food it consumes 
and adverciscrs’ efforts to shape that perception. Under the regulatfons: 

--Nutritional labeling of food products is voluntary unless 
the product is fortified with added nutrients or nutritional 
claims: are made in labeling or advertising. 

1R. J. Lenah‘m, J. A. Thomas, D. A. Taylor, D. L. Call, and D. I. Padberg, 
“Consumer Reaction to Xutritron Information on Food Product Labels,” 
Search AKiculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.P., 1972, vol. 2, 
no. 15. --~ This study V.X conducted during Mar. 15 through Apr. 8, 1972, at 
the Cornell IlnLversity Agricultural Experiment Station and involved 
personal interviews with 2,195 participants. 

%onduct+?d in 1971 by Kational Cooper.ttives, Inc., in agrcemdnt with FDA 
at Cursur?ers Cooperative oi Berkley, Inc., nnd involved interviews with 
1,214 s1iop;h2rs. 
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--Nutritional information must be put in a standard format 
on the label. 

--Each label must list the amount of ca!ories, protein, 
carbohydrates, and fat. In ?ddi?ion, the label may include 
a statement of c1,olesterol content listed in milligrams per 
serving and in milligrams per 100 grams. Fat composition 
may be described by listing fat in grams per serving and as 
a percentage of total calories and by listing grams of pnly- 
unsaturated fat and grams of saturated fat per serving. 

--Eight important nutrients--protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, 
thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, calcium, and iron--and their 
amounts (as a percentage of the U.S. RDA) must crdinarily be 
shown on food labels. If the a,nount of a nutrient in a food 
product is less than 2 percent of the U.S. RDA the actual 
percentage need not te shown on the label. 

--A serving must be defined as a reasonable quantity of 
food suited for consumption as part of a meal by an adult 
male engaged in light physical activity. The amount must 
be stated in terms easily identif’dble or understandable 
by a purchaser, such as a cup or slice. 

An example of FDA’s suggested format for providing nutritional infor-- 
mation for Vitamin A Skim Milk is below: 

MITRITIOKAL INFORlMTION 

Serving Size: 1 Cup (8 Fl. Oz.) 
Servings per Container: 4 

Calories 90 
Protein 9 Crams 
Carbohydrate 12 Crams 
Fat 1 Gram 

PERCENTXE OF C .S . RECOX+XDED DRILY ALLO1:AXXS (U.S. RDA) 

Protein 
ViCaxin PJ 
Vitamin C 
Thiamine 
RiboflavGn 
Niacin 
Calcium 
Iron 

20 
10 

4 
6 

25 
0 

30 
0 
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ACTIONS TAKEN-AS A RESULT OF FDA’S PROGRAEi 

Our analysis of 1,000 randomly selected fold products, discussed earlier, 
showed that 491 of the products had a sufficier.t impact on the diet to make 
nutritional, information a meaningful aid to consumers. FDA officials con- 
firmed the results of our analysis. In January 1973--before implementation 
of FDA’S nutritional. labeling regulations ---we reviewed labels of the 491 
food products to determine the extent to which they provided consumers 
nutritional information. Only 110, or 22 percent, of the labels specified 
their nutritional value, but not in a uniform manner such as would be 
required by the FDA regulations. 

In Hay 1973, after issuance of the nutritional regulations, we sur- 
veyed the manufacturers of these same food products. We found the manu- 
facturers were providing or planned to provide nutritional labelLng in 
accordance with FDA regulazions on 257., or about 5L percent, of their 
products (an increase of about 132 percent). Aiso, 36, or 83 percent, 
of 43 major supermarkets chain s we surveyed planned to provcde nutrftional 
labefing on their store brands. 

In Narch 1974, we did a retail shelf survey of the 252 products for 
which manufacturers planned to provid e nutritional information in the pre- 
scribed FDA format. We found 121 >f these products were already providing 
the information in the prescribed format. 

For example, a ran of green beans had this information on its label before 
the regu.!ations . 

b 

i 

i 

- 
sine Gf can.. No. 303/M wt.. .l kP./cupo.. bipprox. 2 

Tender, young Blue Lake green beans, 
carefully selected for qualrty and sliced 
lengthwt-;e to btlng out the full delicate 
flavor of the beans. . 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SERWNG 
Pour llquld Into saucepan and boli 
rapidly down to one-half volume; add 
beans and heat qurckly. Do no! overcook. 
If destrcd, season wtih salt, pepper. bu!ter 
or crisply cooked bacon bits. Add minced 
di!i ptckle or onion ior a z!ppv flavor Or 
s;lrve with n sauce such as: horser-dish, 
musfard. sour cream, tomdto. 
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The label for the same can of green beans now includes this information. 

. 

INC-SWl~IENlS C.Wf N HEANS WATER SALT 

NIlTf11T10N INFOHMATION-WH Of:E CUP SERVING 
SI.HVIN(-sS PI R tXWlTAINE R APPROX 7 

I:ALORILS 40 CAId3OHVDRATE Bqnr 
f’UC>TEIN ?Wll FAT mm 

Pf RCLN1A.T.E Of US FKCOMMENDEO nAlLY 
Al LOVANCCS US floA PEHONE CUPSEilVlNG 

PROTEIN 2 
VITAMIN A 25 
VITAMIN C 10 
lHlAMlNsk31’ 
HIBOFLAVIN~B~ it 
NIACIN 
CALCIUM ; 
IHON El 
PHOSPHORUS 4 
MAGNESIUM 6 

FDA NUTRITIONAL EDUCrlTION PROGRAM 

k well plnnncd and coordinated nutrition education program is needed 
to insure that m,lximum use .lnd benefits are achieved by the nutritional 
lab&&n:; of food products. The White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, 
and Henlth conciudcJ that consumer cducatioti programs are essential to 
improve the nutrition of all Americ.lns. The objective of nutrition 
education is to promote op:imum health through wise food choices. 

i%.ny l~utritior~Ists.agrce with the conclusions of the White House 
Conference. (luestionnclircs frum 1,161 members of the American Institute of 
Nutrition showed the most frequent comments concerned the need for a good 
nutrition education program for the consumr?r. 

FDA’s efforts to develop and implement a nutritional educr?ti.on progrum, 
however) have not kept pact with its regulations concerning nutritional 
labeling. FDA anticil>atrd tt.at by the fall of 1973, nutritional labeling 
would appear on a sufficient numkr of food products to warrant a consumer 
education program. As s h oli:! in our retail shelf survey in Mnrch 1934, 121 
of 252 products, for which manufacturers told us they planned to provide 
nutritional iniormntion, alrcndy included nutritional information cn their 
labels . 



FW has conducted workshops and made presentations to various groups 
of professional nutritionists, dietitians, and home economists on the new 
nutrient labeling farmat. In addition, FDA developed a nutrition education 
program [or consumers, including a multimedia campaign to explain &he 
nutritional labeling format. However, this multimedia campaign was not 
started until its “kickoff” at an industry conference May 30 and 31, 1974. 
hn FM 5Eficial said the complete campaign is now underway. Z‘: includes 
a 14-minute television presentation, 30- and 60-second public a;lnouncements 
on radio and television as well as newspaper and pamphlet presentations. 

An FDA official responsible for the consumer education program ex- 
pressed concern that no advertising or consumer education budget had been 
est,,Llished for the multimedia campaign. He explained that, instead, FDA 
relies on public service announcements which are Frequently made on non- 
prime t ima slots 511 radio and television. 

CONSLXER AND INDUSTRY CO>PhlENTS 

:fe obtained views on &he FDA nutritional labeling regulations from 
officials of 22 food firms and 5 consumer groups. AL though industry 
officials from 15 of 22 firms stated their plan to provide nutritional 
information on their food labels, some were dubious abotit the value of such 
inlormation to consumers. In contrast, officials interviewed from c nsumer 
groups believe nutritional labeling would benefit consumers. However, 
both industry and consumer officials agreed on the nc?ed for consumer 
nutritional educ.1tion. 

officials from all consumer groups intcrvlcued concerning nutritional 
l,lbelinR stated th,it it is needed. Hut opinions varied as to whether it 
~laould be mandatory or voluntary. In addition, consumer associations be- 
1111ve that the cc\nsumer t~tiuc‘.itinn proy.r;im should have accompanied the new 

rcj:ulntion. Here ‘Ire .i couple rcprcsentntivc views: 

--Vc)lllilt;irV I..ibelin!: i.s best. ri,cht now--prrssur .! of the 
I.inrke t i11~1c~ \-ill make it moot whether or no! this regu- 
1.3tion is r.l,lnJcltorv bt’f;iuse jrrnducts with nutritional 
labels wi 11 have a c‘ompctitivc ntlv;~n!-;t~e iorcing others 
f I) iollc%~. There is a need to cduc.lt e t!tc public on the 
me an 1 n ): a::J USL’ of the nutritir>n.ll inrorm:!tion. 
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Food industry - 

Lndustry officials also agreed on the need for a consume! education 
program. However, officials from 12 of the 21 firms said the benefits of 
the FDA volbntarp nutritional l.lbeling regulation; were questionable. And, 
7 oFCicinls said that, unless nutritional education was provided, rhe labels 
would tend to confuse consumers. Ltele are a fe;l representative views: 

--The food industry is being “driven” to nutritional labeling 
by “market forces .‘I Consumers will not understand nutri- 
tional labeling and it will be of very Little use. 

--Cons~~mers could be better served by cduc;ting them on the 
four basic food groups. Consumers could be educated on 
the types of zssentinl foods needed, rather thbn e.xpectir.g 
them to plan diets based on the complicated information on 
food la!)els. 

--If consumers are not properly educated on the meaning of nu- 
tritional information, nutrient labeling could be mksleading. 

--Voluntary nutritional labeling is very important in aiding 
consumers. However, a good cJnsumcr education progrnm is 
essential to get the full vnll*e from nutritional labeling. 
Consumer t-e :;,xse to nutririonnl labeling has been ver:: good. 

CO::cLUsIoxS --- 

Hnn! Americans suffer Erom dietary and health problems due, in part, 
to the lxk of good nutrition. Rutritionnlly deficient diets are Ere- 
quently ca~~cd by consunlers’ poor food choices. These poor dietary choices 
can bc attributed in part to the lack of nuttiitional informAtion cn food 
ldbcls and the lack of nutrient edtrcntion. 

13.1A has established nutritional labeling regulations and encouraged 
vol.unt.Lr-v rLutritiur.nl labelin); to improve the dietary and nutritional well- 
beink; of all Americans. It is not certain hov. many food products will be 
nutritionally labeled as a re:;ult of the FDA nutritional labeling programs. 
HoiiesPr, in 1 ight cjf pl,z?; by thr- ~4 industry and actions already taken. 
i t A :pI’ tar :i ‘3 s i gn i E iclint number OL products r-ill be nutritionally labclra. 
A? a resti t , mG?ny cunsumcrF should become more aware of the nutrient Lxlue 
~)i ioods md should be ablr to use nutritional labcling to safeguard their 
hedltli. 

hlthiru::ii I’IA’s develoFTent of 3 consilmer erlucntisn program vas Slow, 
elicit 0’ ltimedia campaign is now Jndervay. A consumer education program 
is net .icd to explain the purpose and best use of nut:ritfocnl IribelinF, and 
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to understand the new FUA labeling format. However 5 the lack of an 
appropriate budget, requiring the reliance on public service announcementa, 
may hamper the effectiveness of the consumer education progra. 

RECO,%X3!DATIONS TO THE SECIIETARY OF HEW --- . 

The Secretary of HEW should direct the Commissioner of FDA to monitor 
the effectiveness of relying on public service announcccnepts to present 
FDA’S consumer education program, and, if appropriate, Jcvclop more 

effective means of presenting the information to consumers. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

HEW agreed with our reconunendation and said: 
--FDA is taking steps to measure the effectiveness of its entire 

nutritional education campaign. Before FDA initiated its edu- 
cation ciimpaign, FDA conducted a nationwide survey to measure 
the status of consumer nutritional knowledge. The l.esults of 
this survey are now being evaluated and will be publicized in 
government, scientific, and comercial publications. 

--In June 1974 FDA awarded a contract for a followup survey. 
This survey will measure changes in consumer nutritional 
awareness since the first survey and it will e*Jnluate the 
effectiver.ess of the media campaign and related education 
efforts on nutritional labeling. HEW said the results of 
this will help FDA develop more effective means of present- 
ing nutritional information to consmers. 

--FDA’s consmer education campaign ir,Jolves substsr:t;al 
direct contact with nutritionists, educators, trade as- 
sociations, consumer organizations, media sourc’es, and 
other specialists who Influence many routes of colmuni- 
cation with cor.suzers, kor example, FM’s 50 consumer 
affairs officers have devoted a considerable percentage 
of their effort to present nutritionnl infomction to 
influential. local groups anli organizations, In addi- 
tion, FDA refresentatlves, particularly from the Mfice 
of Nutrition and Consumer Sciences have rr.ac~c about 50 
appearances around the Nation to national and regional 
group s to discuss nutritional information. 

--FDA has sponsored with the food industry media three 
Kationsl Nutritional T.abel ing briefings invoicing more 
than 20 national trade associatinns. IiEW experts aII 
tlrese effcrrs to have d substantial nuItipli.cr cffoct: 
when these s:3ecinlists in turn communicate nut ritional 
information to consumers. 
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--HEW’s Office of Consumer Affairs, USDA, and the Grocery 
Manufacturers of Amerlc L sponsored the Advertising Coun- 
cil’s Food, Nutrition, &Id Health Campaign initiated in 
December 1975. This campaign Fncludes radio and tele- 
vision commercials and newspaper, magazine and car card 
advertisements calling the public’s attention to the 
importance of nutrition--especially for women of child- 
bearing age, pregnant women, young children, and the 
obese--and urges individuals to send for a free book- 
let entitled “Food is More than Just Something LO Eat.” 
This booklet incl:ldes specific informatton and illus- 
trations of nutritional labeling and provides a frame- 
work of fundamental nutritional knowledge within which 
to use nutritional labeling effectively, Since the 
campaign began, some 2 million copies of the booklet 
have been distributed. Currently, elements of the food 
industry are explor!ng with the Advertising Council the 
possibility of p;odt!cfng, in conjunction with the cam- 
paign, additional teievision commercials focusing on 
nutritional labeling for exposure in food processors’ 
and packagers’ paFd tfme. 

USDA advised us it supports rind is participating with FDA in 
a Joint consumer education program to promote the use of nutritional 
labeling. CSDA hAs ucen approving nutritional labels on t.l!e basis 
oi a propcsal publisl~e?J in the Federal Register, January 11, 1974. 
Sislcc the program is a voluntary one which is desired by consumers, 
LSDA agreed to this procedure LO speed tllr process by which nutri- 
tion,~l inforn\Jtion could br supplied to the public. A final rule- 
m.?king is now under review by USDA officials. As of September 1974 
cstx\ hd.! approved approsimatcly 400 labels for 60 companies. Prod- 
ucts included such Jivr?rsc itcsms as wieners, frozen dinners and 
entrees, soups, mat pdt. tics, and pizzas. CSDA ;aid it is explor- 
ing ways in which StanJard information can be obtained and validated 
for specific products. Tllf is , according to USDA, would greatly en- 
hence tile amount 0; nutritional. informaLion made available t0 tile 
consunzr. 

111 addition, CSDX hds drvclloped materials it plans to release 
c~rlg in 1975 which will assist Consumers to get the most from the 
new information on food labels. ‘ltlese materials include : (1) a 
publication, “Nutritional labeling: ‘fools for Its Use,” (2) a 
“nutrimeter” LO coruputc one’s daily intake of nutrients for COP 
p..zrison of tile U.S. I&\, and (3) student and teacher guides for 
using t.hestl materials. 
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In the 93d Congress, trevcrnl. Legislative proposals (such as S. 322, 
S. 1137, S. 2110, S. “373, 11.P.. 1652, H.R. 1653, !f.R. 3702, H.R. 3703, 
H.R. 8691, and h.R. 114&8) were ir.troduced concerning the need for nutri- 
t ional labeling. l‘h~tsc proposals would require any food commodity distrib- 
utt-l 3n interstate commcrcc to bear a label specifying the product’s 
nutritionJ1 value; and WLWII tile label indicates the number of servings it 
woulJ also I~ave to show the nutritional value of each serving. 

In its deliberations of such proposed legislstion, the: Congress should 
consider the progress already being made by l&I’s nutritional lnbeling 
program. 



CHAnTER 4 -- 

Labels G.I food products frequently lack infoimatfon concerning t!‘e 
amount of “chnr,~ctcrfzing ingredients” in the product--that is, the amount 
of beef in beef stew, apples in apple pie, or pears in canned pears. EIOS t 
food labels do not provide consumers data on the amounts Gr percentages 
of such ingredients w!iich have a material bearing on the price or consumer 
acceptance of the protuct . As a result, manufacturers can and do vary the 
percentage of chnrnctcriziny, ingredients and thus vary the value or 
acccptabi!ity of their product without consumers’ knowledge. Without this 
Information consumers can n?t readily make a value comparison between 
competing products as FPLA intended. 

INCKl:DIENTS ’ PERCENTACES DIFFER ------ 

Our review of manufacturers’ recipes for 24 products in 9 nonmeat food 
catcgorles showed the percentage of characterizing ingredfents often 
dicferod in 4 categories by more than 10 percent. For example, the a.mount 
of fruit in frozen fruit nies varied from 47 to 65 percent of the total 
we!Rht for all ingredients. One manufacturer’s pies contained 47 percent 
fruit, while his cornpctl tor’z; products contain 65 percent fruit in apple 
pie and 54 Percent Urni t in ciicrry pie. Officials of the firm reporting 
47 percent fruit opposed prxrcrntnge labeling because it would not permit 
them to vary product contents without changing labels. They said that 
during periods of short :,upp:y ‘lntl rising costs, ehcjr firm sometimes 
cltooscs to vary thr: p(‘rcenLal:e of ir:Rrcdirnrs if they feel the market 
will not be;tr an il:c.t~nca-: in price. 

The pcrcentai:r 0f chnr3cterizing !nby,rrdicnts i I canned vegetables 
and b;Iby food also varied. I’or cxat:lple, the amount of corn in creamed 
corn ranged from 57 to 70 percent. The following t rble shows, en the 
basis of manufacturers’ rcci~es, the range of pcrccntnges of characterizing 
ingredients for circh of the nine categcrles. 
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Product categoq 

Apple pie, frozen 
Creamed corn, canned 
Fruit cocktail, canned 
Cherry pie, frozen 
Green beans, strained 

baby rood 
Pens, canned 
Pear halves, canned 
Strawberry jelly, 

packed in jars 
Strawberry preserves, 

packed in jars 

Totul number of brands 

Number of Range of Percentage 
brands percentaRcs of differences 

2 84-90 7.1 
5 65-69 6.6 
4 55-58 5.5 

2 

2 -- 

24 
zxz 

47-65 38.3 
57-70 22.8 
63-75 19.0 
47-54 14.7 

45-45 

45-4s 

0 

0 

HeaL and poultry produets also differ in th e amount of characterizing 
ingredients they contain. h% i lc USDA regulations cs tnblish minimum 
standards for the amount of meet alld poultry ior certain foods, some 
manufacturers include more than these minimum amounts. We compared manu- 
facturer’s recipes for 33 food products in 12 different categories; the per- 
centage of meat or poultry vnriet ! by more than 10 pcrcont in 5 categories. 

For example, one manufnc’urer used 33.47 percent beef in its beef 
stew while .I competitor uc;cd 18.57 percent. ‘Ihe cct:ipc with only I2L47 
percent brcf is also bplaw the minlmuln USLC stancirlrc! of 25 percent. After 
we brought this to ESDA’s .~ttcntion, it ~tlvit~;~tl Lhc manufacturer to bring 
the product up 1.~ the mininum q tnnti.ird. 



Product 
cntegorv 

Poultry soups 
canned 

Poult r-y chow 
mein I c ?nned 

Beef stew, 
cLlnneti 

Poultry with 
broth I bob) 
food 

Poult 1 !t? ) 
ir02. 

Vegetab,r: and 
beef, baby 
food 

Beef dinner, 
frozen 

beof chow mein, 
canned 

Poultry dinner, 
frozen 

Pleat pie. 
frozen 

Spa,-,he tt i vi th 
meatbillis, 
canned 

Vega table bee f 
soup, cnnned 

Number of Range of Percontagc OF 
brands perctxt3gcs differences 

2 2.5- 6.0 142.9 

2 4.3- 9.7 125.1 

6 23.5-23.6 21.7 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

2 

c 
-5. 

33 -- - 

46.1-51.8 12.4 

14 .l-15.8 12.3 

5.2- 9.0 

25.0-26.5 

12-O-12.6 

18.1-18.9 

25.\^-25.5 

12.6-12.8 

10.0-10.0 

9.6 

5.8 

4.9 

3.9 

2.0 

1.3 

0 

Labels for mo:;t food products arc required to show the net weight 
but not drained vcight::. Drained wei:,ht is the weight of a food, cx- 
eluding the weight of tllle juice or liquid packinK media. Rrcnusc the <amount 
of liquid can vary from product to pru.iuct, drained weight can be Rn im- 
portnnt consumer conc;itlk~r:rtfon. 

An. October 1972 article in “Conswllcr Xeports” entitled “h’hp Xet 
licight Spcllu Ncn::an~~ on Canned Pood Lzhels ,” shoved significant dii’- 
ferenccs in drained wciglits OF c,anncd foods. The study 21~0 showed that 
variances in drained weiF;tits wrre not always related to retail prices. 
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-- 

For example, two 16-ounce cans of beans (products C and D> sell lor 29 cents 
and 31 cents, respectively. On the surface the 29 cents can appears to be 
the more economical buy. However, k-hen considering cost per pound of drained 
TTeight , the study showed the higher priced product to be more economical. 
Other comparisons, such as products B and D, If and N, or P and Q, showed 
similar results. The following data was extracted from the "Consumer Re- 
ports" analysis. 



1 16 11 .h 72.5 .ft3 .43 .59 
.I 17 11.2 55.9 . 33. .29 . 44 
‘C 16 10.2 63.8 -27 .27 .42 
L 17 11.5 67.7 .27 .25 .38 
I4 17 10.6 62.4 .20 .19 .30 
N 17 11.3 66.5 .20 -19 .28 
0 16 11.6 72.5 .17 .17 .23 

Canned spinach Y-m 

P 
r! 
R 
S 
T 

I,aI,c led 
weii;ht in 

flllIlCCS I--- 

Averaged 
drained weight -. 

as i’erccnt 
of labeled 

in ounces weight -- 

Average price (note a) 
per pr-r 
CZlIl lb .-..A 

Cost per lb. 
bf drained 

weight 

1. h 9.1 56.9 s.30 
1G 9 .h 60.0 * 31 
1G 9.3 58.1 .29 
16 10.2 63.8 .31. 
15 l/2 9.2 59.4 .27 
1 G 9.4 . 58.8 .27 
1s 112 30.0 64.5 .18 
13 l/2 10.2 65.8 .15 

s.30 
.31 
.29 

31 
128 

27 
:19 
.15 

$.53 
.52 
.50 
.49 
. 4 7 
.4i 
.29 
.24 

15 8.8 58.7 .25 .27 -45 
15 11.2 74.7 .28 -30 .40 
15 11.1 74.0 .27 .29 . 39 
15 9.1 60.7 .20 .21 .35 
15 9.R 65.3 .20 .21 .33 



FEW PRODUCTS LIST THE PERCCE1;TAGE --- 
OF CHARACTERIZISG INGXDIEXIS 

Our analysis of l,@lD randomly selected food products (see p. 5) 
showed that 317 had characterizing ingredients. FDA confirmed the results. 

l We reviewed the labels of these 317 food products to determine the extent 
to which food labels provide consumers percentages of characterizing in- 
gredient information. 3ur examination showed only 4.1 percent of the 
labels reviewed included amount or percentage of characterizing ingredients. 
Products not shosring these percentages included foods where percentages 
vary, such as frozen fruit pies, canned vegetables, baby foods, beef stew, 
and vegetable beef soups. 

Despite the absence of percentage labeling on mosL products, at least 
two food retailers have recognized the need for percentage labeling. 
Operaring under the premise that consumers have a right to be informed and 
percentage labeling helps consumers get the best value for'the food dollar, 
one eastern retail supermarket chain has undertaken a program to list :he 
percentage of characterizing ingredients on some of its privately labeled 
foods: beef stew, pork and beans, cream of chicken soup, strawberry 
preserves, cane and maple syrups, juice drinks, and ice cream products. 

A California retail cooperative has also established a policy to list 
the percentage of characterizing ingredients, whenever it is applicable. 
The cooperativr lists (1) drainer. tieights on its privately labeled 
canned goods that contain a liquid and solid food and (2) percentage of 
characterizing ingredients on juice drinks, tomato products, and maple 
syrup. 

However, as indicated by our review of 317 food labels, these industry 
a.2tions dre oniy isolated examples. On the btizis Lf interviews with 22 
f,O 7 d m&L:.lfacturers 2nd retailers, it appears doubtful that many manu- 
facturers w: 11 voluntarily provide percentage information on their labels. 
Officials inter-yier;ed from 16 of these firms stated they opposed including 
the per :cntages of ingredients on food labels. (See p. 32 for a more 
specific discussion of indtistry comments .) 

?ESE‘:T RECcL&T:OYS r5.?,E L:;a:t~ii'.:. , TE 

Althoug>. FE.1 regulatixs (21 CFR l.gb and 1.10) require most food 
labels TV state prod*ucts’ r.ec \:eight and ingredients in order of pre- 
dcn1nanc2, thes? require-ents are not adequate to enable consumers to 
c'ijiinguish bet:Zen the per-* Lintaxe of ingredients in competing products. 

The existing 16~s ind reLuZations are of some \eip to cons-umers. For 

example, net r;ei<ht tells consumers the weight of t’,e iood contained in 
the package. Th? regulation requiring ingredient listing in order of 
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predominance gives consumers some idea concerning the proportion of ingre- 
dients in food. However, the amount of an important ingredient can still 
differ significantly between two competing product; without consumers' 
knowledge. For instate, two chicken noodle soup products list chicken as 
their third IX,, predominant ingredient, but the percentage of difference 
between manufacturers' recipes for chic'.en in their product was 143 percent 
Also two chicken chow mein products list chicken as their fourth most pre- 
dominant ingredient, but the percentage of difference between the 
nanufacturers' recipes was 125 percent. 

Consumers are also protected by FDA and USDA standards which, for 
some products, establish minimum amounts of characterizing ingredients a 
product must contain. The FDA "standard of identity" for fruit preserves, 
for example, requizes a minimum of 45 percent fruit. USDA, under author- 
ity to approve labels, requires minimum amounts of meat and poultry in 
some products. 

However, standards have only been established for a relatively small 
number of products. In addition, consumers may not be aware of the mInimum 
standards or how much the product exceeds them. 

FDA RIXOGNIZES NEED FOR 
PERCENTAGE LABELING 

Recognizing the need for additional information on food labels FDA, in 
Karch 1973, estabiished regulations (21 CFR 102) to require some food- 
labels to bear.the percentage of each :haracterizing ingredient. The 
ComrIissioner 01 FDA in promulgating these regulations concluded that per- 
cencage labeling sho..!d be restricted to situations where it may have a 
material bearing on price ur consu,mer acceprance of a food, ot where such 
information may prevent deception. He also stated that percentage labeling 
is often necessary for consumers to choose between two competing products. 

In conjunction ~i:h this regulation FDA promulgated additional regu- 
lations requiring percentage labeling on two specific products. Diluted 
orange juice beverages are required to declare the percentage by volume of 
orange juice, while seafood cocktails must state the percentage by weight 
of each seafood ingredient they contain. 

In studying the need for new standards of identity for specific 
Froducts (see p. 3) FDA is considering the need for putting the per- 
centage of chnrac,erizing ingredients on labels. It has completed studies 
on five food products---table syrups, cottage cheese, sour cream, mixed 
nuts, and bread. The study of four selected bread products concluded that 
the labe: should state the percentage of characterizing ingredients. Hou- 
ever, no regulations have been promulgated concerning the labeling of these 
products. 



FDA officials informed us, however, they have no immediate plans to 
evaluate all foods to determine the need for percentage of characterizing 
ingredient labeling. They told us that neither consumers nor industry 
have expressed much interest in the percentage of characterizing ingre- 
dients. As of Harch 1974, FDA had received only one petit;on requesting 
regulations to require percentage 1aF zling, and, as a result, it does not 
belleve a review of the percentages of ingredients is warranted or worth 
the expenditure of funds. 

During the course of our review, we interviewed officials from 22 firms, 
anti 5 consumer groups with regard to percentage labeling. All consumer 
groups favored Percentage of characterizing ingredient labeling, but most 
industry spokesmen i;ere against it. 

Consumer g rouos 

Consumer representatives favored percentage labeling because they 
believe it would aid consumers in making value comparisons. 

Representatices from two consumer groups stated that consumers 
nave a right to knox the percentage of major ingredients in food pro- 
ducts. However, most consumer groups indicated percentage Labeling 
would not be appropriate for all products and should not extend beyond 
those ingredients which affect the value or consumer acceptance of 
the product. 

!%lost iood industry officials interviewed opposed percentace of 
characterizing ingredient labeling. They stated it would not benefit 
consumers -ad could result in higher food prices. 

>lost :ndus:r>- spo~esrr.er. believe percentage labeling wculd increase 
costs Sech~3 wre stringent controls woulb be needed to insure consistency 
he Ci;CFIl :he grodtx: and the label. They contend most products are not 
:,o::L:,:<ed uiti~ machinery that would insure accurate percentage of ingredients, 
and cssrly u;i;zradir.:: or repl.lcement of equipment would be necessary to 
ac&i eye sl;,:k zccur2c~ consistently from can to can. 

li?;-rve r ) so-e of these officials co-tend the quality control and 
Li!:,?l\-:icai 7~ rs5ics could be resolved ii percentages were based on recipes 
rat):.: r t ‘:~a?~ tk fir.is:hed product. One official said he would not object to 
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listing the percentage of characterizing ingredients if compliance 
measures were similar to the present USDA methods of monitoring manu- 
facturer recipes, batch records, and mcnufactcring practices, rather than 
reviewing the finished product on the retail shelves. 
. 

Industry officia Is also believe percentage labeling is improper for- 
products vhere it is difficult to determine what ingredient characterizes 
the products. Howe ve r , several stated that percentage labeling may be 
appropriate for some products, especially in cases where a valuable 
ingredient loses it.s identity in the total product, (e.g. maple syrup 
contained in some pancake syrups). 

Some industry officials expressed concern that percentag2 labeling 
could result in “horsepower” races. They believe consumers could be 
misled and confused by manufacturers who provide high percentages but 
low quality ingredients. They believe the quality of the overall pzod- 
uct, considering factors such as the quality of raw materials, special 
recipes, processing techniques, and care in handling, is more important 
than percentage of characterizing ingredients. 

CONCLUSIONS - 

Many food products differ in amounts of characterizing ingredients. 
Providing the percentage of characterizing ingredients on food labels can 
give consumers additional infomation of value when comparing products 
without taking away from traditional methods of buying. Consumers can 
continue to judge according tc, individual needs, tastes, and past ex- 
periences; hmever, percentage labeling would give them added information 
on which to base their chcice. 

FDA has promulgated regulations requiring percentage labeling on t&o 
products. It has also considered the need for percEntage labeling as part 
of its studies concernin<, info~ed us thes have no2i~~c;' ctanaards of identity. However, FDA offictals 

-;;rediate plans to evaluate all foods to determlne 
the need for percentaK;e of characterizing ingredient labeling. We believe 
mare products mal; be appropriate fcr such labeling Erca-dse they contain 
ingredirnts vhich have a material bearing on price or consumer 
acceptance . 

Percentage labelins is not appropriate for prodcicts which have n5 
characterizing ingredient. Because of practical problems and possible 
cost increases it 53 .v also be inappropriate for many other products. How- 
ever, little has been da,ne to assess the need apd practicality of per- 
centage labeling on an individual product basis. If FDA continues to rely 
on petitions hy interested pnrties to id:ltify products appropriate f3r 
percentage of characteritir.3 ingredient labeling [as of March 1974 only 
one such petition had been submitted), it appears to us that few pro- 
ducts wiL1 be labeled with the percentage of characteriz ~g ingredients. 
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_RECG+fMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW 

The Secretary of HEW should direct the Commissioner of FDA to 
identify foods that would be appropriate for percentage of characterizing 
ingredient labeling and require such foods to include this information on 
their labels. Assessment should be based on the usefulness of percentage 
labeling In mating value comparisons and determining the suitabiiity of 
products to consumer needs. Because each fcod is unique, consideration 
shculd be given to probable costs and practical limitations when 
determining whether to require percentage labeling for a product. 

FL!% agrees with our recommendation and said FD4 will promulgate 
or consider promulgating a reguration for percentage of characterizing 
ingredient labeling in the following instances: (1) where a coxmnonly 
known food consisting of expected proportions of components is being 
abused as to the proport:ons of such components, (2) where the name of 
a food implies that the produc t contains a certain amount of valuable 
component or components and the consumer is mislead, and (3) if the food 
looks like and is used as a substitute for a particular food and con- 
tains Less of the characterizing ingredient or components than the food 
for which it substitutes, 

HEW believes that, to the extent resources permit, FDA is identi- 
fying foods appropri.2ts for percentage of characterizing ingredient 
labeling and requiring their labels to include percentage information. 
HEW advised us that, FDA issued a final regulation, in addition to the 
regulations concerning seafood cocktaii and diluted orange iulcr 
beverages (see p. 31), for beverages with no fruit or vegetable juice 
and has proposed regulations for oil mixtures with dive oil and for 
dilated fruit or vegetable juice beverages. 

USDA said it: 

--supports voluntary percentage Iabeliug and it recently 
published guidelines preparatory to the publication of 
proposed regulaticrs. 

--Believes voluntary percentage labeling will help consumers 
make valae c0npariso-s or determine which product best meets 
consumers' needs. USDA, hoyevcr, believes percentage label- 
ing should be voluntary. 

--Is considering a request from its Animal and Plant Health 
Inslkection Service for i study to determine whether per- 
ceriage Labeling of certain classes of food should be 
mandatory. 
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PENDING LEGISIATIOPI 

In the 93d Congress, several legislative proposals (such as S. 2373, 
H.R. 1848, H.R. 3700, H.R. 3701, and H.E. 5953) were introduced re- 
quiring the inclusion of percentage of ingredient information on food 
labe?.s. 



. 

QUALITY GRADING--HELP OP. HANDICAP? 

The general absence on food labels of information or grades concerning-- 
tne quality--that is, the color, size, texture, flavor, blemishes or 
defects, and consistency --of food products or their main ingredients con- 
tributes to many consumers not being able to compare the value of com- 
peting products without opening the container. In recent years, USDA has 
suggested that its quality grading system be used to inform consumers of 
the quality of foods. This, hcwe.:er, can present problems to a consumer 
trying to use the system to compare the quality of competing products. 

THEI ORIGIN OF QUALITY GRADING 

The first USDA quality standards were established in 1917 for potatoes. 
Since then grading standa.rds have been established for na-~y different 
foods. The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946 (7 U.S.C. _ 621) and the 
U.S. Grain Standards Act (7 U.S.C. 71) authorize USDA to provide grading 
services to firms which voluntarily contract fo? them. 

Grading standards were established to provide a common iangunge for 
wholesale trading in the marketing of farm products, and as a means of 
measuring value or as a basis for establishing prices at the wholesale and 
nanufactuzer level. 

However, throughout the years various food packers and processors have 
been using the grades to indicate the quality of their finished products at 
the retail level. Packages of bitter, for example, Yere labeled-by grade 
as early as 1924. 

USDA is now telling consumers to use the grading system as a measure 
of value when purchasing food. For example in a pamphlet entitled, "Keys 
to Quality," it stated: 

"C. S. grades on food mean the same thing in all parts of the 
countrv ., in cny season, in any store, ddy in and '3y out. 
These grades are based on nationaiiy uniform Federal sta‘ldards. 
Their use is supervised by qualified Government graders. They 
offer you a reliable guide to quality and a means to compare 
quality wit> price." 

In another pamphlet, "How to Buy Canned and Frczen Fruits," it stated: 

"Because different qualities of frlrits are suited to different 
uses, you can make better buys by choosing processed fruits in 
the quality that fits your needs. 
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"U. S. grade standards-- measures of quality--have been es- 
tablished for most processed fruits by the LT. S. Department 
of Agriculture's Consumer and Marketing Service." 

* * * * * 

"Labels may also give the quality or grade, size, and maturity 
of the fruit * * *"I' 

EFFECTIVENESS OF ;JALITY GRADING SYSTEM STUDIED BY USDA - 

To determine the effectiveness and usefulness of its grading system 
as an aid to consumers, USDA initiated a study in December 1968 on 
(1) consumer knowledge and use of Government grades in buying food pro- 
ducts, (2) the extent of confusion about grading terminology, and (3) con- 
sumer preferences for an alternative system of grade terminology. 

The study concluded that consumers who were aware of the quality 
grading of food products found it helpful in making buying decisions, but 
most consumers knew little about it. For example, for 9 of the 10 products 
tested, the percentage of consumers unable to correctly identify the 
grades for the products they purchased ranged from 51.4 to 84.7 percent. 

Further study of consumer awarer.ess showe d that, when tested on tne 
number of grades for a product and the differences between these grades, 
over half the respondents receitsed zero scores for the commodities surveyed 
except For eggs which had 36.5 percent zero scores. -- 

,Different sets of grade names or designations for food items confuse 
consumers. The following chart shows 10 different top quality grade 
designations used by USDA for different food categories. 

* 

Apple juice, canned U.S. grade A or U.S. Fancy 
Apples, fresh U.S. Extra Fancy 
Beef USDA Prime 
Beets, fresh U.S. No. 1 
Cantaloupes, fresh U.S. Fancy 
Carrots, fresS U.S. grade A 
Celery, fresh U.S. Extra No. 1 
Eggs U.S. grade AA 
Peanuts, Virginia in shell U.S. Jumbo Hand Picked 
Peanuts, Virginia shelled U.S. Extra Large 

Comparing the grades of two similar products is also confusing. The 
top grade for fresh pears is U.S. No. 1, but U.S. No. 1 fresh apples are 
only thr third grade, as shown beloT?. 



Quality Fresh apples Fresh pears (note a) 

U.S. Extra Fancy pIriG- 

2d U.S. Fancy U.S. Combination 

3d fv.s;J U.S. No. 2 

aThere are two U.S. grade standards for fresh pears. We have used the 
standard for surmner and fall pears. 

Despite the low ievel of grade awareness found during the survey, 
USDA concluded that housewives who know and use Government grades 
apparently find them a valuable aid in purchasing foods. Between 59 and 
81 percent of the respondents who were aware of Government grades rated 
them "very helpful." 

As for consumer preferences for an alternative system of grade 
terminology, the study showed 44 percent of the respondents favored a 
letter system, 32 percent preferred words, and only 18 percent favored 
numbers. 

EXTENT OF QUALITY GEADING 
IN THE MABKETPLACZ 

Thousands of different food products appear on supermarket shelves. 
However, the labels on many of these products do not indicate the USDA. 
grade of the characterizing ingredienis in the product, or if they were 
graded at all. 

The quality grading of foods is voluntary. Each manufacturer de- 
termines whether to include grades on its product labels. For instance, 
during fiscal year 1971, USDA inspected and graded 35 percent of the 
canned fruits and vegetables and 75 percent of the frozen fruits and 
vegetables processed in this country. Gf 317 products which had 
characterizing ingredients (see p. 30), only 4.7 percent were labeled 
with L'SDA grades. 

CH;LUGES TO Q S'ALITY GK4DTSG PBOPOSED 

The absence of clear and meaningEu1 information concerning the qua!'.ty 
of food hinders consumer efforts to compare the value of competing pro- 
ducts. The White House Conference L?n Food, Nutrition, and Health 
suggested the ue23 for a universal simplified grading system for consumers 
and the rood industry. 
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In the CongKeSS, severai legislative proposals (such as S. 1197, 
S. 2110, H-R. 1657, H.R. 3706, H.R. 5828, and H.R. 5950) were introduced con- 
cernlng the need for improving the quality grading system for foods. uce 
of the main points stressed in these proposals was the need for a quality 
grading system with uniform, easy-to-understand nomenclature which would be 
required for all food products. For example, S. 1197 and S. 2110 would re- 
quire the quality grading system to 

--express quality grade designations in a uniform nomenclature 
for all food products, 

--require that any food product distributed in interstate 
commerce bear a label containing a quality grade designat-ion, 
and 

--provide fo-. the following designations in descending Order 
of quality of the food product: 

-4. S. grade A. 
-4. S. grade B. 
-4. S. grade C. 
--U. S. grade D. 
-4. S. grade E. 
--Substandard. 

A USDA official said the requirement for all food products to be graded 
and to include the grade on their label was not a practical solution to the 
problems consumers face in comnaring the oua,titv of products. He said, for 
example, the current cost of grading Fess than 100 percent of only six 
categories of food products (see p. 38) on a volunt~rq- basis was about 
$183 million annually. But, if grading became mandatory, the cost of 
grading all food products in these same six categories would increase 
by about $327 million to a total of about $510 nFllion annually ard, if 
alL food products were graded, the costs would be significantly greater. 
(See app. V.) 

hhile USDA supports the goal of reducing consumer confusion 
regarding grade designations, a USDA official told us problems in ob- 
taining industr:? concurrence have hampered USDA's effort to make the 
system easier for consuxkrs to use. Ke said USPA is currently studying 
the feasibility of uniform grade desigxtations for fresh fruits and 
vegetables. 

We intelviewea officials fzom 22 firL:s, 2 trade associations, ar,d 
5 consumer groups to obtain a cross section of opinions concerning the 
need for quality grading infomtion on food labels. Both consumer and 



industry representatives agreed the existing system of quality grading 
is often confusing to consumers., They disagreed, however, as to 
whether a quality grading system fn; consumers was practical. 

Consumer groups -- 

All consumer groups interviewed favored a system of quality grading 
for most food products. Th?y believe quality grading should be in uniform 
nomenclature with easy to undr-rstand standards and grade designations. 

One consumer representative told us food manufacturers have a good 
system for buying their food; however, the consumer does not have a good 
system for evalca:ing his purchase. In addition, the consumer is con- 
fused because the grading system differs between foods. Two other con- 
sumer representatives stated that quality grading should be uniform and 
mandatory to enable consumers to make value judgment-. 

Food industry 

PIost industry officiais agreed the c?lrrent USDA grading system is 
complicated for consumers. However, many believe a consumer quality 
grading system kould be very subjective and impossible to create to 
accocst. for the varying consumer v'-xs of quality. Establishing a con- 
suner syctes would also be very costly for the Government to enforce .lnd 
for manufacturers to Implement, and higher food prices would result. 

One industry official told us a consumer quality grading system 
wcuid not be in the best interest of the consumer or the food industry. 
A system could not be devised which can account for the individual tastes 
of consumers. 

Food industry officials from another conpany told us their ccmpany 
xould be againsi a consumer quality grading system. Quality is sub- 
jective and each consumer has his own idea of quality. The present 
i:rading systen was designed for use by manufacturers 2nd was not 
t.daptable co consumer needs. 

Although not originally intended to help consumers make value com- 
p&risons, thL cs:1;\ qualit) trading system is, for some products, being 
used to give consumer-c sorr.e indication of :he qua.lity vi the food product 
inside the pzckage. l!any cvrismers, however, have a problem in under- 
s~xdint; and usin;; the 5-cst2m becau:;e the nocenclature is often very 
telzhnical and difficult to understand and grade designntidns vary from 
Froduct to product. 



Despite the problems which hamper consumer use of USDA grades, those 
consumers who understand the system seem to find it useful in comparing 
the value of competing products. Revising existing grade designations to 
make them uniform and et*,y to understand therefore, could assis, consumers 
trying to use the system. 

Tf,e system is voluntary and many food labels do not provide any 
quality grade information. However, establishiLlg and enforcing 
mandatory quality grading standards for all products could be very costly. 
hs discussed on page 39, for example, some products in six categories 
are now being graded voluntarily and USDA estimates that it x0uI.d 
cost an additional $327 nillion to require grading for all products 
in these categories. -- Thus, to require that all food prodticts be graded 
would cost substantially mwe. 

RECOTWEIEIATION TO THE 
~Ei'RETARY 3P AGRICULTURE 

To assist consumers trying to use the USDA grading system, we recom- 
mend that the Secretary of Agriculture revise existing regulations to 
make grade designations uniform and easier for consumers.and industry 
to understand. 

USDA supports the goal of reducing consmer confvV:sion regarding 
grads designati.ons, but believes the number of qualcty variables among 
food products negates the possibility of developing one system of grade 
deslgnetions to cover al1 Good products. USDA, therefore, suggested 
that a practical goal may he LO seek uniform grade names within groups 
qf similar prodncts, such as fresh meats, poultry, or processed iruits, 
USM fs studying uniform prade designations for fresh fruits and v-'s- 
etables a It has aiready eLtabifshed uniform grade standards for some 
150 processed food prcducts based upon a simple A, F, C system. 

USDA noted, howevtr, that 'LiztIe would be accomplished for most 
processed meat Froducts in thet the grade of the raw material is only 
one of several f,- tcrs which affect the finished product characteristics, 
'Ihe surveillance required in a grading or acceptance program to insure 
the validity and accuracy of such a I-be1 would be extremely costly, 
Those costs likely would far outweigh any benefits and eliminate the 
volL.ltary use of SUC?I a labeling program. 

Mso, USDA supports the need for strengthened education?1 progrms 
to he?p. consumers understand and use grade fnformatfnn while making 

. shopping deci'sions. 



PENDIJG LEGISLATION 

In the 93d Congress, several legislative proposals were introduced 
concerning the USDA quality grading system. (See p. 39.) Some of the 
proposals would require that all food products be graded and the grade 
desigration shown on the food label. In its deliberations of such pro- 
posed legislation, the Congress may wish to consider whether the bene- 
fits to the consumer would :ustify the large cost 3f providing mandatory 
grading. 

- 
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CHAP?'ER 6 

NEED FOR UXTFORX OPEN-DATIKG SYSTEM 

In comparing the qualities of competing products, fresbaess is 
important. This is especially true for perishable and semiperishable 
foods. Some foods have a shelf life of only a few days before they begin 
to lose their color, taste, and nutrient values. Consumer knowledge of 
how long such products have been on the retail shelf and ho;l well they have 
been stored (proper temperature, humidity, etc.) is important if they are 
to protect themselves from purchasing stale or spoiled foods. 

Food manufacturers for years have dated their products to provide 
themselves an inventory control and to aid retailers in controlling the 
rotation of stock on their shelves. This information, however, was usually 
coded and consumers could not readily compare the age of the food they 
purchased. 

Most products are properly rotated and usually are sold to the public 
fresh; but consumers do buy some spoiled or stale food without knowing it. 
A study was made by Consumer Research Institute in Dade County (metro- 
politan Miami), Florida, of supermarket inventories before and after 
o;en dating (uncoded dating) was introduced in the county in 1971. The 
study showed that about 5 percent of the supermarket inventory of per- 
ishable proidcts was still on the retail shelves F2St the prescribed 
pull date. 

C~~~SUXERS SOLD STALE '3R SPOILED F03D 

A USDA study during the period June 19il to July 19721 analyzed con- 
sumor attitudes toward supermarkets. The study showed that 92 percent of 
the consumers interviewed were either "very" or "fairly" satisfied with the 
freshness of the food they purchased, and 93' percent stated they never or 
rarely purchased food which was spoiled or stale. 

However, when these same consumers were asked if they had purchased 
any food in the previous 2 weeks which had spoiled or become stale sooner 
than they would have expected, 18 percent reported they had. About half 

I,, Food Dating: Shoppers' Reactions and the Impact on Retail Foodstores," 
USDA, Economic Research Service, Washington, D. C., Jan. 1973. Study 
performa by USD.1 and Consumer Research Institute- over a 12-month period 
wnlch involved three phases. Pnese I was a telephone survey of 1,531 
shoppers; phase IL was a survey of <emplaints about s:ale or spoiled focd 
in 12 Ohio chain stores; and, phase iii GINS an ana--ysis of complaints in 
these same stores after open-dating was intro&aced. 
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these problems were noticed on the same day the food was purchased. These 
problems involved perishable products, such as meat, dairy products, h&ed 
goods, and fresh produce. 

. Phase II of the USDA study showed over 20 percent of the 4,54(? shoppers 
interviewed reported purchasing stale food. The results from the 12 Ohio 
stores are shown below. 

Cities 

Hamilton (5 stores) 

Total shoppers Percent of shoppers 
interviewed reporting stale food 

1,096 19.4 

Widdletown (3 stores) i,386 20.1 

Cincinnati (4 stores) 2,058 22.6 

Total 21.1 

Although unusual, an example of a problem shoppers can face was brought 
to FDA's attention in a letter from a consumer. She wrote that she had 
purchased a frozen turkey roast in December 1372. Enclosed with the roast 
T:as a coupon for a meat thermometer. The coupon, however, had expired on 
June 30, 1971--18 months earlier. The turkey roast label gave no lndica- 
tion of the date processed or the age of the product. Was the coupon date 
errentzrtcis? Was the coup\>n included accidentally? Was the roast actually 
18 or zore months old (twice the recommended shelf life)? The consumer 
had no way of knowing. 

OPE!: ?XTISG PCSSIBLE SOLCTIOY 
TO COSSLX%-PROBLEX 

Be:ause of problems with stale or spoiled foods as discussed above, 
many consumers have favored an open-dating system. A recent consumer 
survey 1 showed 89 percent of a nationwide sample of 25Q,OOO shoppers re- 
ported they favored an easy-to-understand dating system. In another 
survey by the trade journal, "Chain Store Age," almost 50 percent of those 
interviewed called open dating "the single most important (consumer) serv- 
ice," and in response to another question 95 perceni listed open dating 
of focd products as the consumer service "most useful" to them. These 
figures seen to shop consumers' need to be reassured that the food pur- 
chased is fresh. 

lRingler, 3. h Berner, G. A., "Consumer Attitudes Toward the Food 
Industry," paper presented at the 38th Annual ?Ieeting of the Xational 
Association a; Food Chains in 1971. 



Many food store chains have recognized the cor;umer interest in open 
dating by voluntarily providing it on many of thei; perishable and semi- 
perishable products. T'ne USDA study published in 1973 showed that over 60 
retail food chains, comprising about 15,000 food stores nationwide, have 
introduced such systems. The study also identified 10 States and 2 local 
governments that had adopte d lars or regulations requiri.lg open dating of 
certain perishable or semiperishable products. 

Consumer reaction to these programs .las been quite favorable. A 1971 
USDA study of a Chicago grccery chain's food dating program showed more 
than half of the 1,710 shoppers interviewed were aware of the open-dating 
pros=, and of the 429 shoppers interviewed in depth, almost twc-thirds 
indicated they used the dates at least once. The most frequent items 
mentioned in the use of open dating were bread and milk. 

Further evidence of the benefits of open dating was found in the 1973 
USDA study in 1, Ohio food s;-ores. A comparison of consumer reports of 
spoiled or stale food showed that, before implementing an open-dating 
system in eigh: stores, about 20 percent of the shoppers reported pur- 
chasing stale food. After 8 weeks of promoting open dating, only about 
10 percent of the shoppers reported purchasing stale food. 

During this time the percentage of shoppers reporting the purchase of 
stale products actually rose slightly in four stcres where open dating was 
not introduced. After open dating was implemented in these stores, the 
percentage of shoppers reporting purchases of stale products dropped;The 
following tabie shows the results of the 1973 USDA study. 

Food not open dated 

8 weeks later 

Food open dated 9.9 11.0 
Food not open dated 25.7 

11 months later 

Food open dated 
(in all stores) 

Hamilton PEddletown Cincinnati 
5 stores 3 stores 4 stores -- 

(parcent of shoppers reporting stale fbod) 

20.1 

13.8 13.6 14.6 
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CONFUSION OF DATES LIMITS II%'ACT 
GF OPEN DATIMG ON COSSLXER CHOICES 

While open dating may influence the shopper's attitude, the actual use 
or understanding of open dating appears to have been limited. The con- 
sL;ltzr's lack of understanding, the variety of dates (pull date, packed 
date, expiration date, etc.) used in open-dating systems, and the general 
misunderstanding of the meaning of open dating have limited the use of the 
dates. 

The 1971 USDA study of the Chicago grocery chain's food dating pro- 
gram showed 63 percent of the 429 shoppers interviewed had used open 
dating at least once; hoLever, only 29 percent of these shoppers knew that 
the open date was the last date the product should be sold or the pull 
date. Forty-five percent believed the date was either the date manu- 
factured, packaged, delivered, or put on display--a past date. The pull 
date used in the food dating program: is, in fact, a future date. 

bluch of this confusion is caused by the failure of food labels to 
explain the significance of the open date and by the variety of dates used 
either voluntarily or as required by law. As of May 1973, 10 States had 
laws or administrative regulations which required open dating for 
perishable foods. These lags difiered in their requirements. 

For example, in Washington and California the law required the open 
date to be the pull date. SoiJever, Oregon which shares a comnm border 
with both lu'ashington and California gives the manufacturer the option of 
using either a pack or a'pull date. 

The dates used volunLarily are also confusing. These dates can vary, 
not only between stores ia th2 same community, but also between products 
in the same store. For exar,r;le, on Harch 7, 1974, we purchased three food 
products in a Detroit area supermarket with each product having a different 
form of open date: 

--Baby focd had a packed date (Jan.'3, 1974). 

--Tartar sauce had a puiL date (Jan. 18, 1975). 

--Bake and servr dinner rolls had an expiration date (YAr. 27). 

Several other products--cereals, jellies, salad dressings, milk, and 
cheeses--had varicus dates b,tit ne indication of what the dates meant. 



A 1969 study by the Department of Food Science of Rutgers University' 
concluded that open dating of the packed date or the pull date for products 
would not benefit consumers. The study found that time alone is not the 
controlling factor in determining the freshness of food and that both 

'dates tend to confuse consumers. 

The study stated that the packed date is misleading to consumers 
because it does not indicate the expected shelf life of the product when 
stored properly. In addition, the date only describes the age of the 
product but does not indica?? freshness because there is no assurance the 
product was stored properly. The study further stated that the pull date 
can also present problems for consumers. An accurate pull date depends 
on the handling and storage of the product. Unless manufacturers or 
distributers can show that proper controls have been established for their 
products, pull dates, according to the study, should not be used. 

Instead of using packed dates or pull dates, the study recommends the 
retailer use the date of shelf display to facilitate stock rotation and 
to give consumers an awareness of how long the product has been on the 
retail shelves. The study states that the date of shelf display does not 
suggest anything about the shelf life of the prcduct, whereas packed and 
pull dates imply some judgment can be made on product durability. In 
aLdition, the study recommends the food industry inform consumers on home 
storage conditions and on the nwimum length of time food items may be 
wisely stored before being used. 

COlr'SL3ER AliD :?lDUSTRY COXXE?Z 

'Le obtained the views of officials from 5 consumer groups and 18 food 
firms on the need for an open-dating system. Officials of both groups 
stated that, without open dating consumers cannot determine the age of 
perishable and semiperishable foods. They also agreed that an easy-co-use 
uniform system of open dating gs needed. 

Consumer groups -- 

Officials from all five consumer groups interviewed agreed a 
uniform system of open dating is needed. They also favored a mandatory 
system that would require all perishabie and semiperishable food prod- 
ucts to include open dating on theFr labels. The main reason cited 
for open dating was the need for consumers to know or determine the 
freshness of food products. 

'"Food Stability Survey," USDA, Economic Research Service, Washing*:on, 
D.C., Feb. 1971. 



Food industry: 

(If the 18 industry officials interviewed 12 stated open dating of 
perishable food is needed. They also generally agreed a uniform open- 
dating system should be established. Several officials complained 
about the lack of consisten-y betwezn current State and local laws con- 
cerning open dating. 

In a speech, the president of the National Association of Food 
Chaix stated the supermarket industry is much in favor of open dating. 
He said there is no question thdt the consumer has the inalienable right 
to make a choice on freshness. He also pointed out open dating makes 
it easier for the retail store to rotate stock. 

Industry representatives from one firm said o:len-dating of perishable 
foods (shelf life of 00 day s or less) would provide useful information 
to consumers. Manufacturers are reluctant to move toward open dating 
because legislation being considered in various States is not consistent. 
They said there is a need fo r Federal pre-emption or a model dating bill 
which would give uniformity to dating laws. 

CONCLIJSION -- 

Although most products are properly rotated by stores to insure 
product freshness, some are not. A USDA study has shorn over 20 percent 
of the consumers interviewed reporte;! purchasing stale or spoiledfood. 
h'hen open-dating informaticn is provided, tlowa<rer, consumers are often 
confused and cannot readily determine when a product was processed or 
packagel! or when it will lose its freshness. 

A uniform open-datin.< system Gould eliminate consumer confusion 
and facilitate the comparison of products. Such a systen is especially 
important in selecting fodd products with limited shelf lives. 

To eliminate consumer confusion and facilitate consumer value 
comparisons, xe recommend that the Congress consider amending the FIXC Act 
to establish a uniform open-dating system for perishable and semiperishable 
foods. In the 93d Congress, several legislative proposals (such as H.R. 
IG54, !I..?. 1655, H.R. 1989, H.R. 3704, 1I.R. 3705, H.R. 7008, H.R. 11448. 
s. 1197, S.2110, and S. L??;) were introduced which would so mrnd Z'LA or 
the FE?% Act. ; 

FIET;;, L'S&, and Commerce generally favor establishing a uniform easy-to- 
understand system of open-dating for perishable and semi-perishable focds. 



There is some disagreement, however, as to which procedure would get 
the best results. 

HEW said that FDA has authority to require open dating in any 
c&e when its absence may resul- c in a food being adulterated. HEW 
would not object, however, to explicit statutory authority concerning 
open dating by amenchnent to the FD&C Act. A bill (S.2373) as passed 
by the Senate Qn July 11, 1974, would provide authority for FDA to 
issue regulations requiring sell or use dates and storage instructions 
to be shown on food labels. 

USDA supports voluntary open dJting of meat and pou1t.z-y products 
and has published regulations which were to go into effect December 8, 1974. 
These regulations will require that, if an open date is used, it must 
be clearly dtr-signate< as a "packing," "sell by," or "use before" date. 
USM plans to monitor the voI.untary program to determine if changes are 
necessary or if it should be made mandatory. USDA said the voluntary 
approach is best so consirmers, industry, and Government can gain nec- 
essary experience bzfcre making additional judgments. 

Generally, Commerce agrees that a uniform system of open dating 
car perishabie and semiperishable foods is desFrabIe. However, it 
suggests that this can be achieved more effectively with appropriate 
revisions to the Model State Open Dating Regulation adopted by the 
hTatior.al Conference on Weights and Measures. Comzzerce stated that 
experience to date inzicaces that the best method of open dating 
appears to vary with the coznzdity in question and it does not appear 
that enough is knosrn at this time to legislate a solution. The Na- 
tional Conference on Weights and Measures, according to Commerce, 
offers the opportunity for consurrers and industry representatives to 
meet with Federal, State and local officials, in a combined effort, 
to mbve the model regulation forward. 

Commerce recommended that a fully flexible system 3e testei co 
determine the best method for open dating for various perishable and 
semiperishabie foods. Cmarce believes the tIode1 State Open Dating 
Regulation cap be revised io permit this kind of flexibility. Com- 
merce staLed that, in any event, open dating should always be presented 
with a complete explanation and in a nanner wh%ch is uniform for each 
method. 

The suggestions to wait for additional experience with open dating, 
either throug'n a voluntary program or by modifying the Model State @en 
Dating Regu.lation would, in our opinion, only prolong the anf-scion 
consumers are experiencing. It .dould also add to the confusion, be- 
cause as open datitg is used on more products, it would continue 
1et:ir.g each nannfacturer, retailer, or State choose its own open 
dating system. 



We believe the experience to date indicates that, for open dating . 
to be ar effective tool for cmsumers buying perishable and semiptrish- 
able products, it must 5e un1forml.y presented and easy to understand. 
We believe legislation establishing such an open dating system uSI.1 

l 
benefit consusers and the food industry. 

SO 



CRAPTER 7 

UNIT PRICING-OLD IDEA, NEW APPLICATIOS 

To compare the value of competing commodities, consumers must be 
able co readily compare the prices. However, studies of consumer 
abilities to compare prices showed that--despite FPLA--consumers make 
inaccurate price comparisons 40 percent or more of the time. The pre- 
sentation of unit prices- -which has been done for years on fresh meats-- 
could facilitate price comparisons of each brand and size of competing 
commodities. Studies have shown that unit prices can reduce price com- 
parison errors. However, FPLA currently does not require retail 
grocery stores to provide unit pricing. 

FPU PROVISIOSS FAIL TO OVERCOXE 
OBSTACLES IN COIKPARING PRICES - 

To facilitate consumer price comparisons FPLA provides that labels 
of all consumer commodities show net quantity of contents and a 
voluntary program be established to standardize and reduce the number 
of package sizes for consumer commodities. 

The House cf Representatives report on FPLA (H. Rept. 2076, 89th 
Cong., 2d sess.) stated that the purpose of the requirement for pro- 
viding infoFation on the net quantity of package contents was: - 

U* * * to provide a total ounce statement which will facilitate 
the computation of costs per ounce and thus aid the consmer 
in making value comparisons among comparable commodities." 

The Senate version of the FPLA bill (S. 985, 89th Cong., 2d sess.) 
stated that, before using the voluntary program to standardize and reduce 
the number of package sizes for a product, it should be determined that 
the weigh:s or quantities in which the commodity is being sold are likely to 
impair consumers' ability to compdre prices per unit. Although the 
final version of FPLA substituted "value" for Ilprice" throughout, the 
Conference Report of the House and Senate (H. Kept. 2285, 89th Cong., 
2d sess.) explained this change by stating that price comparison is 
" A * * a very important factor in m&king a value comparison." 



Surveys of consumer abilities to compare prices showed consumers 
often could not compare prices correctly. In October 1968,l five 
colleg 
market 5 

-educated housewives were asked to buy from a Sacramento super- 
the package for each of 14 grocery products that, in their 

judgment, offered the best unit price. Thirty-eight or 54 percent, of 
the 70 choices were incorrect. 

In Kay 1969, a similar survey3 required two groups of shoppers to 
select the lowest unit-priced item for several grocery products in New 
York City. A group of 16 shoppers made a total of 19h choices from the 
list of products and were incorrect on 85, or 43 percent. A group of 10 
shoppers made a total of 111 choices and were incorrect on 50, or 45 
percent. 

In addition, tiepartment of Commerce officials testified on Harch 23, 
1970, in the Consumer Subcommittee, Senate Committee on Commerce, 
hearing on FPIA, thit the package size standardization program was not 
removing all major obstacles to value comparisons as was hoped. They 
stated it Has not practical to reduce the number of package sizes and 
have a mathematically desirable relationship which would facilitate price 
comparisons. 

The package sizes for heavy duty, normal density, dry detergents, 
for example, had been reduced from 22 sizes co 6; however, because of 
packingcase requirements the sizes were not evenly divisible. For 
exan?le, the three most popular sizes are 20, 49, and 84 ounces. 
Alt'nough the reduction in package sizes made cross brand price com- 
parjsons for each size easier, the comparison, for example, of the 
prices for 20-ounce end SL-ounce boxes of detergent still required a 
complicated calculation. 

:  I , . ”  :<hat's iiappened to Truth-in-Packaging?" Consumer Reports, (Jan. i969), 
p. 41. Study commissioned by Consumers Union and directed by the 
Consuiler &search Foundation. 

2 
Fcr t!:e purposes of this rep\Jrt, "superr:arkcts" are defined as retail 
grocery stores with annua? ss!cs Gf S500,OXl or more. 

3J ‘ick il. Richardson, "The (.?u~stion of Unit-Pricing," Testimony in Public 
Hearing..s, ?ie:; York City Departmt:nt of Consumer Affairs (Nay 26, 1969), 
pp. S-6- Study conducted by Kew 'iork City Department of Consumer 
Arfairs. 



A more detailed study1 also found that the efforts to standardize 
package sizes offered little assistance to shoppers who attempt to 
compare prices. The study tested how effectively price comparison 
problems could be salved by selected shoppers of an ixxr-city super- 
market and a suburban supermarket in the dashington, C-C., area. 

Each responding shopper was asked which of two differing package 
sizes for each of five products cost less per measure, and how much less. 
Two groups of shoppers were tested on evenly divisible package sizes 
(e.g., each package size being a whole multiple cf the smallest paciage 
size). One group was tested with singly priced items (e.g. 24 cents 
each) and the other with multiple priced items (e.g. 2 for 49 cents). 
Another tw? groups of shoppers were tested on unevenly divisible package 
sizes--one with singly priced items and the other with multiple priced 
items. The following table shows the number of responding shoppers Ln 
each group and the average percentage of correct answers. 

Inner city Suburban 

Lumber Percentage Number Percentage 
of of correct of of correct 

respondents answers respondents answers 

Evenly divisible 
package sizes: 

Singly priced 
Multiple priced 

84 16 89 38 
80 14 90 32 

Unevenly divisible 
package sizer;: 

Singly priced 
Gltiplc priced 

82 10 80 14 
85 16 86 12 

The preceding study only required shoppers to compare prices between 
two package sizes. In a typical supermarket, shoppers would have to 
consider t:;o or more package sizes among several competing brands. For 
example , our survey of heaT? duty, normal density, dry detergents 
available in 6 Detroit area supermarkets showed shoppers would have as 

1 Honroe P. Friedman, "Dual-Price Labels: Usage Patterns and Potential 
Benefits for Shoppers in Inner-City and Suburban Supermarke%," Center 
for the Study of Contemporary Lssues, Eastern Wichigan University, 
Ypsilanri, Xichigrn, no publ'shing date- pp. 62-55. Study funded by 
Safeway Stores, inc., and the ;iationa.l Association of Food Chains and 
directed by Monroe P. FriedmAn. 



many as 4 unevenly divisible package sizes (20, 49, 84, and 171 ounce) 
and from 9 tc 13 brands to choose from. The stores we surveyed averaged 
22 selections of detergent. 

UNIT PRICING KEDUCES 
PRICE COHPARISOY ERROFS 

k method for facilitating consumers' price comparisons would be to 
present unit prices for each brand dnd size of cocpeting products. Unit 
pricing eliminates complicated mathematical computations. Studies have 
shown that unit -rice infoxxation significantly reduces consumers' price 
comparison errors. 

Unit pricing provides a common denominator--such as price per 
ounce, Tound, pi?t, etc.--for conparinz. prices of prod\;cts which come 
in various package sizes, have several ccmpeting brands, and are sub- 
ject to multiple-item pricing. It has been used for many years to 
facilitate price compar i;ons of store-packaged meat, poultry, and fish 
because of the randomness of the package weights. For e.-ample, packages 
of ground beef show the price per pound as we?.1 as the total price. 

The study which tested shoppers' price ccmparison ability in an 
inner-tit:; and a suburban supermarket in the h'ashington, n-C., area .lso 
found that unit pricing would ha ge significz‘l*ly improved the percentage 
oi correct ansxcrs for the prod*lcts in el*enl.- and unevenly divisible 
package sizes. 

In the St&y a group of selected shtipers fn each store was asked 
to compare the prices of tsro selections for each tif five products in a 
simtllateci anit pricing situation (simply comparing; the package prices for 
tr;o selections of the sane size packages). Eighty-f:ve inner-city 
shoppers answered correctly 56 percent of the time and 91 suburban 
shoppers answered correct?‘; 86 percent of the time. The director of the 
study believed that the other groups of shoppers mentioned earlier could 
have done as well if unit prices had been available for the e‘penly and 
unevenly divisible package sizes. 

In 3 1970 study I 3 SL-p:e of 53 housewives was randomly divided 
axong 3 different sugexarkers \;;ith instruitlons to buy the most 
eionoLLics1 br;lr~c and size in each of i3 products, One store provided 

l!+ichael 3. EoUjton "a2 Efc-~ 
Size in Economic Sioppicg," 

&~ci Of fnit-pricing on Choices of Brand and 
Journal of ?farl:t?tir.cr, Vol. 36 (fUljf 19721, .__ 

F'P. 21-5b. Experiment conducted in a nidxcstem to~:n of li,OGG-20,OCO 
people usins outlets OF three ujor supermarket chains. 



unit pricing while the others emphasized either singly priced items or 
multiple priced items. The shoppers with unit pricing bought the minimum 
u-iit price item on an average of 64 percent of their choice. 'ILIe other 
shoppers were successful on an average of only about 50 percent of their 
choices. Also, there was a greater difference in cost between thL item 
purchased and the minimum unit price item in the stores witnout unit 
pricing, especially t;lose emphasizing multiple pricing. 

A study1 of consumer behavior in 2 simulated ' ,permarket shopping 
situation showed that the average percentage of correct choices w;s nat 
only higher when unit pricing was provided, but the average shopping 
time was significantly less. Seventy-five volunteers--64 of whom were 
women---were assigned randomly to 3 groups of 25 each. Each volunteer 
was told, "to choose that package which gave the most quantity for the 
money" from each of nine product groups. sne group or -volunteers was 
given unit prices, one group used a computational device 2 to determine 
unit prices, and one group had only the net weight and/or servings and 
the total price OR each package. The following table sbo-ws the average 
result: for volunteers in each group. 

Infcrmation used 

Unit prices 

Package prices 64 24 

Computat.Lonal device 66 32 

Average percent Average shopping 
of correct choices time (minutes) -- 

89 4 

'Robert D. Gatewood and Robert Perloff, "An Experimental Investigation 
of Three Methods of Providing Sleight and Price Information to Gonsumers,H 
Joumai of kppljed Psycholou, vol. 57, no. 11 (19731, pp. 81-85. 
Study was based on a doctoral dissertation submitted to Purdue 
University. 

2 Recjuireci the volunteer to match the total t-rice of the packace with its 
net veigirt so chat the cost per ounce r;ould o%~< in a box in -he 
center of the device. All volunteers usinc the device were trained to 
a criterion of three successful computation. tefore the study began. 
A device aimilnr to that used in the rtudy s picicrcd 3npage 56. 
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DEVICE FOR COMPUTING UNIT PRiCE 



In another experiment,1 200 randomly selected houseJives were asked 
to choose among different sizes of their regular brands of detergents 
and soft drinks, first when cnly'package price was given and then when 
unit price was added. The study concluded that prices were of clear 
importance in the selection of package size, but many housewives did 
not Lave a clear idea of the relative prices of different sizes, measured 
in terms of cents per pound or the like I+%en unit pricing was provided 
many housewives switched to sizes which had lower unit prices. 

AVAILABILITY OF UNIT PRICING 

Since June 1970, many grocery stores have voluntarily instituted 
unit pricing in response to the consumer movement or because of State or 
local laws. Our survey as well as other surveys indicate that urit 
pricing i-s being ins:ituted primarily by supermarket chains (firms -with 
11 or more stores). About half of the chain supermarkets have unit 
pricing. 

The "Progressive Grocer," a trade magazine, surveyed the availa- 
bility of unit pricing among chains for 1971 and 1972 as well as 
independent retail stores and wholesalers for 1371 through 1973. The 
follctiing table shows the percent of respondents in each category that 
f.ad unit pricing. 

Categorv 

Number Percent with 
responding unit pricing 

1971 Chains 126 45 
Independent stores 1,578 34 
f%holesalers 269 20 

1972 

1973 

Cnains 120 48 
Independent stores 1,315 36 
Kholesalers 203 23 

Chains Ko survey 
Independent stores 1,410 39 
!&olesalers 196 26 

I C.U.~. &anger and A. Eillson, "Consumers' Attitudes Toward Package '.Y 
Size and Price," Journal oi Xarketinz &search, vol. 9 (Aug. 1972), \ 
F&3. 230-248. StuFfunded by the Consumer Research Institute, Inc., -q -. 
Washington, 9. C. 



In 1971, the Super Market Institute, Inc., a research and education 
injtirrhte of the grocery industry, surveyed the availability of unit 
pricing among supermarkets with annual sales of $1 million or more. 
Ilcst of these supermarkets were operated by chains. The survey showed 
that 37 percent of the 7,003 responding stores had unit pricing. . 

The availability of unit pricing in grocery stores has been due to 
some extent to laws requiring unit pricing. As of September 1973, five 
States and 2: least three cities required unit pricing in some of their 
stores. 

State and local unit pricing laws are generally directed at 
grocery stores but certain types or sizes are ercluded. The most fre- 
quent exemptions pertain to owner-operated single stores and stores 
with limited sales volumes. In this last category, &he New York City 
law exempts any retail entity (one or more stores) with annual sales of 
less than $2 million. Seattle and Maryland exempt stores %lith annual 
sales of less than $750,000, and Vermont exempts stores with annual 
sales of less than $joO,OOO. 

The following table shads the States or cities, the.effective dates 
s,f tfe laws, and the estinated number of stores covered by each lax. 

State or citv 
Effective 

date 
Number of 

stores __I_.- 

Massachusetts Jan. 1, 1971 
Connecticut Oct. 1, 1971 
Maryland Jan. 1, 1?72 
I'err on t July 1, 1972 
P\hoae Island Oct. 1, 1972 

' New ‘iork Ciiy Xar. 31, 1971 
Seatrle Aug. 1, 1972 
Ann Arbor June 12, 1973 

Total 8,001 

2,000 
4,500 

100 

(I: 
1,200 

91 
35 

aXc esttiate furnished. 

To obtain infor-atfon on the availability of unit pricing in areas 
where it is r.ot rquired by Law, we surveyed supermar%et chains in 10 
metropolitan arc&s during July and &gust 1973. The 10 "stal?dard metro- 
polit;iri statistical areas" had a cozbinei population of 34.5 million in 
the 1970 census. lie identified the supemarket chains fron a 1972 direc- 
tory, "Supermarket Grccrry a& ronwnien 2 Store Chains," published by 

'Business Guides, Inc., an affiliate of Chain Store .4ge. Only about a 
t!lird of these chaics ;iOTZideti unit pricing to their shoppers. The sur- 
Vt>y results follou. 
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Metropolitan area 

Number of super- 
Number of supermarket market chafns with 

chains contacted unit pricing 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Dallas, Tex. 
Denver, Colo. 
Detroit, Hich. 
Los Angeles-Long seach, 

Calif. 
Newark, N.J. 
Philadelphia,. Pa.-N.J. 
San Francisco-Oakland, 

Caiif. 
St. Louis, MO.-Ill. 

23 5 
11 4 

6 3 

12 
6 - 

3 
1 - 

Totals 92 
7= 28 

During Xarch through July 1973, we surveyed aembers of the National 
Association of Food Chcrns (NAFC) and the National Association of Retail 
Grocers of the U.S., Inc. (.XARGUS), to determine the nwnber of stores 
providing unit pricing or planning to provide it within 18 months. We 
received resporses from 110 chains and 303 independents. Sixty percent 
of the chains and 17 percent of the independents had bn.it pricing in 
some or all of their stores. The following table recaps the response 
-An es:inated 95 percent of these stores are supermarkets. 

Total stores 
Storts with Percent of 
unit pricing 'total 

Chains 16,553 7,904 48 

independents 706 142 20 

Each respondent was also asked its plans through 1974 for beginning 
uqit ,jricing or expanding it tc oore stores. Nineteen chains and 18 
indspen&nts plan to have unit pricing in a tocal of 1,153 and 34 more 
stores, respectively. This would increase the percentage of stores 
previding unit pricing from 48 to 55 percent for cnainstores and from 
20 to 25 for indertenden: stGres. 

Can? superizar>rets h;ive installed unit pricing programs to provide 
;Gnsu;sez-s additional infomiation to facilitate consumer value comparisons. 



Improvements are needed, however, to insure that unit pricing inforna- 
tion is more effectively presented. Success of these progras depends 
on the extent of unit pricing eoverage, the design of the shelf label, 
the maintenance of shelf labels, the unit of measure used, and the 
promotion and explanatory material provided consumers. 

E.:tent of unit pricing coveras 

Although unit pricing has been used for many years on random weight 
products sold inlthe meat and produce department of a caper-market, the 
m.tjor categories of products suitable for the new application of unit 
py'icing are generally found in the dry grocery and frozen food 
riepartments. Dry groceries average a$out 41 oercent 2-J frozen foods 
about 3 percent of supermarket sales. Dry groceries include packaged, 
canned, and bottled food products for people and pets; alcoholic and 
nonalcoholic beverages; tobacco products; household cleaning compounds 
and supplies; laundry supplies; sosp and detergent products; and paper 
products. 

The size of each of these departments varies among supermarkets. 
For example, NAFC and NARGLJS members' responses to our survey showed 
the number of items (different brands and/or sizes of products) ranged 
from 2,600 to 10,800 for dry groceries and from 200 to 2,600 for 
frozen foods. HW&lever, the extent of unit pricing in the dry grocery 
and frozen food departments and In many of the product categories which 
comprise these departments varied considerably. 

Based on the questionnaires received from XAFC and S.ZGUS members 
who provide unit pricing, the percentage of iter?.s in the dry grocery and 
frozen food departments i;hich were unit priced ranged from 10 to 100 per- 
cent with a median of 82 percent ior Zry groceries. About 40 percent of 
the respondents stated that no frozen food products were being unit 
priced. 

We also visita& 100 supermarkets throughout the 10 major netropol- 
itan areas chat were providing unit pricing on a voluntary basis. Xe 

1 A group of products similar in nature and/or use; for example canned 
fish includes tuna, salmon, sardines, etc.; and household cleaning 
compounds inrlude all-purpose cleaners, scouring cleanser; or pads, bowl 
cleaners, drain cleaners, etc. 

2P2rcent.ages and description of dry groceries based on a study by 
"Progressive Grocer" nagazine in cooperation with The Great Atlantic & 
P2cifi.c Tea Co., inc. see "l'rogressive Grocrr," Apr. 1973, p. 208. 



observed the extent of unit pricing in each of 36 dry grocery product 
categories and each of 7 frozen food product categories. (See app. I7 
for list of categcries.) 
. 

Fcr the most gait, industry practices were consistent in the pro- 
duct caL=gories for which tinit pricing was provided. Most of the stores 
were providing *m+f pricirg for 26 dry grocery product categories. In 
two other prodLct categories --alcoholic beverages and tobacco 
products--unit pricing was not provided by most of the stores surveyed. 
However, in the eight remaining caregories --candy and chewing gum, 
cookies, crackers and toasred products, dried fruit, household supplies, 
snacks, soft drinks, and dry vegetables--unit pricing coverage varied 
considerably. 

Wa estimate that at least 58 supermarkets were either nnt applying 
unit pricing to any of the 7 product categories in the froze-n food 
department or had applied it to only a few items in each category. The 
seven categories were baked goods, fish products, fruits, fruit juices, 
prepared foods, potatoes, and other vegetables. An industry spokesman 
said one of the reasons for not unit pricing frozen foods was the many 
problens with mounting shelf labels on the supermarket frozeii food 
d'splays. ffe stated that there i,s a big technical problem cacsed by 
the cold haid air; ink runs, labels frost over, labels fall off, eX. 

In 1971 the Xational Conference on Weights and Xeasures sponsored 
by the Departcent of Comerce, iu'ational Bureau of Standards, adopted the 
Node1 State L'nit Pricing Regulation. This node1 was to provide a 
unifo-n apprxch to unit pricing for those jurisdictions choosing to 
require unit 7ricir.g. 

Our coc>arison of State and local laws and the Xodel State Urit 
Pricing Reguidtion as to which product categories should be covered by 
unit pricing prcgrans shovel several differences among the laws and the 
model regulation for rhe 36 dry grocery categories and the 7 frozen 
food categories. There was: 

--Cor:pletP agreeRent on 17 dry grocery categories; 14 
categories should be covered; 3 should not. 

--Genera! agreesent (less than 3 laws in conflict) on 
12 dry grxcry categories; 9 categories should be 
covered; 3 should not. 

--In:onsistenci betvee? r?odel reguI?tiun 2nd iaws on 4 
Ir; grocery categories. 

--General disagr*emcnt on 3 dry grocery categories. 



As for frozen foods, six laws and the model regulation req.tired 
unit pricing of fruits and vege:ab:es, and juices and drinks; but 
generally did not require it for baked goods; fish, meat, and poultry 
products; and prepared foods. The Xew York City unii-pricing law 

excludes frozen foods from unit pricing. (See app. IV for the detailed 
results of our comparison of lams governing frozen food and dry grocery 
categories.) 

Display of and readability of 
unit price data 

The shelf tag or label affixed to the edges of display shelves has 
been the most popular method of displaying unit price. The i&e1 also 
contains oti.er data, such as the unit of measure, product description 
and weight, and the retail price, whic‘h is essentia? to the consumer's 
use. However, in the 100 supermarkets we visited, the data on the 
labels ~2s often poorly displayed and/or hard to read. This could 
make the labels difficulz- for consumers to understank and use. 

Because of the thin shelf edge, the label has limited space for 
data which is essential to the consumer. The space problem was further 
complicated on some labels by including store names or slogans or by 
accentuating stock data uhich is of interest only to store personnel. 
See examples A and B on page 64. 

Retail and unit prices app caring on labels are sometimes left 
unexplained and some labels use Ixijscure abbreviations to describe ,ne 
product. See example- C and G tin page 64. 

The legibility of the essential data is poor or, some labels because 
the printing is small or numbers are made up of dots or dashes. In 
acidifion, the visi!>ility of the unit price is sometices considerably less 
than that of the retail prize due to the difference in the size of 
print. See examples E and F on page 6s. 

TWO studies of consumers' use of unii pricing have also touched on 
the problems consumers face in trying to read some shelf labels. Luring 
a study1 in Toledo, Ohio, so:.:e shoppers complained they could not read 
the label becatise t-he print was too small. 

1T. David ScCullough and Daniel I. Padberg, "Unit Pricing in Supe?- 
markets: Alternatives, Costs, ani Consumer Reaction," Search Agriculture, -- 
Corneil University, Ithaca, Kew York, vol. 1 no. 6 (Jan. 19711, pp. 2 
and 10. Study financed by Consorter Research Institute, Inc. 
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During another study1 in .4rlington, Virginia, the difficulty 
shoppers have in reading labels aided observers in determining which 
shoppers actually use unit pricing. The study report stated that use 
of unit pricing was: 

" * * * readily detectable because of the small, computer 
print size displaying the unit-price information on the 
labels. Since the labels were located on the shelf moldings 
below the appropriate product, shoppers often had to bend 
down (to the point of hands and knees for products on the 
botton shelf), go up on thwir (sic) toes, step closer to 
the nslding, use their fingers to aid in reading the 
labels -j, * *.,I 

The model regulation contains no requirements on the lay out and 
legibility of the shelf label. Five State and three local laws contain 
some requirements on these matters. The most frequent requirements 
included 

--color of labels (six laws), 

--location of unit price on labels (four laws), 

--specific identification of unit pricing (seven laws), and 

--ninlmum size of print for the unit price (seven laws). 

Tf unit pricing is to be understood and used by ccnsumers, we 
believe that inprovenents must be made in the shelf label's display of 
essential data and its legibility. "MorlCy'~2 magazine proposed a model 
label wh;ch we believe does a good job of accomplishing this. See 
example G on page 64. 

Xaintenance of shelf labels - -- 

3%~ maintenance of shelf labels is also important in the success 
of the u-it pricing program. Our survey of 12 products in 100 stores 
showed missing labels for some brands and siss of products was the 

1 John Paul Xor*e, "An inquiry Into a Consuizr Information Issue: Unit 
Pricing, " T'nesis, School of Government and Business Administration of 
the George Washington University, Washington, D.C. (Kay 1973), F. 38. 
Ze-pgrted and zbszrvcS usage were compaied in this study. 

2 Ed Henry, "Shopping by the Numbers," b!oney (l.fay 197x), pp. 63 and 66. 
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FXA?PLES OF SHELF LBELS 

A-Stcre name cad sfogon limits space B-Accentuated store stock number limits SpQce for essential 
for essential consumer dato. consumet doto. 

s,pt‘zw- -;-- 

C-Unit and retail price ieft unexplained. 

E-Size of print very sill nspecialiy F-Confusing series of dots show ret?]! price. !:ore extreme1 
unrt and retaii prices. difference in stze of retail and unit prices. 

D-Abbreviations hinder identity of product. 

I 1 

7s 
BL1;3 

G-idodei label from Money magazine. 
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most prominent maintenance problem. The total number of missing labels 
for all 100 stores ranged from 10 to 20 percent among the 12 products 
reviewed. 

Other problems with maintaining some labels included: 

--Labels obscured from consumer view by overhanging shelves 
or merchandise. 

--Labels in poor physical condition. 

--Labels not adjacent to the product. 

-4iscrtpancies betveen retail prices or net weights shown 
on the labels and those on the product. 

--Substitutions for nit-of-stock brands without ckanging 
the labels. 

The total number of labels with these problems for all 100 :;tores ranged 
from 7 to 30 percent among the 12 products reviewed. 

Other surveys have iound similar problems. In September and 
October 1971, a study1 on maintaining shelf labels was completed in 
New York City- Again the grcblcns of adjacency, discrepancies in net 
veight, and discrepa.jcics in prices were found. 

In Fcbruar:; 1972, the Yresident's Office of ConskLmer Affairs 
surveyed 12 sum r*m~rire:s brith unit pricing in the \d,:shington., 3.C., 
r!ctro;>oli tan drea. 1:s findin:;s also included 

. . --mlss1r.j; labels, 

--labels nilt adjacent t0 ~rodxts, and 

--dirty and "do>!-eared" i3tlels. 

?'hi.s surl~eg al52 found thar prfv. hle;,s of cleanlinrss and maintenance of 
unit ;,ricin?, labels tccrcT xre pronounced in older stores. 



--Supermarket management personnel indicate that some of the causes 
for the maintenance problems are: 

--Shoppers (especially children) removing labels from the 
shelf. 

--Shoppers (especially children) moving labels so that 
lab& are no longer adjacent to the products. 

--Store personnel making mistakes in matching the labels 
tiith the prcducts. 

--Shoppers (especially children) defacing the labels. 

--tahels not ;,rovided for products delivered to the store 
from manufacturers rather than from the retailers central 
warehouse. 

--The store's policy to replace all labels periodically (e.g. every 
six months) despite the frequency of marred or lost shelf labels. 

Some of these problems are inherent in the shelf label method, and 
regulaticn of unit pricing will not, by itself, solve them. Store 
management must rec.uire an active maintenance program by its employees 
to insure proper presentation of unFt pricing information. 

Unit af measure affects 
unit pricing 

The unit of measure used to show the unit price should enable 
shoppers to proaerly determine price differences between brands or 
sizes. The model regulation and the State and local laws have generally 
established units of measure which should assist thz shopper. 

In the study of unit pricing pcrformzd in Toledo, (see p- 62) 
the following rationale was ured to determine the applicability of unLts 
of measure: 

--The unit nust be tht one ccrraonfy used to measure the 
product. 

--It should most zccurateiy reflect price differences in 
the usuz.1 sizes purct,ased. 

The stud:. suggests, for example, tiiat unit prices for dry or liquid pro- 
ducts be Jiuoted on a per-ounce basjs only if ail sizes of the product 
are lcsr than a pound CT pint, respectively. 



Kowever, our analysis of 10 products in the 100 supermarkets 
throughout the country voluntarily providing unit pricing showed that, 
although the products were packaged in some sizes which exceeded a pound 
or.2 pint, these products were not always unit priced by pound or by 
pint. The following table shows the percentage of selections from all 
stores that used inappropriate units of measure. 

Product -- 
Percent of selections 

with inapp ropriate measures 

Ketchup 51 
Peanut butter 37 
Pork and beans 34 
Pancake syrup 27 
Canned corn 25 
Applesauce 21 
Elbow macaroni 20 
Coffee 20 
Tomato juice 16 
Laundry detergent 13 

Uhen selections of a product exceed a pound or a pint but show 
their unit prices on a per ounce basis, the price differences between 
brands and/or sizes is deemphasized. It also requires consumers to 
comprehend fractional cents or three place decimals when reading price 
per ounce. For example, in one store, the prices per ounce for 49- and 
84-oltnce sizes of a brand of laundry detergent were $0.018 and $0.014, 
respectively, or a difference of $0.004. If the unit price for each size 
had been by pound, the unit prices would have been 29 cents and 22 cents, 
respectively. The difference of 7 cents per pound would appear to be 
more easily understandable by most consumers. 

Promotion and explanatory material 

In-store promotion and explanatory material was not present on a 
continuing basis in many ::tores :<hich had unit pricing. only 26 of 
the 100 supermarkets had some form of explanatory or promotional ma:erial 
available to consumers on the day of our visit to each store. SOT!2 

store personnel cold us such materials w2re provided when unit pricing 
was introduced in their stores, but none was provided on a continuing 
has i.s . 

In addition, the President's Office of Consu.er Affairs' survey 
of unit pricing stores noted a total lack :f pror.otional or explanatoq 
materials in 10 ot' the 12 stores it surveyed. 



While the model regulation and six of the State and local unit 
pricing laws do not require promotional or explanatory materials, 
New York City and Seattle do. In Sew York, stores are required to post 
explanatory signs for every 2,000 square feet of sales area with no 
less than two and no more than five signs in each store. In Seattle, 
stores are required to provide conspicuous explanations of the use of 
unit pricing in each grocery store or department. 

Facil'tating the consumer's ability to compare the prices of 
camp.'-:llg products is an important step in achieving the objective of 
FPLA--facilitating consumer value comparisons. Despite the provisions 
of FPLA and Commerce's efforts in reducing the p+-oliferation of package 
sizes, consrlners still find it difficult to accura.;ely compare prices. 
Studies show that consumers, tihcn trying to select the loLest p-iced 
product, make inaccurate selections at least SC, percent of the time. 

Aithough unit pricing does not take into account differences ir: 
the quality of competing- products, studies have aholqn it can signifi- 
cantly reduce consumer price cnmpaz'ison errors if effectively 
presented. 

Our analysis showed about 50 ~erccnt of the chain supermarkets and 
25 percent of the iniependent supermlriiets were providing unit pricing 
information. Altho*lzh unit pricing dat;; is available i&l many stares it 
has not hecn as s~c:~,:,-;ful as it could Q>r ;houid be hecause of the 
FroSlexs of present !:;v I AR.! rsui:iiniar. the data. Prnhlems dnd variations 
in the rzti'r.t 0f co-:ura;c, the desi ;r, or shelf labels, the maintenance 
of silelt Iabe Is, the Urll L 0; i-sensu”.~, n1:t he 1asX of pro:.c.tion and 
explanat,?ry nsterizi;s !;z~,i: .11 i c.3~1...ibuit~ d tcm t!le problems conscli~.rrs 
ha:? in ti-ving tc underst..nd <!ncl 33 unit pricing. 



CHAPTER 9 -- 

UNIT PRICING-!!QACT OX iONSli:,1R AKD RETAILER -- - 

The impact of present-day unit-pricing programs OR the corsumer r.nd 
retail grocer has been studied in terms of their heuefits in facilitating 
consumer price comparisons and their costs (passed on by retailers to 
consumers in higher food prices). Ollr analysis cf the results of these 
s'.udies and our comments cn other factors related to the effectiveness of 
current unit pricing :.rograms are discussed in this chapter. 

REKEFITS OF UKIT PRICIXG - 

For consumers ts use unit pricing the; first must be aware OL dnki 
understand .he unit pricing label’s, and to benefit they must aptly it il 
making their buying derisions. Several surverrs of consumers where unit 
pricing was available have shown, hnr.:ever, that consumers lack an aware- 
ness and understandirg of unit pricing. The following table shows the 
results of these studies. 
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Investigator 
orsponsor (note a) 

In-store s-*:4ey: 
Jewel Food Stores 

Test I 
Test II 

Monroe Peter Friedman 
Inner city 
Suburban 

T. David McCullough 
and Daniel I. -Padberg 

&Cann-ErickGon 
Advertising Ltd. and 
Elliott Resedrch 
Corporation 

Robert Aitchison 
New York City 
Upstate New ‘iork 

Telephone surveys (note cj: 
La.xrence N. Lanont, 
Jjnzs T. Rot& and 
Charles C. Slatcr 

Consumer Research 
Institute, Inc. 

!+Ll survey (note d): 
Supenarket Sews 

SampZe 
size 

517 
429 

:9s 
878 

1,584 

200 

350 
530 

316 

338 

8,923 

Percentage 0I sample 

Not 
aware 

Aware Not aware 
but not or not 
under-- .under- 

standing standing 

.5_! 6) 
37 cb) 

48 21 69 
40 12 52 

34 17 51 

(b) (b: 58 

(b) (b) 79 
(b) (b) 80 

18 (b) . 

35 

12 

(b) 

(b) 

aSec app. III io- specific study ~c'r.noc:lcdg~nent:;. 

b>. ..oi sLrvey24 Ci not scparateiy detcrcined. 
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Although none of the studies attempted to determine the causes for 
the lack of awareness or understanding, several studies concluded there 
was a strong association between the consumers' education, income, and 
age l.evels and their awareness and understanding of unit pricing. For 
exa>lple, the survey by T. David McCullough and Daniel I. Padbergl showed 
t:le percentage of those surveyed with a grade school education that were 
aware of unit pricing but did not understand it was more than three times 
greater than the percentage of college graduates. In the case OF income, 
the percentage of respondents with low incomes (less than $4,000) who 
did not understand unit pricing almost doubled the percentage of respon- 
dents with incomes over $16,000 that did not understand unit pricing. 
dver 50 percent of the respondents 6G years or older were not aware of 
unit pricing, while only 29 percent 39 years or younger were not aware 
of it. The following table shows the results of their analysis. 

Percent unaware Percent not 
of labels understanding labels 
(note a) (note b) 

Education of respondent: 
Grade school 
Some high school 
High school graduate 
Some coL; ege 
Collef:e graduate 

50 
39 
-.I 
3; 
28 

52 
29 
25 
19 
17 

Anaual family incorx: 
Less than $4,000 
$4,000 to $7,999 
:8,000 to Si6,OOG 
Cver $16,000 

Age : 
18 to 29 
30 to 39 
so to 59 
63 and over 

"Eiased on all respondents. 

54 
39 
27 
28 

29 
29 
34 
52 

37 
24 
24 
19 

?4 
24 
28 
31 

b Based only cn respondents who r+ere aware of labels. 

1 See footnote 1 on p, 62, IkCullough and Padberg, pp. 16-20. Interviews 
were ;ondnctr-d in six Toledo area stores about 4 months after unit 
pricing was introduced. 



The Jewel Food Store Test II1 also showed that, generally lack of 
awareness increased with less education, diminishing income, or age. 
The silrvey was conducted in three stores--each in a different neighborhood. 
The kollouing table shows the respondents’ average demographic character- 

* istics by store and the percent of respondents in each store who were 
unaware of the unit-pricing program. 

Store Education -- A.@ Percent unaware 

1 2.1 years of college $15,090 36 0.8 
2 1.1 years of college 9,057 '4.5 27 2 a*. 
3 3.1 years of high school 6,735 15.5 71.4 

One of the telephone surveys’ also found indications that consumer 
awareness ot unit pricing was significantly related to income. The most 
knowledgeable consumers had a family head, who was a white collar profes- 
sional or manager, with an annual income of $10,000 or cclre. 

Researchers have used a variety of methods to determine the extent 
of consumer usage of unit pricing. Some researchers interviewed con- 
juDers in stores; others used telephone or mail surveys; and one r?- 
sear-her sve;l disguiwd his interviewers 3s shcppers so the consumers 
kir..; interviewed were not atdare thev vert. pnrticipntinS in a sun-ey. 
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One of the main reasons for this limited use has been the lack of 
awareness and understanding of unit pricing as discussed above. For 
example, one study1 showed of those that reported not using unit pricing, 
25 percent said they were not aware of the system. 

The study also showed that for many products, consumers decide what 
to buy before they go shopping, on the basis of personal perference, 
family preference, and inability to store larger sizes. Of the 48 
rrsi>andents who used unit pricing, A2 did not use it on all products. The 
most frequently cited reasons were previous purchase experiences and pre- 
conceived buying decisions. Trlenty-two of the respondents stated they did 
not use unit pricing on certain items because they already knew the best 
or most economical buy on the brand they preferred. The st*:dy concluded 
that consumers do not make brand or size decisions each time they pur- 
chase a product, but rely on their initial decision mosL of the time. 

Furtiler evidence of this conclusion was found in the Xonroe Peter 
Friedman study. Of the shoppers vho had noticed labels but had declined 
to use them, 23 percent in the inner-city store and 36.5 percent in the 
suourhan store stated the-7 knew what brands and sizes they wanted and 
had no need for tinit pricing labels. 

One problem with the preceding surveys of consumer usage, however, 
is ch,it they nre tlase d on cons'umer claims of usage which may be exag- 

' gerates. F.>r example, the John Paul Rowe survey2 compared usage claimed 
by .I sample of consumers with the actual usage reported by trained ob-- 
ser\*ers whc1 r;atched JS consurmers selected products from the sheives. Of 
the s,rmple <If iOU s!~cq~perb, 43 chained to have used unit pricing in their 
st'?ectiLrns. !ishT ver , the tr-,iinrd observers found only 11 of the J+3 
shoppers h,ld actually used it. 

XL 5 I: , the Xonroe Peter Friedman survev found that claims of use of 
unit ;> r i c in .-: to coxp~re prices for different package sizes of two 
products ; or which there were no shelf labels were made >y 5.6 and 6.8 
?ercerit 0; tl~e sh(*ppers in the s&urban sample. 

l”g*i; Pricing ar,d the Ccnsumer - Does she und-.rstand it? - Does she 
iike it? - IIces s!ie use it:" McCann-Erickson Research Services (July 
1971) pp. 1-Y tint! sict im on r:ethod, no page n:lnber. Inten-iews con- 
ducted in five Toronto area scores ablwt 2 months after introduction 
of unit pricing. 

2Ser footnote 1 Gn D . - 53, Row pp. 29, 43, 44, and 65. 
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Consumer claims of benefits 

Consumers who claim to use unit pricing have been asked whether it 
changed their buying decisions. They gave various answers. In one 
telephone survey, 1 72 percent of the unit pricing users claimed they had 
purchased a different size of the same product, and 52 percent claimed 
to have switched brands because of unit pricing. 

The T. David McCullough and Daniel I. Padberg in-store survey found 
that 2% percent of the unit pricing users in their survey could name the 
product on which they had switched from their usual brand or size as a 
result of unit pricing. Another 22 percent thought they had switched 
products because of unit pricing but could not remember which product. 

In this same survey unit pricing users were also asked the ways the 
labels had benefited them. About 7% percent believed it made price com- 
parisons easier, 24 percent thought it shved shapping time in the store, 
and 22 percent said it had helped them save monsy. 

Studies of consumer savings 

In addition to determining awareness, understanding, and usage, 
studies have also attempted to de,ermine whether unit pricing infor- 
mation resulted in savings for consumers. The ?icCullough and Padberg 
studv? and the Isaksnn and Xaurizi study3 are, in our opinion, of suffi- 
cient scope aIld depth to be worth noting. The results of these two 

s tuC’ies, however, are contradictorv and, therefore, the picture concern- 
ing consumer savings remains clouded. 

Each of the two studies generally used the same technique and based 
their analy.xis on the sake assuT?tion--s!lifts in purchases to laxer unit 
priced brands and;‘or sizes of products result in consumer savings. The 
studies compared selected sales da?,a for unit pricing and non-unit. 
pricing stores. 

%ee footnote 2 on p. i2. 

‘See footnote I on p. 62, !kCcllough and Padbera, pp. 11-16. 

?<ans I;. Isakson and ‘Ilcs R. ?Isurizi, “The Consumer Economics of Unit 
i’ricint; ,‘I .iournal of -- :‘ar%e ting Kesra, vul. 10, (Aug. 1973)) pp. 
277-255. 
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The McCullough and Padberg study compared unit and non-unit pricing 
stores in both nigh and low income neighborhoods. The study showed that 
product movement in unit and non-un<t pricing stores was very similar. 
It concluded that the availability of unit pricing information did not 

*cause consumers to shift to unit priced selections in either the high or 
low income neighborhoods and therefore would not result in any consumer 
savings. 

The Zsakson and Haurizi study included unit and non-unit pricing 
stores in low, middle, and high income areas. The comparison of sales 
movement data between unit and non-unit pricing stores led to the 
following results: 

--Middle and high income shoppers were taking advantage of the 
unit price information to pay louer unit price-s (regardless Of 

brand) than their counterparts in the non-unit-pricing siores. 

--Pfiddle income shoppers also tended to purchase lower unit 
priced sizes wit;;in- specific brands. 

--Low income shoppers generally were not paying lower unit prices 
than their counterpart; in the non-unit pricfng stores. 

Industry benefits from unit pricing 

Unit pricing programs can improve a store's operating efficiencies 
and public image even though the extent of consumer usage may be small. 
Although unit pricing has been intended to becetrt the consumer, many 
grocery retailers have not2d benefits to their operations. 

A representative of one cJf the largest grocery chains, commenting 
on its unit pricing pro::ram stated:1 

"Our internal studies shored (that) while there gere definite 
additional costs in going into dual pricing {unit pricing;, there 
were some compensatory savings in the program, too. It has been 
estinated that by having the product code numbers on the shelf, 
some labor savings in stocking would result. Also, these code 
numbers would be helpful in inventory control, re-ordering, and 
In trslqlng hew employess." *L . 

IJoseph S. Coyle, "Dual Pricing," Progressive Grocer, (Feb. 1971), 
p. 50. 
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An official of a local grocery chain in Iowa, which was one of the 
first grocery retailers to adopt unit pricing on a chain-wide basis, also 
commented on how unit pricing helped them get a firm grip on the prices 
of products delivered directly to their stores and xhere pricing was the 
responsibility of store managers. 1 He stated: 

"I used to think we had good control in this area, but when we 
started centralized pricing of store deliveries to accommodate 
* * * [unit pricing] we found out box chaotic it was. Retail 
prices were very irregular, and we even found we were selling 
some items below cost. Now, with direct delivery cost and retail 
price centrally recorded on computer, we have real control in this 
area for the first tine. In a sense, this one side-benefit may 
be better for us than * * * [unit pricing] itself." 

Xany of the grocery retailers who responded to our questionnaire 
on unit pricing gave reasons for operational benefits similar to those 
stated above. Tne primary reasons were improved pricing accclracy and 
improved shelf space allocation. 

In its press release on the results Of its c nsumer reaction sur- 
veys, Jewel Food Stores commented that their unit pricing program had 
been most successful in terms of customer response and interest. It, 
therefore, had been a good marketing tool, creating customer satisfac- 
tion and dssuring cusior.er9 of Jzr;el's interest in providing then with 
helpful inioTC3tion. 

Some grocery retailers r... *+b;x?dinp tu our questionnaire had 
similar views on unit pricing's tzfizct on I3 store's public image. 

COST OF i.X!T PRICIX 

Studies cnncerl,ing the costs of current unit pricing programs have 
esti72ted the annual cost of providing unit pricing to he as much as 
3.17 percent of grocer!' stiles ior an aver.3ge supernai'ket. ?!os t s rate 
and local go:~erncen~~ ~~!!lch have unit pricing ISL-S halre reportedly been 
able :o irnijler?.enr enforcement procrnr.5 cenernlly without a major i.l- 
crease In i3s.L ant. i SLi?ff. 

lJose;,l~ S. Co:.-l.e, '";Z>at Cost Dual Fricing?” Progressive GL-Ocer (.S’ov * - 
i970), p. 81. 
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unit pricing. Each estimated the one-zime-only cost to install and 
the annual cost to maintain unit pricing. The >kCullough and Padberg 
study based its estimates on a test of unit pricing in six chain com- 
panv supermarkets in Toledo, during a lb-week period--February 21 
through June 13, 1970. 

Tine second s-*ld:: by A. T. Kearney and Ccmpanq', Inc., dated July 
1971, covered both major chains and independent stores. Its estimated 
cost of unit pricing in food chains was based on the actual experience 
of sev2n major chains. The costs of unit pricing for independent stores 
were obtained by an industrial-engineering-type approach in 21 stores, 
which is discussed on page 79. 

~lc~ullour;!?/Pad~erF, studv 

In this stud::, computer-printed shelf labels were installed and 
maintained on about 5,000 items in each store. The sales for each 
store exceeded $1 million a year. The following table shows the 
direct costs for Iunit pricing, including division level as well as 
store level costs, determined during the study. Salaries of manage- 
ment officials were not considered :n the direct cost of the chain's 
unit pricing operation. 

One-time installation: 
Division (allocated to stores) 
store 

$ 8,885.64 
444.15 



study also concluded chat cost levels for unit pricing were apparently 
lower than industry expectations, but large in relation to the very 
narrow margins typical for food distributors. It also stated that 

l the burden of keeping unit price labels readable, accurate, and in 
proper location is not trivial and that regulatory enforcement would 
have tu recognize reasonable tolerances. 

Keamey study 

Tne objectives of this study were to conducr a thorough study of 
the impact of unit pricing on al?. types of retail grocery stores and to 
estimate the costs to the various types, ranging from large chain opera- 
tions to szall, unaffiliated independent stores. 

Ln deveLoping its cost estimates the study appfied the following 
assumptions: 

--The shelf-tag or label method would be used to display unit 
piices. 

--All I;.S. stores would unit price SO percent of grocery and 
frozen food items but would not unit price any meat, produck, 
dairy, bakery, or nonfood items beyond those already unit 
priced. 

--The costs of maintaining a unit pricing system depend, in part, 
on the number of labels subject to change each week. 

--If ul:it pricing becane subject to regulation, it would 

--permit Labels or tags t? be printed on a press, computer- 
printed, or typed; 

--not require stores to advertise or conduct educational 
programs; and 

--gi;.e stores a reasonable time to comply so 2~ to avoid higher 
120~:s of 3 crash yrogran. 

TFle following table shows the rnn7.e of costs and the median cost-- 
estii---?ted by seven major superrzrket chain companies which had unit 
pricing--for system installation and snnual system maintenance per 
sEore. Esch store was unit pricing 5,000 itens except for 1 chain whe.-e 
4,000 items tiere unit priced in each store. 



System 
installation 

System 
maintenance 

Range $283 to $667 $260 to $3,474 

Pledian $521 $1,476 

The wide range of installation costs between chains was attributed 
to differences in (1) the number of stores in the chain, (2) management 
time and expense, (3) computer programs, (4) computer time a:rd cost, and 
(5) mix of labor and labor rates. The wide range of maintenance costs 
was caused by the degree to which unit pricing procedures could be 
substituted for, or incorporated in, other procedures by each chain. 

On the basis of this data, it was estimated that if all U.S. 
chains established unit pricing, the average cost per store would range 
from $400 to $550 for installation and from $l,OOC to $1,600 for 
maintenance. The study also estimated that average annual maintenance 
costs for all chains would likely be substantially under 0.10 percent of 
average sales. 

At the time of the Kearney study no independent stores were known 
to nave unit pricing, therefore, an industrial-engineering-type approach 
k-as used to develop cost data. Under this approach, cost estimates - 
sere develcped by analyzing the numerous detailed tasks involved in 
installing 2nd maintaining unit pricing in various types and sizes of 
stores, I;hich were affiliated and unaffiliated with r;!rolesalers. The 
following table stows the average cost per store and :he percent of cost 

1 to annun!. saLes. 

System installation System maintenance 
rest Percent of sales Cost Percent of sales -- 

Affiliated - 

SYpemd:::e c $ 620 .a411 $1,378 .0913 
Superette (note a) 300 .0901 881 .2646 
Small sccre 

Unaffiliated - 

Supermarket 
Sune-ette I 
Small store 

$1,302 .0863 $1,919 .1272- 
598 .1526 1,058 .2698 
153 .2512 213 r 3495 

aRetail grocery stores with annual sales from $150,003 to $500,000. 



Because of wholesalers' unit pricing assistaoce (e.g., data 
gathering, calculations, and coquter-printed labels) the cost as a 
percent of sales 'was substantially lower for affiliated stores than for 
unaffiliated stores of the same size. All small stores b:ere considered 
to be unaffiliated. 

As did the XcCuliough/?~dberg study, the Iiearney study concluded 
that small stores would b2 at a significant cost tc sales disadvantage 
in naintxining unit pr!.cing system. It demonstrated that the super- 
inarket would be in a f-lvorable position to institute unit pricing 
because about 93 perca:nt are owned by najnr ohail companies or affiliated 
with wholesalers whic2 provide aany services to the stores, including 
product pricing, shelf label preparation, and planning of new systems 
and programs. ih, study show that ann~~al maintenance costs for these 
supemarkets would probably not exceed Cl.10 percLuE of salec 

The study also stated that mst unit prrciny costs would be 
passed on to consmers ii; price increases. It suggested that regulation 
of unit pricing should be reasonable as co the number of items included 
and possibly eve2 exclude itars o:: ‘. short-tern sales nr,d promotions in 
order to cinixize costs. It said consideration shoc!d be giver. to 
escludin- b sr.all stores fro- regulation because the-r sales are only a 
ninar portion oi grccei-ies sold in the United States (10.S percent in 
1972) and repu?at ii)3 xould a& <i:;nificantl\ to their burden in tcrzs 
elf corqetiticc. l-rie SL~J<!' 2.1~0 ?.ct::cested suqcrcttes be e>.cl*lded, but 
tc il lesser exce::'; 'rec.lL%e r;Ic~, IiaVE- bee-r. more profitnbit- t!1.n snail 
strres in rect2r.t ‘.edrs. 



cooperation by retail stores kas generally satisfactory. (A table showing 
the estimated number of stores with regulated unit pricing program is 
cn p. 58). 

Each of the eight laws excludes certain types or sizes of scores 
from regulation. ;i\e of the laxs contain more than one exemption. As 
discussed in chapter 7, the most frequent exemptions relate to single 

owner-operated store> and volume of sales. In this last category one 
law exempts any -etai entity (one or more stores) with annual sales cf 
less than $2 million, two laws exempt stores with annual sales of less 
than $750,000 and one law exempts stores with annual sales of less than 
$500,000. In our opinion, these exemptions would tend to keep down the 
cost of enforcing unit pricing regulations in these jurisdictions as 
well as avoid the competitive disadvantage for smaller stores 
thtl- heavier cost-to-sales burden for unit pricing. 

due to 

ijationwide impact of co.ct --. 
on the grocer and consume{ 

We believe, on the basis of recent studies, supermarkets would be 
in the best position t.t offer unit pricing at the least cost. KegU- 

l.ting unit pricing in supermarkets would involve only one in five 
grocery stores in the United States but it would have the greatest in- 

pact in terms of availability of unit pricing to the consumer. According 
to 1972 statistics, 77.4 percent of nationwide grocery sales occurred 
in supermarkets. 

On the basis of the licCullough/Padberg and Keamey studies, the 
an:luai cost of installing and maints;ning unit pricing Syst-ms in all 
supermarkets cot&d be ab high as 0.17 percent of total sales. If this 
percentage is applred to estimated nationwide supermarket sales of 
$78.7 billion <or 1972, the total costs for unit pricing would be 
about $133.8 million. 

Supermarkets cannot be expected to absorb these zests since iheir 
average operating profit margin before taxes are low. For examule, 
food chain profits before taxes were .94 percent of saies in fiscal 
year 1972-73. If the cost +>ere passed on to consumeis, the estimated 
cost of unit pricing for a tamily of four, assuming they purchased their 
food in 1973 in a unit pricing supermarket, would have beer, about $5.71 
a year, or 11 cents a ueek. 1 

lgased on the average cost of food for a family of four ($3,359 a year 
or $64.60 a week per USDA statis:ics) multiplied by the estimated 
annual cost of unit pricing (0.17 percent of sales). 
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Using unit pricing to selecti lower unit cost prodsucts, however. 
enables consumers to offset these costs. Although few studies of over- 
all consumer use of unit pricing have been made, the John Paul Rowe 
survey of shoppers in suburban Washington, D.C., shoked that 11 percent 
of the consumers actual!y used unit pricing and t!lat about 8.8 percent 
of the purchases obxrved probably involved the use of unit pricing. 
:fichaei .J. Houston's study (see p. 54) concluded that participants had 
actually saved money by using unit pricing. It showed t!iat the use of 
unit pricing significantly reduced the error rate when participants tried 
to choose the most economical selection. This reduced error rate was 
also measured in terms of the dollar difference between thr minimum price 
for the most econxnical purchases and the actual price paid by the 
participants. Analysis of these aoilar differences showed dbout a 3- 
percent savings for the shopper:: in unit-pricing stores. This 3-percent 
savings was attributed to t!le use vf *bni; pricing. 

By combining the e>tjrrxrted usage rate (8.8 percent) with the 
estimated savings (3 percent), an estimated savings of 0.264 percent on 
total purchases ia derived. This exceeds thd estimated cost Jf providing 
unit pricing (0 17 percent of sales) and indicates that consumers, by 
using pricing, can offset the cost of providing it. 

OTHER LABELING FACTORS' IYE'ACT ON --__ 
EFFECTIVESESS OF UNITt-;‘.TrIKC _ -- 

Unit pricing, as generally used today is based on t‘uz net weight of 
the content in the can or package. Pa-ever, f-r some prcducts ret 
weight may nzt be the measure of quantity that is needed for consumers 
to readily compare prices between competing producrs. * 

These products inrlude those which 

--are in a packAging liquid (e.g. canned fruits and vegetables), 

--must be reconstituted before use (e.g. dry and condensed soups), 
and 

--contain differing percentages of active ingredients and where 
use is Lased on vol*umc (e.g. detergents). 

To avoid inaccursce price comparisons among competing brands of such 
products, unit pric<ilg shotild be based on some ether measure--drained 
k-eight, yield, "nlune, etc. --which would enable consumers to more 
accc-ately compare prices. 

As discu:;sed in chapter 4, food products whjch are packed in 
liquid can have significant differences bet Teen drained weight and net 
weight. The 'ICcnsumr i;cports" analysis found that food processor-s 
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disclosures of drained weight for such products--especially canned 
fruits and vegetables--is needed so that retail stores can realistically 
calculate unit prices for shoppers. (See p. Z?.) 

The folloting table shows comparative information on a can of 
vacuum packed rorn and B can of corn packed in liquid. in which the 
r.um!zer of kerr?ls was virtually identical. This table comes from an 
industry sponsore,i study conducted by Cons*mer I.csearch Institute, Inc. 1 

Brand A Brand B 
(less moisture) (more mLs ture) -- -- 

Net weight of contents 
Price per can 
Normal unit price per ounce 
Price per serving (usage unit) 

!.2 oz 17 oz 
25: 25~ 

2.08~ 1.47c 
6.2% 6.25~ 

The usage unit selected for the study was a 3 ounce drained weight 
serving. Although arbitrary, tha unit sele.ted makes little difference 
if it is consistent across brands. If drained weight rather than net 
weighi had been disclosed on the brands' labels -n ounces, ?he usage 
unit cculd have been tile ounce? or gound. 

AS can be seen frcn the preceding table, shoppers co&-1 believe 
they \rere getting a better choice with brctnd B. However, if unit 
price was based on drained weight, shoppers could tell there was nc 
price difference. 

Yield information is particularly suitable ftir prepared pixes and 
products that must he reconstituted before use. Cotiimercs recognizrt 
this in its attslnpt to slrrplif;: package ,uantity patterns when the 
package standard for drv milk :s based on th.1 n*nAar of quarts of Glk 
resulting from reconstitution rather than attempting to establish a 
weight standard for the l>cwdered produc.. ' 

The following table from the Ccnsutce:* <:.=earrh Institute. Inc., 
study shows the problem which occurs when net wright of conteLl% r=tner 
than yield is used to calculate unit prices for recoosti;u:?d produects. 
The table preser,ts conpa;z:iT:e inforr!ation on four 3rands of veg+table 
beef soup with brands A and 3 requiring reconstirution before 'IX. 

l?+mond C. Stokes, "Unit Pricing, Differential Srand Density and Con- 
suner Deception," Consumer Research institute, Inc., Washington, D.C., 
(Jnne 1973), pp. l-18. 



Brand C Brand D 
Brand A Brand B (ready to (ready to 

idehydrated) Iconden?& serve) -- -- serve> 

Net weight of contents 3 l/2 02 10 3/4 02 14 314 02 19 02 
Price per can or package 40dpkg 2 3c./can 25$/C&O 57C/can 
NormaLunit price per oz 11.43C 2.14~ 1.68c 3C 
Price per starving 7C 9c 14c 28c 

(usagtz unit) 

The usage unit selected fcr the study was one cup. However, if yield 
information had been disclosed on brand A and B labels in. ounces, the 
usage unit could have been the ounce or quart. 

The application of yield infcrmation in computing unit pric, shows 
that the dehydrated soup is the cheapest rather than the most expensive 
as indicated b) the normal unit price based ou ne: weight of contents. 

fietergents and other such products with active ingredients are 
aold by weight but are used by volume. However, the amount used Each 
time depends on the package directions for each brand. For example, 
directions for laundry detergents specify different amounts depending 
on the type of uasher, :he hardness of water, and the condition of 
the fabrics to he washed. These directfoEs may also state that the 
final a’,ounts used are subject to Lhe consuier’s judgment. The Consumer 
Research Institute, inc., computed the price per washload for LLree 
brands of d-atergents on the basis qf usage data obtained from package 
directions. The --esults are shown be! W. 

Net weight of contents 
Price ;*r package 
Norm2i unit price per ounce 
P-ice. per washload 

Brand A Brand B Brand C 
(tablet) -&ncrntrated) -___ (rCglJ1 ar) 

46 oz 49 02 20 02 
79c 79c 3% 

1.7c l.Gc 1.92 
6.00~ 6.00~ 6.78~ 

On the basis of these examples, we beliege price comparisons of 
competing brxds for some products should be based on usage or drained 
weight rather :hnn the qet weight. If manufacturers of such products 
included usac.e or drained weight information on their product labels, it 
would be feasible icli. re,ailers to base unit prices on more mesningfu- 
measures c)f quantity 2nd weulcl r:ake unit pricing tzvcn more effective 
in facilitating ccnsumer price cnmpartSons. 
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UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE 

Plans are well underway withia the grocery industry to make pnqsible 
the automation of the supermarket checkout process. tinder this sys cem 
each product will have a distinct code on the label. When the coded 
itcnx; are passed across a scanner at tile cash register, they will auto- 
mat:.. Ily be rung up and the customer will receive A receipt describing 
the product and its price. The system for ussigzing a distinct code to 
eacl~ product has been designated the llaiv?rsal Product Code. Once 
operational, the system should save time, reduce labor costs, eliminate 
errors, and reduce operating costs whiclt may be passed cn to the consumer 
in lower food prices. 

&cause this system will not rcquirc the marking of prices on indi- 
vidual packages, individual retailers rnyy decide to eli.minate this cost 
and USC sitelE labels to provide the pricing information ccnsumers need. 
Alcl~or~gh such a practice could encourage? t!:c avnflability and u::e of 
unit pricing, it could also crt .e problems for consumers. Because of 
the prol:ems of design and maintenance of shelf labels for unit prfcinp, 
as discussed in chapter 7, we believe that, before such a system is im- 
plemented, the design and maintenance of sllclf labels should be improved. 
The savings offered by the system may provide an incentive to the retailer 
to do this. 

The officials from 3 trade association,- and 5 cansumer groups we 
interviewed concerning unit pricing stated Lhat consumers experience 
difficulties in comparing the prices of computing products. i’hey also 
Generally agreed that unit I,ricing was a possible answer to the prob- 
lem . They disagrecJ, iio>cvcir, as to whcthcr urlit pricing should be 
nkmdatory for Supemarket-si2e (over $5!)0,000 in annual sales) r;tcres; 

Consumer groups 

Off iciels *ram all five consumer Rt-oups stated that unit pricing 
should be mandatory. Cne official st,ttcd that all of the qualitative 
labeling information would be meaningless without unit pricing to help 
consumers make the final cconJmic comparison. Another official stated 
that withcut unit pricing consu:xrs will not he able to compare the 
value of competing prodilcts; :-nd, still another official stated that 
unit pricing should be legible and eas,’ for cnnswaers to understand and 
1tse. 

I’ood industry __-. 

Officials :rom the trade associations s8:ated that mandatory unit 
pricing was not needed and could put SOW smell retail food stares out 
of business. They said that unit pricing is available in most 
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metropolitan areas under voluutary programs. Making unit pricing r;;anda- 
tory would add to -food prices and require Federal Government &Ttoring 
whfc?r would be costly to taxpayers. 

While indGs&ry officials agreed that the design and implementation 
of sorue unit-pricilig systems needed improvement, the) believe the 
programs are evolving and new and improved systems cre being ;tituted. 
They are concerned, howe~~er, about the cost of improved systems when 
there is o assurance thct consumers fill use the unit pricing informa- 
tion. 

Industry officials also expre.;sed concern about passing the costs 
of unit pricing on to the consumers. They stated the profit margin for 
most retailers was SC small that most firms could not absorb the cost 
of the program but would have to pass it on to consumers in the form of 
higk.er food prices. 

One optimistic viewi.,fnt taken by industry .LS that witn the 
increased use of the Universal Product Code, the cost of providing unit 
pricing information will be r Inimal. In addition, because the shelf 
labels will have the only price Infomation, they will take on added 
significance and retailers will have to improve their design and 
maintenance. 

C(NCLUSIONS -- 

Despite the potential. benefits of unit pricing, its actual impact 
or consunlr!rs has been limited. Because of either a lack of swareneds 
or a lack of understanding, 3 relatilqely small percentage of consumers 
have itctually used ur.it pricir,r, and they generally have used it on only 
sciected purchases. 

k’htle there has bee:1 nr, s!udv of the rcaso~~ for a lack af under- 
standink; or awarer.ess and, therefort>, limited use of u;lit pricing, 
several studies shoxed a stron!: ;zsociation between consumer education. 
! ncolne , and age levels and the cq.rcness and understanding >f unit 
pricing. In our cpirGon, this association is czl:sed, at least in part, 
b;- the lack of consumer education ;)n the tneaning.and benefit of unit 
pricing and by the problems of design and maintenance of unil pricing on 
shelf labels. k%ile voluntary prr~grax~+ have bet>n beneficial, food 
ret.!ilrrs sh~ld be givrn specific <riterid for presenting r.nit pricing 
31;d educating consumers on its use. 
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the basis for computing unit prfce (net weight, drained weight, usage) 
and Eor selecting the unit c,f xeensure (per pound or per ounce> to be 
used. In addition, a consumer cducntion program should be established 
to acquaint consumers with C!X prescribed format and the benefits of 
using unit prtcing. 

The *need for national standards &Id consumer education will ,x&o 
increase with the use of the Universal Product Code and the planned auto- 
mation of the ;upt!rmarket checkout process. As now planned, the shelf 
label wo’ Id bc the sole source of information for consumers for the pack- 
age price as \l~a!l ,\s the untt price. When such plans are put into o.>era- 
tion consumer rtntidrstandiqg and the design and maintenance of shelf labels 
will take on added importaxca. 

Estimates sh.>w the annual costs of unit pricing could be as much 
‘*S $133.8 million. The costs would have to be passed on to consumers 
1~ the form of higher grocery prices. However, consumers could offset 
tiusc costs bk using unit pricing to select lower unit cost products. 

AGENCY C0WUiTS -- 

HEW, commenting on our recommendation to the Congress to consider 
establishing a init pricing program, advised &~s’ that its Office of Con- 
sumer Affairs endorses the concept of uniformLty of unit nricing as well 
as educat-on of consumers ns to its uses and benefits. USDA did not 
comment on our recomm~-ndation, but did note that with unit pricing infor- 
mation consumers could more rc,ldily make both price-quantity acd prj:c- 
quality judgments. LSLIA also notrd that price comparison is not the only 
basis for consumer buying decisions. quality, convenience, personal 
tnstcs and preftarcnccs, and utility of a Per titular size are other key 
factors chat 2~2 not rcf lcctcd in unit pricing. 

Coninercc questioned wiletiler a mandatory unit prici-,g program would 
be suf Eiciently ~nied by consum+?rs to justify the higher food prices they 
wou1.d bc asked to pay. Commerce ‘~~~lieves that various surveys cited in 
our report irtdic.:+d* that consuntirs would not offset these higher costs by 
uf ing unit pricing to select lower unit cost products. Also Comae rce 
stated that mandatory unit pricing would require Government monitoring 
and in this period of rapid inflation it seemed inadvisable to endorse 
any pro&ram that would unnecessarily add to the cost of food and/or in- 
crease the cost of ,s,ovemmrnt when the benefits in so doing are doubtful. 

hltlroug!l Commerce- recoSnlzes that not all chains in metropolitan 
areas under voluntary Programs itave unit pricing, it believes the exis- 
tencc uf at luzst one such chain in any a~~a provides the co~~smer with 
tlie option uf using it. Commerce believes L~SO that free market pressure 
should be sclfficicnt to pcrsJ;nle other chains t; adopt unit pricing so as 



to remair. coapetitiv- and, therefore, there is no need for govcrnlment to 
intervene where the market operates efficiently. 

Moreover, Commerce believes more attention should be devoted to 
studying tk impact of mandatory unit pricing rules on small retailers, 
which, as pointed olrt in our report, could force some of them out of 
business. Commerce indicated that the Federal Trade CommissIou is study- 
ing consentratioa in the retail food industry and stated that it would 
be inadvisable to take steps that could re: ~lt in fewer firms in the 
industry and, therefore, nothing should be doue to reduce the diversity 
of the industry while the matter is under study. 

Concerning whether consume rs would use unit pricing provided undr.r 
a mandatory program, one of the main reasons for the limited use of unit 
pricing has been the lack of awareness ‘and lmderstanding. Probkms and 
variations in the extent of coverage, the design and maintenance of shelf 
labels, the unit of measure, and the lack of promotion and cxilanatory 
materials have all contributed to the problems consunlt:rs h..vc in trying 
to understand and use unit pricing. A mandatory uniform program should 
reduce the obstacles limiting consumer ilwaroness and understanding rf 
unit pricing;. 

Also studies cited in this report indicate t!lat, when consumers use 
unit pricing, they us2 it on about 8.8 prrcent of their purchases ‘and 
achieve savings of ahout 3 percen:, whit~h results in an estimcitcd savings 
OF 0.254 percent on iota1 purchases. This exceeds the cstimatcd cost of 
providing unit p;i;ing (0.17 pe<ccnt of sa!es) and Lndi.catcs that con- 
sumers, by using ui;ti t pricing. CZG offset the cost J. providing: it. 

__ 
I.12 belicvc it becomes even mnrtr inli ortant to cc*‘Isi:mc: s during ‘1 

perloc! of r.tpid ir.ilatioii to l~nve iuiit pricing: to help co sumcrs comparr 
the cost o! cnzpeting food productS. 



espected to develop sufficient market pressure to persuade other chains 
to adopt unit pricing to remain competitive. Furt!ler, in an area where. 
no retailer is provid:ng unit pricing, :Ilere is no such mnrkc t pressure 
for a rcLnilcr to adopt ur.it pricir.g. 

This report cites the cJncem of industry oificinls that m;indatory 
unit pricing could pllt small retailers out of business. Ilowcver, the 
lcgislativc proposals under consideration by the Congress exclude any 
retail outiet with g.ross annual sales of 1Ess than $250,000 or a firn 
with several outlet:; with total annual sales of less than $500,000 flom 
the reqnirrmcnt to provide unit pricing. 

Conuncrcc rnadc, th2 following general comments on our rcp9rt, in 
n$dition ~0 its comments on specific matters (open dating and unit 
,lricing), 

“Tl~c basic premise underlying the report is that inEormed ron- 
sumers are essential to the fair and efficient func:tloning of 
a free marbet economy. An imporcpnnt consideration in attain- 
ing this goal is the extent to which co!lsumers would utilize 
the information that would be availablr if the proposals in 
thr: six basic areas (fu!l disclosure of ingredients, nutri- 
t’~ill La>eling, percentage of chardcterizing ingredients, 
grading, open dating and unit pricing) were enacted. The 
studies ciuoted in the report indicate that the ccnsumer is 
not utilizing the information he or she now has nvailablc. 

‘Witli approsimdtely 8,000 ite& avaiInbl2 in the average supcr- 
mdrkc t lrld as many as 230 nssortnents of one food category 
(ChC’t?hC) , !~e consumer theoreticail? could !tave 4S,OOO pieces 
of inIorm,ltion to weigh in selecting ‘best’ buys if informn- 
tion in all sis arens of the report bec~ta mandatory. If the 
nvc r =‘+’ housewife were to buy only 20 ,!ifferent products she 
hwttlct i~avtz 120 pieces of infomation to evaluate. Civet: 
chmy, inI; prices, sales, and differences in prices Sctwcrn 
st OTt’i, a consumer i<ould be hard Fressrd to make efficient 
USC of tlie informntiozl ~1112 report prqoses providing and 
for w!lich he or she r<ould have to pay in tlltt form of higher 
food prices.” 

Our report demonstrates that incomplc :e inforrntion, tltc confusing 
prc.;cntaLlon of information, and/or the lack of explanatory m,lterial 
provided by tllc food !ndustrp or the retsilt.rs have contributed co tile 
limited WC ‘of ihe information by consumers. In fact , several studies 



cited in this report indicate the consumers’ desire for easy-tc-use 
information. 

:Iany of our recommendations are directed Edward pro,Tiding information 
in a more useful form or making it more uniformly available, rather than 
toward providing new types of inlotmation. For example, where ingredFents 
are now only listed in order of predominance, the percentage of the main 
charasterizing fr.gredients would be shorin and, where now only :lon- 
standardized foods have :3 have their ingredients listed, “sta~llardized” 
foods would also have their ingredients listed. 

The recommendations ir, this report are directed toward providing the 
consumer more usable information for making the comparisons contemplated 
by the Congress and for determining which brands are best suited to their 
specific needs or preferences, 

RECOPHENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

To insure the most effective presentation of unit pricing informs- 
tion and to insure consumer awareness ‘and understanding of unit pricing, 
we recommend the congress consider amending FPLA to establish a ulit 
pricing program, including guidelines for the design and maintenance of 
unit pricing information and education of consumers about its use and 
benefits. H.R. 3705 l<as introduced in the 93d Congress to amend FPLA 
to require a disclosure of retail unit prices of packaged consumer com- 
modities. If enacted, this proposal would require any retail outlet, 
k’hich has gross sales of $25c),WO or more annu&lly, or any Firm with a 
nul:,ber of outlets r;hose total sales esceed $500,000 annually, to dis- 
play the total r:elling price and the retail unit price either on the 
package or in close prosinity to the point oi display. This legisla- 
tion would not, however, establish standards ior the designing and main- 
taining of such S~S~LC~S, nor would it proviJe for -0nsumrr educ;tion-- 
rwo essential factors in ttic success of tl!c unit piicing program. 



CHAPTER 9 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was directed to determining the effectiveness of FPLA 
a\d related packaging and lahelin g laws and their implementation 
primarily by FDA, USDA, and Commerce in achieving their objectives 3f: 

--Promoting honest and fair dealings in the interest of 
consumers. 

--Ins ;ring that packages and their labels are sufficiently 
infonxtive to facilitate consumer value comparisons and 
determine which product; are hest suited to their specific 
needs. 

We .&so: 

--Analyzed the potential impact on the food industry and on 
cunsumer behavior if food labels were required to provide 
additional information which is now being proposed in the 
Congress. 

--Reviewed the legislative history of FPLA; other related 
laws; and FDA, Commerce, and USDA regulations, pclicies, 
and practices for monitoring food ldbels. 

--Examined food labels from 1,000 randomly selected products 
and obtained detailed product information from food manu- 
facturers. 

--Reviewed certain merchandising practices of 100 supermi:rkets - 
in 10 metropolitan areas--Detroit, Atlanta, Chicago, Dailas, 
Dentier, Los Angeles, Newark, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and 
San Francisco. 

--Interviewed officials from FDA, Commerce, and USDA as well 
as consumer groups, medical associations, and industry 
associations. 

--Interviewed representatives from 22 food manufacturers and 
retailers and obtained additional data from que,tionnaires 
received from over 560 food retailers and manufacturers. 



In addition we obtained information from questionnaires sent to the 
50 States and our study of other research projects involving consumer 
behavior and attitudes toward supermarket silopping and food labeling. 
Ceitajn information in chapters 7 and 8 was based on empirical studies 
obtained irom various Federal. information repositories; academic and 
professional literature; and ofiicials of Federal agencies, t:.adc: 
associations, consumer groups, and academic researchers. 
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APPENDIX I 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH-I. EDL!CAflON. AND WELFARE 

WASHING I-ON. D.C. 20201 

OFFICE OF THE SECFETARY 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart 
Director, Manpower and 

Welfare Division 
U.S. General Accou-ntirig Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dea-‘ Mr. Ahart: 

The Secretary has asked that I respond to your request 
for our comments on YOUi draft report to the Congress 
entitled, "Food Labeling: Concepts and Problems: 
Analysis and Impact". They src enclosed. 

We appreciate the opportunity to co.mment on this draft 
report before its publication. 

Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller 
, 

Enclosure 

,- 



COMMENTS ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICC FINAL REPORT TO CONGRESS EN- 
TiTLED, "FOOD LU3ELING: CONCrPTS AND PROSLEMS: ANALYSIS AND IMPACT" 

GAO RECOMiIENiIATION: 

The Secretary of HEW should direct the Commissioner of FDA to: 

Promulgate regulations requiring labels of foad products to i- 
dertify vegetable oils. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT: 

We concur. In June of 1971, FDA published a proposed statement OF 
policy on ingredient statements regarding fats and oils. ;',,sed in part 
upon the comments to that statement, FGA has now terminated the rule 
making proceedings begun by tnrt proposal and has promulgated a new 
proposal. The new proposal published in the Federal Register of 
June 14, 1974 (39 FR 20888) would require thespecific name of the fat 
or oil to appear in labeling. 

GAO RECOMMENDATION: - 

The Secretary of HEW should direct the Commissioner of FDA to: 

Monitor the effectiveness ,f reiying O,I public service announce- - 
merits to present FDA's consumer education program, and, if ap- 
propriate, develop more effective means of presenting the infor- 
mation lo consumers. 

DEPARTMENT COMYENT: -- 

We concur. FGA is taking steps to measure the effectiveness of its 
entire nutrf tional education can+?ign. Before FDA initiated its edu- 
cciion campaign, the Agexy conducted d nationwide sgrvry to measure the 
stat.us of consumer nutritional knowledge. The results of this survey 
are now bt?ing evaluated dnd will be public'zed in government, scientif;c, 
and commerciz? publications. In June 1974, FDA awarded a contract for 
Ei follow-up survcv. This survey will measure changes in ctnsumer 
nutritionai awareness since the first survey and it will evaluate the 
effectiveness of the media campaign and related educatinn efforts on 
nutritional labeling. The results of this will assist FDA in developing 
more effective medns of presenting nutritional infornidtion to consumers: 

Although th: recoxiendation infers that FDA's consumer education campaign 
relies p-incipallg on public service announcements, it should be noted 
that the campaign xtually involves a substantial degree of dirrct con- 
tact with ntitriticxlists, educators. trade associations, consumer organ- 
izations, media sources and other specialists who influence .Ilany rout% 



of conmunication with consumers. For example, FDA's 50 consumer affairs 
offit ers have devoted a considerable percentage of their effort to pre- 
sent nutritional information to influential local groups ano organi- 
zations. in addition, FDA representatives, particular1.v from the Office 
of Nutrition and Consumer Sciences have made about fifty appearances 
around the nation to national and regional groups to discllcs nutritional 
information. Also, FDA has sponsored with the food industry media thre% 
National Nutritional Labeling briefings involving more than 20 national 
trade associations. All of these education efforts are expected to have 
a substantial multiplier effect Lrhen these specialists in turn COW 
municate nutrit,onaf infoniation to consumers. 

GAO RECOMMENDATION: 

The Secretdry of HEW should direct the Commissioner of FDA to: 

Identify foods that would be appropriate for percentage of charac- 
terizing ingredient labeling and require labels of such fouds to 
include percentage information. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT: 

We concur. The Food and Drug Administration will promulgate or considet 
prom?ilgJting a regulation for percentage of characterizing ingredient 
labeling in the following instances: (1) Where a commonly knr*dn food 
consisting of expected proportions of components is bcirty abused as to 
the proportions of such components; (2) tihere the name of a food implies 
that the product contains a certai.n amount ;r a valuable component or 
componer,ts dnd the consuiner is mislead; ard (3) If the fcod looks lihe 
and is used as a substitute for a particular food and contains less of 
the characterizing ingredient or coifcponents than the food for which it 
substitutes. 

The sdbjcct of percentage of characterizing ingredient labeling is 
covered in the general principles for commor ot' usual names of foods, 21 
,FR 102.1, subpart A, (31 FH 6966) and is applicah.'e :o foods generally. 
Subpart B covers specific foods. Specific finalized regulations include 
51cQ.5 seafood cocktails, 5'1132.9 diiuted orange juice beverages and 
8102.10 beverages with n? fruit or vegetdble ju;f- . P;-oposals have been 
published on other foods such as $102.19 oil mix res with olive oil and 
§102.23 diluted fruit or vegetable juice beverages. 

?y virtud 0 f 21 CFR 102.1 the Commissionef. of Foods and Drugs requires 
that th? common or usual rame of a food shall inclllcie the percentage(s) 
of any characterizing ingredient(s) or component(s) when the proportion 
of such ingredient(s) or ccmponent(s) ha\ a material bearing cn price or 
consumer acceptance. The same secticn also requires a declararion r,f 
the absence of ingredientis) if such information has a material Searing 
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on price or consumer acceptance. Recently, ii the Federal Register of -- 
June 14, 1974 (39 FR 20887) the Commissioner proposed an addition to 
§lOZ.l, "Glhen the percentage of a characterizing ingredient is stated on 
the label or in labeling or advertising, other than as a percentage of a 
particular ingredient in a complete statement of ingredients 3s provided 
in §1.10(4) and §lO.S(a) of this chapfer, it shall be declared on the 
label as part ot the common :lr usual name of the fooa in accordance with 
the provisions of this paragraph." 

To the extent that current resources permit, we believe these efforts 
demonstrate that the food and Drug Administration is identifying foods 
that would be appropriate fOi* percentage labeling and is requiring the 
labels of such products to include percentage information. 

GAO RECOXKNDATIONS TO CONGRES;: -- 

In addition to the preceding recomendations to the Secretary of HEW, 
the report contains several recommendations to the Congress regarding 
legis'lation on which we offer the follrwing comments. 

GAO RECOMMENDATION_: 

The Congress (shoul~.J) consider amending the FDK Act to require full 
disclosure of all ingredier,ts on packaged food products, including - 
"standardized" products, end give FDA authority to require food labels 
to specifically identify spices, flavorings, and colorings, where a 
proven need exists. 

DEPARTMENT COMWT: __-.-- 

The Department has submitted to Congress a proposal to amend the Act so 
as to plac, standardized foods under the same legal requir:zents that 
presently apply to nonstandardized foods. i.e., al? ingredients must be 
listed, in order of decreasing predominance, except that spices, flavors, 
or colors may be declared as such rrithout naming their individual 
components, and except where FDA allows exemptions. These bills were 
introduced as H.R. 5642 and S. 1451. 

. n addition, the Senate has passed a bill, S. 2373, h;hich addresses the 
issue of food ingredient labeling. S. 2373 as parsed differs frolli the 
Department's bill in that it would (1) require colors to be specirically 
named on ,311 food labels, (2) replace FDA's general exemption authority 
with a list of detailed exemptions (which conform to those already 
granted by FDA by regulations ), and {3) require percentage ingredient 
declaration for significant ingredients or where the Secretary finds 
such declaration would be useful to consumers. In addition, S. 2373 as 
passed would require manufacturers to provide information on any 
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individual spices and flavors which are not specifically labeled, uprjn 
request, and authorize FDA to require specific spice or flavor declti- 
r&tion by regulation where disclosure is needed to protect pubiic 
health or nrovide information useful to consumers. Furthermore, the 
Department is to conduct a study, to be completed one year after enact- 
ment. of the need to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to 
require individual designation of the common or usual name of every 
individual spice and flavoring used in the food. 

The Department supports most aspects of S. 2373 as passed, as expresrco 
in a report dated May 28, 1971, to the Chair-ma;; of the Senate Committee 
on Commerce on dmdt. No. 1261 as passed. 

GAO RECOMMENDATION: -- 

Congress (should) amend FPL!i to establish a uniform system of open 
datfno for perishable and semi-perishable foods. 

XPARTMENT COMMENT: .~- 

S. 2373 as passed by the Senate on July 17, 1974, p,-n";rios explicit 
authority to issue regulations requiring use of sell dates or use dates 
and storage instructions. FDA has authority to require such information 
in any case where lack of such label information may result in a food 
being adulterated. However, we would not object to explicit statutory 
authority in this area, by amendment of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act. 

GENERAL COMMENTS: - 

Foliowing are a number of comments that you may &dish to consider in 
developing the final version of your report. 

1. With respect to that section of the report discussing the effective- 
ress of relying on public service announcements to present FDA : consumer 
education program, we suggest consideration be given to the P<<ertising 
Council's Food, Nutrition, and Healtn Campaign sponsored by HEW-- 
through the Office of Consumer Affairs, HEW - USCA, and the Grocery 
Manufacturer5 of America. This campaign includes rdc!io and television 
commercials and newspaper, magazine and car card advertisements callirlg 
the pub?ic's, attention to the importance of nutrition--especially for 
\r'oil:en of child-bearing age, pregnant women, young children, and the 
obese--and urges individuals to send for a widely applauded free booklet, 
FOG?: IS MORE THAN JUST SOMETHING TO 'AT. This booklet includes specific 
irfarmation and illustrations of nutriticnal labeling and provides a 
framework cf fundamental nutritional knowledge within which to use 
nutritiona! labeling efieceivcly. Since the campaign's inception in 
Decezber 1973, some two niillicn copies of the booklet have been distributed, 
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a little more than half of them through paid food industry promotions. 
Currently, elements of the focd industry are exploring with the Adver- 
tising Council the possibility of producing, in conjunction with the 
campaign, additional television commercials focusing on nutritional 
labeling for exposure in food procejsors' and pu.:r.: 7.'~s' paid time." 

These, as weli as other activities by USDA and industry, should be in- 
cluded in the review of Federal efforts to educate consumers on nu- 
tritional labeling. 

2. 

(See GAO note,) 

3. 

(See GAO ncte. 1 

4. With respect to Congress establishing a unit-pricing prograli! in- 
cluding guidelines for the design and maintenance of unit-pricing infor- 
mation and the education of consumers as to its use and benefits -- kie 
suggest the following: 

"The Office of Consmer Affairs endorses the concept of uniformity of 
unit pricing as well as education of consumers as to its uses and bene- 
fits." 

5. Also, we sugg;;: consideration of the followinq comments: 

(See GAO note.: 

GAO note: Onitted comments pertain to material contained 
in the draft report but omitted from the final 
repcrt or to su7aestions for improving present;.- 
tion of matters in the report which have been 
considered in preparinq the final report. 
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UN11 ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20250 

SEP 19 1974 

Hr. Henry Eschwege 
Director 
Resources and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft of your report 
entitled, "Food Labeling; Concepts and Problems; Analysis and Impact." 
Although the report contains no recommendations directed specifically to 
the Secretary -of Agriculture, the substance of the report bears directly 
on many of the regulatory, marketing and consumer education activities 
of this Department. This response combines the commenLs made by officials 
in the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the Agricultural 
Fiarketing Service iAMS>, the Economic Research Service (ERS), the Extension- 
Service (ES), and the Agricultural Research Service (ARS). In general, the 
officials expressed concurrence with most of the conclusions and recommenda- 
tions. 

General Statement of USDA's Role in Food Labeling 

1. The Federal Meat Inspection Act and the Poultry Products Inspec- 
tion rict assign the responsibility for meat and poultry product labels Co 
the Department. Under these Aris the Department must see to it that meat 
and poultry product labels contain all necessary information and are not 
false or misleading. By regulation, all labels must be approved prior to 
their use. These activities are carried out by APHIS. 

2. The Agricultuzal !Grketing Act gives the Department the authority 
to administer a voluntary quality grading program. Federal grades are 
widely usrd as a common language at all levels of trading from producers 
to consum~~rs. This use of grades also provides a means to reflect consumer 
preferences for the various products back through mar!:cting channels to 
producers. These activities are carried out by AX.5. 

3. As part of the genersi respcxibility of the Department, economic 
evaluations are continually msde 0 f t.le impact of vwious policies and pro- 
grams affecting .aaricu;tural producers, marketing firms and consumers. The 
lead agency for these evaluaticns is EKS. 
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4. The Smitll-Lever Act authorizes cooperative extension work betieer. 
Land-Grant Universities and USDA to disseminate information in agriculture, 
home economics and related areas, and give instruction to persons not enrolled 
in college. Ptajor amphasis in programming is continuously placed on helping 
consumers determine which products are best suited to meet their specific 
need or preference within the family budget. These activities are carried 
out by ES. 

5. The Consumer and Food Economics Institute (CFEI) oE ARS has for 
over 50 years compiled and published information on the nutritive value 
of foods and prepared gciiance materials for consumers, teachers, dieti- 
tians and the food industry relating to the selection of a nutritionally 
good diet. 

Specific Comments on Each Chapter in the Report 

Chapter 2. _ Need For Full Disclosure of Ingredients 

LSD;\ supports the recommendation for full disclosur> of the source of 
vegetable oils in shortenings and in meat and poultry products. There are, 
however, cert.ain ueat and poultry products which use sxh smafl amoulis of 
vegetable oils that their contribution to cholesterol intake would te 
insignificant. Identification as animal fat or vegetable oil may be suffi- 
cient in these prodx ts. 

USDA also supports, and hx the authcrity to require, specific idcnti- 
f ic3tic.l of spices, flavors, and colorings where a proven need exists. 

With the esceptiox of the specific identification of vegetable oils, 
spices, flavors, and colorings, AFHIS already requires t?:e full disclosure 
of all ingredients in both standaroized and nonstandardized meat and pc~f- 
try food produ,ts. 

Chapter 3. dutritional L.abclin& 

DSDA suppbrrc and is participating b-i th FDA in a joint consumer educa- 
ticn program to promote ths use of- nutritional labeling. 

XV!I~ has been approving nutritional labels on the basis of a proposal pub- 
lished in the Fe.dernl Register, Jnnu-lry 11, 1974. Since the program is a 
voluntary onis which is dcsircd by consumers; AIJliIS agreed to this procmiure 

tin order to speed the process by which nutritional information cou.‘d be sup- 
plied to the public. ;1 final rulerr;3!-?ng Is now under review by DLpartment 
officials. During tht: first year, approximately 40 labels were approved 
for 60 companies. Products included such diverse items as *diencrs, frozen 
dinners and entrees, so1ps, niut pattics, and pizzas. 
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APHIS is exploring ways in which standard information can be obtained 
and validated for specific products. This would greatly enhance the amount 
of nutritional information made available to the consumer. 

In addition, CFEI, because of the advent of nutritional labeling, is 
adding new initiatives to its continuing program. The first of these activ- 
ities is the establishment of a nutrient data bank as a repository and 
retrieval system for food ccnposition data including that developed by food 
manuEacturers as a basis for their nutritional labels. The second of these 
new activities is aimed at assisting the consumer toward getting the cost 
out of the new information available on the labels. A publi.cati.on, “Nutri- 
tion Labeling; Tools for Its Use,” has been developed by the Institute and 
will be release.2 through the Government Printin g Office (GPO) early in 1975. 
The pub’ication, tol;ether with a computational device called a “Nutrimeter,” 
can be used to compute the daily intake of various nutrients and con>are 
that intake with recommended daily allowances. The Institute also has pre- 
pared student and teacher guides for using the Nutrimeter, the new publina- 
tion and the nutrition information or food labels. The Nutrimeter and 
guides will also be available through GPO. 

Chapter 4. heed for Percentage of Characterizing Ingredient Labelin. 

USDA supports voluntary percentage labeling and has recently published 
guidelines preparatory to the publication of proposed r-gulations. We 
believe voluntary percentage labeling will assist consusers in making value 
comparisons or otherwise assist in determining suitability to con3umer 
needs. Officials of APSIS have cxsked that a staff study be rrnducted to 
determine w:1-ather mandatory percentage labefin g of certain classes of prod- 
uct should be consititred at this time. 

The report briefly mentions the issue of showing the grade of the major or 
characterizing ingredient on the label of processed foods. Little would 
be accomplished for most processed meat products in that the grade of the 
raw m~tcrinl is only one of several factors which affect the finished prod- 
uct characteristics. The surveillance required in a grading or acceptance 
orogram to assure the validity and accuracy of such a Iabel would be 
cxtrmely costly. Those costs likely would far outweigh any benefits ar.d 
elim:natc the voluntary use of such a labeling program. 

Chapter 5. quality Grading - Help or Handicx _-- 

USC,1 supports the goal of reducing comune? confusion regarding the 
use of grade nomenclature. However I the number of quality variables among 
food products effectivel! negate the possibility of developing: one system 
of grade tiesignations which would cover all food products. Under these 
circu3?stances, a practical goal may be to seek uniform grade names within 
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several groups of similar products, such as fresh meats, poultry, or pro- 
cessed fruits. We are currently studying the feasibility of uniform grade 
norenclatura for fresh fruits 2nd vegetables, and have already established 
uniform grade standards for some 150 processed food products based upon a 
simple A, B, C system. 

We support the need for strengthened educational programs to help 
consumers uaderstand and use grade information while making shopping 
decisions. ES has the communication channels for effecL.ively providing 
such servicts. 

Chapter 6. Need for Uniforn Open Dating Systt? 

USDA supports the voluntary open dating of meat zd poultry products 
and has published regulations which go into effect December 8, 1974. 
These regulations require that if 01 calendar date is used, it be accom- 
panied by a clear statement of its meaning fn terms of "packfng" d:te, 
"sell by" date, or "UCZ before" date. Further, qualirying phrases L’S 

bring additional product information to consumers are permitted. 

This program of voluntxy open dating will be monitored closely by 
USDA t,) see if further changes are necessary or to decide if 8 mandatory 
approach is needed. Ir. the meantime, we believe a voluntary approach ir 
best so that consumers, industry and govcrlxxent can gain necessary exzer- .- 
ience before making additional judgments. 

Chapter 7 and 3. Unit Pricing . 

The two chapte:-s on unit pricing cove;' a numLor of issues quite 
thxoughly, especially the problem of using net we.gnt or drained weight 
as a basis for determining unit price. It should be noted that the pri- 
n?ary thrust of those advocating unit pricing was to provide con:;\.qers with 
a simplified tool by which to make price comparisons between differing 
size packages of a particular brand, as well as between competing brands. 
At the same time, however, it must be recognized that price comparisons 
through unit pricing are not the only baqis upon which ?.::,;7umers will make 
buying decisions--since qualiry, convenience, personal t.-+stes and prcirr- 
ences, and utility of a partictzlar size package are other key iactors in 
selecting purchases, and are not reflected in unit pricing. Ttie problem 
of placing grade information on these labels WLS briefly covered in our 
comments for Chapter 4. With this information, however, the consumer 
Gould make both price-quantity and price-qulity judgments. 

Sincerely. 

c. ti. wise 
s Actir. \Administrator 
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September 24, 1974 

Mr. Victor 1. Lowe 
Director 
General Government Division 
U.S. General Accolrnting Office 
Washington, 1). c.- 20543 

Dear Mr. Lowe: 

This is in reply to :I our letter of July 30, 1974, 
requesting comments on the draft report entitled 
"Food t-abeling: Concepts And Problems; Analysis 
And Impact - B-164031(2)." 

He have reviewed the attached comments of the 
,",ssistant Secretary fbr Science and TechrG'ogy 
and believe they are responsive to the matters 
discussed in the rep;rt. 

i"\ 

; 

.Q , 
I 

’ \ 
biiv ‘W:. Chamberlin, Jr. 
Acting Assistant Secretary 

for Administration 

Attachment 

IO.3 
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Xr . Victor L. Lowe 
Director, General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Iiashington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. LoUlie: 

Thank you for giving the Department of Commerce the opportunity 
to review and comment on your draft of a proposed report to 
Congress entitled “Food LabcLing: Concepts and Problems; 
Analysis and Impact”. 

The material presented in chapters 2,3,4 and 5 is outside the 
scope of the responsibilities assigned to the Department of 
Commerce by the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act; therefore, we 
wLl1 not comment on the findings, conclusions or recommendations 
of thJse chapters. However, it is our belief that zny 
recommendations that have the potential of increasing food 
prices be carefully scrutinized to insure that these actions and 
the likely subsequent price increases arc more than outweighed 
by benefits that riill be u:ili:zed by the consumer. 

We shall confine our commcnLs to the conclusions and rccominen- 
!&ions c.unccriIing open dating and unit pricing.. The enclosed 
(Attachment I) details the DcparUncnt’ 5 views on the findings 
and conclusions of the proposed report in these xreas. 

Generally, there is no disagrcemcnt wir.h Tour conclusion that a 
unlforrr! system ot‘ open dating for per Lshs L lc cand semi-perishable 
foods is desirnbl-:. Hoxcvcr, iL is rxo!t;mcndcd that this can 
be xhicved WIJL‘~ cficcti~~cly with appropric?te levisions to the 
Model Stat-1 Opt’r. Datinl;; Rcgui;ition (Attachment II> tttrough the 
National Cbnfercnce on iu’cighta and Hcasurt?s. Experience tc dL:te 
indi.ccltcs that the best method of open d:iting +>pc:<rs to vary l<ith 
the commodity in qucstior:. Thi::~~foiC, it does not appear th*,t 
enough is known clt this tine to lcgislatc ;I solution. The P.ational : 
Corlfercncc on li’eii;hts aiI:i Measures of ‘-frs ihc opportunity for i 
consllrlters 2nd industry representnei.\~es t- meet \<iit-.h Federal, strt’;e 
and -.ocal off icia?s, in ;1 cwlbincd effort, to move the modeL 

J 

regulat iolt forward. For thi.s reason I*:C dis,gccc i;i.th your i i 
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recommendation that the Congress amend FPLA to establish a 
uniform system of open dating for perishable and semi-perishable 
foods. 

We also disagree with the recommendation that the Congress 
amend FPLA to establish a unit pricing program. Based on the 
inEormation contained in the draft report, we questi,n whether 
such a program would be sufficiently utilized by consumers to 
justify the higher food prices they would be asked to pay. 

If you have any questions you should contact Mr. Harold F, Wollin, 
Program Representative at the National Bureau of Standards, who 
can arrange a meeting. His phone number is 921-2401. 

Sincerely. 

,/&-pLd-~~'-- 

Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Ph.D. 

Enclosures 
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ATTACHYMENI’ I 

Comments on a Draft of a Proposed General Accounting 
Office Repcrt to Congress Entitled “Food Labeling: 

Concepts and Problems; Analysis and Impact” 

The following are Department comments on the subject report. 

Open Dating 

We do not agree with your recommendation that the Congress amen-1 
the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act to establish a uniform syst-em 
of open dating for perishable and semi-perishable foods. 
Experience to date indicates that not enough is known at this 
time to legislate a salut,on on open dating. For example, 
freshness is a c;uantity which is important to commerce, and an 
efficient open d,?ing systtm is needed to avoid economic loss to 
sellers as well as to protect ccnsumcrs. Nevertheless, freshness 
is difficult to define a:ld measure. Levels of freshness must be 
established arbitrarily and the most effective method of 
determining freshness may vary ;rom commodity to commodity. For 
example, oven-fresh bread is desirable to many consiliners but 
another c,nsumer market exists for “stale” bread which has been 
returiied to the bakery. The former requires the date the bread 
was baked w’hile the latter demands the date at which the broad 
is no longer fit for human consumption. 

It is recommended that a fully flesiblc system be tested to 
detemiw the best mcthcd for open dating fo.: various perishable 
and semi--peris!la!,le foods. “Pull dates” may offer more consumer 
protection for certain ccmmadities; but for others, “packed 
dates” or “expiration dates” mav be tiiore informative. The Xodel 
State Open Dating kcgulation rcferrcd to in the text of the 
letter can be rexvised to permit this kind of flexibility. In any 
event , open dating should alwavs be presented with 3 complete 
explznat.io!l 2nd in a manner l<hj.ch is uniiorm for each method. 

We specifically oppose one aspect of open dating as outlined in 
the 

[4!] (pg. 
report calling for “date-of-display” information. The report 

35) discusses a steady rr-comlcnding that a retailer be required 
to date merchandise as to the “date of display”. This is a 
meaningless requirement resuLtin< in extra costs to the retailer 
and subs cqucnt hi.gher prices to the ccnsu^;Ler due to added labor 
requixcmint 5. The criti.csl faLLor is not alriayc ho:; lonj an 
item has ‘Ccei! on the store shelf 9 but how much tine has elapsed 
since it has produced. 

CA0 note: Page 85 refers to the draft report. It is 
pagt? [i7] in this final report. 



Unit Pricing 

We also disagree with the recommendation that the Congress amend 
FPLA to establish a unit pricing prosram. Based on the 
infonnation.contained in the draft report, we question whether 
such a program would be sufficiently utilixd by consumers to 
justify the higher food prices they would be asked to pay, 

From the Department's point of view, unit pricing is an issue 
whrch requires careful attention. The draft report rxotnmends 
that Congress tstablish a unit pricing prograzm including guide- 
lines for the design and maintenance of anit pricing Informat;;; 
and the education of consumers as to its uses and benefits. 
report concedes the cost could be as much as $133.8 million, 
which would :lltimteIy be passed on to th:? consumer. The report 
assumes, however, that consumers could offset these costs by 
using unit pricing to select lower unit cost products. This 
assumption is not supported by the studies discussed in the 'lex; 
of the report (pgs. 123-125). Various survcvs indicate consumer 1721 
usage of any unit pricing ranged from 9 to 6s percent, with an 
average of 34.4 percent, In addition, one of t‘nese studies showed 
that 87.5 percent of those who indicated they used unit pricing 
did not use it on all products. Therefore, it is doubtful that 
consumers k*ould in fact offset higl\cr prices through the use of 
unit pricing. Furtherlore, the effect of a consumer education 
program 1s ;IrrtbLgutius, witti no guarantee that it k:ould increase 
consumer usage of unit pricing. This is reinforced by the afore- 
mentiorlcd survey results. 

There i.s no doubt that mandatory unit pricing would add to the 
price of food and requj.re goverilmcnt monitoring. In this period 
of rapid inflation it would seem inadvisable to endorse any 
program that -xould unnecessarily add to the cost of food and/or 
increase the cost of government when the hcnefits in so doing 
are dolxbtful. 

Part of the proposed report notes that unit pricing is available 
in most metropclitan areas under voluntary programs. Although 
the study indicates that not all chains in an arca have unit 
pricing, the existence of ac least one such chain in any area 
provides the consumer with the option of utilizing it. Free 
market pressure should DC sufficient to persuade. other chains 
to adopt unit prici.ng so as to remain competitive. There is no 
need tar government to intervene where the market operates‘ 
efficiently. 

GAO note : Pages 123.13 refer to the drntt repcrt. It is 
page [ 721 jn this final report. 
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The repor!- also notes (paje 147) that industry officials 
be1 ieve mandatory uni t pricing could put some smill retailers 
out OT business. Substan.ielly more atten’ion should be 
dtvoteli to studying the impact of mandatory unit pricing rules 
on s.~all retailers, with particular emphasis on whether they 
would be forced out of business. I\li.,h :.he Federal Trade . 1 
Commission studying concentration ill the rotail food industry 
it would be inadvisable to take steps that couLd result in fewer 
f’rms in the industry. It is the Department’s view that 
nothing should be done to reduce the diversity of the industry 
yihen concentration is under study. 

In cone luding 9 we would like to make the following general 
comment. Thz basic premise unc’erlving the report is that in- 
formed consumers are essential to the fair and ef;l‘icient 
functioning of a free market economy. An important consideration 
in attaining this goal is zhe extent to which cons;ners Fvould 
utilize the information that would be available if the proposals 
in the six basic areas were enacted. 7he studies quoted in the 
report indicate that the consumer is not utilizing the information 
he or she now has available. 

With approximately 8,000 items a\,ailable in the average super- 
market and as many as 230 assortments of one food category 
(cheese j, the consumer theoretically could have 43,000 ;?ieces 
of information to weigh in selecting “best-” buys if informat.ion 
in all six areas of the report became sxndatory. If the average 
housewife were to buy onl>- 20 different products she would have 
120 pfecee of information to evaluate. Given changing prices, 
sales, and differences in prices between stores, a con&mer 
would be hard rrcssed to make efficient use of the information 
the report proposes providing and for lchich he or she would 
have to ,my in the form of higher food prices. 

GAO note: Pap ' .,t 147 refers to the draft rcbort. 
page jY5 ] in this final rcpcrt. 

it is 
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LIST OF 284 FOOD CATEM!KIES FOR WMICil. 
A STANDARD OF IDENTITY HAS BEEN ESTABL:SHEDI 

1. Cacao nibs, cocoa nibs, cracked coroci. 

2. Chocolate liquor, chocolate, hsking chocolate, bitter chocolate, . 
cooking chocoiate, chocolate costing, bitter chocolate coating. 

3. Breakfast cocoa, high fat cocoa. 

It . Cocoa, medium fat cocoa. 

5. Low fat cocoa. 

6. Sweet chocolate, sweet chocolate coating. 

7. Milk chocolate, sweet milk chocolate, milk chocolate coatir:g, sweet 
milk chocolate coating. 

8. Skim milk chocolate, sweet skim milk chocolate, skim milk choro1aLe 
coating, sweet skiE; milk chocrlate coating. 

9. B.Jttemllk chocolate, buttermilk chocolate c0atZ.g. 

10. EIixe6 dairy products chocolates, mixed daixv prcdurt cho-olate 
coa:ings. 

11. Sweet cl:ocolslte and vegetable Tat (other than cacao fat-1 c&?ting. 

12. ~w,et cocoa and vegetable fat (other than cacao fat) ccating. 

13. blilk chorolate and vegetable int (other than cacao fat) cDating, 
sr.eeL milk chocolate and veptnblc rat (other than Cacao fat) 
ccl-cing. 

14. Cocoa with dioctfl SodiLq .cut:‘ocussinate for manufacturing. 

15. Flo,,r, white flour, \Theat ;lour, plain flour. 

16. Fnriched flour. 

17. Bramated flour. 

18. Enric!;ed bromated flo*lr. 

1 Extracted from 21 C.F.R. part 14-53. 
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19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32, 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

: 39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

I 
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Durum flour. 

Self-rising flour, self-rising white flour, self-rising wheat Elour. 

Enriched self-rising floslr. 

Phosphated flour, phosphared white flour, phosphated vheat flour. 

Instantized flours, instant blending flours, quick mixing flours. 

Whole wheat flcur, graham flour, entire wheat flour. 

Bromated whole wheat flour. 

Whole durum wheat flour. 

Crushed wheat, coarse groucd &heat. 

Cracked wheat. 

Farina. 

Enriched farir.a. 

Semolina. 

Mtite corn meal. 

YelL- orn meal. 

Bolted white cork1 meal. 

Bolted yellow corn meal. 

Degerminated white corn meal, degermed white corn meal. 

Degerminated yellow corn meal, degermed yellow corn meal. 

Self-rising white corn meal. 

Self-rising yellou corn maal. 

White c l-l? flour. 

Yellow corn flour. 

Grits, corn grits, hominy grits. 
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43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

50. 

57. 

58. 

54. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

APPENDIX IV 

Yellow grits, yellow corn grits, yellow hominy grits. 

!juick grits, quick cooking grits. 

Enriched corn meals. 

Enriched corn grits. 

Enriched rice. 

Macaroni products. 

Milk maca-xni products. 

Whole wheat macaroni prodxts. 

Wheat and soy macaroni products. 

Vegetable macaroni products. 

Noodle products. 

Wheat and soy noodle products. 

Vegetable noodle products. 

Enriched macaroni proslcts. 

Enriched noodle products. 

EnAched vegetable macaroni products. 

Enriched vegetable noodle products. 

Macaroni products made with nonfat milk. 

Enriched macaroni products made with nonfat milk. 

Enriched macaroni products with fortified protein. 

Bread, white bread, and rolls, white rolls, or buns, white buns. 

Enriched bread and enriched rolls or enriched buns. 

Milk bread and milk rolls or milk buns. 

Faisin bread and raisin rolls or raisin buns. 
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67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75, 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

APPENDIX IV 

Whole wheat bread, grar~~~i, ---_ . -L bread; and.whole 
wheat rolls, graham rolls, entire wheat rolls; or whole wheat buns, 
graham buns, enti,re wheat buns. . 

Cream class of food. 

Light cream, coffee cream, table cream. 

k%ipping cream class of food. 

Light whipping cream. 

Heavy cream, heavy whipping cream. 

Evapcrated milk. 

Concentrated milk, plain condensed milk. 

Sweetened condensed milk. 

Condensed milks which co;ltain corn syrup. 

Dried skim milk, powdered skin nilk, skim milk powder. 

Nonfat dry milk fortified with vitacins A and D. 

Cheddar cheese, cheese. 

Cheddar cheese for manufacturing. 

Low sodiurl cheddar cheese. 

Washed curd cheese, soaked curd cheese. 

Washed curd cheese for manufacturing. 

Colby cheese. 

Colby cheese [or nnnufacturiny,. 

Low sodiun Colby cheese. 

irezii cheese. 

?r'eufchatel cheese, 

89. Cotteze cheese dry curd. 
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90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

Cottagc cheese. 

Lowfat cottage cheese. 

Granular cheese, stirred curd cheese. 

Granular cheese for manilfacturing. 

Swiss cheese, emmentaler cheese. 

Swiss cheese for manufacturing. 

Gruyere cheese. 

Samsoe cheese. 

Brick cheese. 

Brick cheese for manufacturing. 

Muenster cheese, munster cheese. 

Pluenster cheese for manufacturing, munster cheese for manufacturing. 

Edam cheese. 

Gouda cheese. 

Blue cheese. 

Gorgonzola cheese. 

Nuvorld cheese. 

Roquefort cheese, sheep’s milk blue-mold cheese, blue-mold cheese 
from sheep's milk. 

Limburger cheese. 

FIonterey cheese, monterey jack cheese. 

High-moisture jack cheese. 

Provolone cheese, pasta filata cheese. 

Caciocavallo siciliano cheese. 
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113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

l.19. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

Parmesan cheese, reggia.ze> cheese. 

Mozzarella cheese, scamorza cheese. 

Part-skim mozzarella cheese, part-skim scamorza cheese. 

Low moisture mozzareAa cheese, low moisture scamorza cheese. 

LOW moisture part-skim mozzarella cheese, low moisture part-skim 
scamorza cheese. 

Roman0 cheese. 

Asiago fresh cheese, asiago soft cheese. 

Asiago medium cheese. 

Asiago old cheese. 

Cook cheese, koch cheese. 

Sap sago cheese. 

Cammelost cheese. 

lfard cheeses. 

Semisoft cheeses. . 

Semisoft part-skim cheeses. 

Soft ripened cheeses. 

Spiced cheeses. 

Part-skim spiced cheeses. 

Hard grating cheeses. 

Skim milk cheese for manufacturing. 

Pasteurized process cheese. 

Pasteurized blended cheese. 

135. Pasteurized process cheese with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 
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136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

?.53. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

Pasteurized process pimento cheese. 

Pasteurized blended cheese with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 

Pasteurized process cheese food. 

Pasteurized process. cheese food with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 

Pasteurized process cheese spread. 

Pasteurized cheese spread. 

Pasteurized process cheese spread with fruits, vegetables, or meets. 

Pasteurized cheese spread with fruits, vegetables, or me?&. 

Cream cheese with other foods. 

Pasteurized neufchatel cheese spread wfth other foods. 

Cold-pack cheese, club cheese, comminuted cheese. 

Cold-pack cheese food. 

Cold-pack cheese food with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 

Grated American cheese food. 

Grated cheeses. 

Ice cream. . 

Frozen custard, french ice cream, french custard ice cream. 

Ice milk. 

Fruit sherbets. 

Water ices. 

Nonfruit sherbets. 

Nonfruit water ices. 

Vanilla extract. 

Concentrated vanilla extract. 
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160. 

161. 

162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

170. 

171. 

172. 

173. 

174. 

175. 

lib. 

177. 

178. 

179. 

150. 

181. 

Vanilla flavoring. 

Concentrated vanilla flavdring. 

Vanilla-vanillin extract. 

Vanilla-vanillin flavoring. 

Vanilla powder.. 

Vanilla-vanillLn powder. 

V~ytnnaise, mayonnaise dressing. 

-rench dressing. 

Salad dressing. 

Canned peaches. 

Canned peaches with rum. 

Artificially sweetened canned peaches. 

Canned apricots. 

Canned apricots with rum. 

Artificially sweetened canned apricots. 

Canned prunes. 

Canned pears. 

Canned pears with rum. 

Artificially stieetened canned pears. 

Canned seedless grapes. 

Canned cherries. 

Canned cherries with rum. 

182. Artificially streetened canned cherries. 

183. Canned berries. 
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184. Canned fruit cocktail, canned cocktail fruits, canned fruits for 
cocktail. 

185. Artificially sweetened canned fruit cocktail. 

186. Canned plums. 

187. Canned pineapple. 

188. Canned pineapple juice. 

189. Artificially sweetened canned pineapple. 

190. Canned prune juice. 

391. Cann& figs. 

192. Canned preserved figs. 

193. Artificially sweetened canned figs. 

194. Canned applesauce. 

195. Canned grapefruit. 

196. LemonaJe. 

197. Colored lemonade. 

198. Frozen concentrate for lemonade. 

199. Frozen concentrate for'colored lemonade. 

200. Frozen concentrate for artificially sweetened Iemouade. 

201. Orange juice. 

202. Frozen oran&e juice. 

203. Pasteurized orange juice. 

204. Cad.3ed orange juice. 

205. Frozen 'concentrated orange juice, frozen orany,e juice concentrate. 

206. Canned concentrated orange juice, canned Orange juice concentrate. 

207. Or;lngc juice from ccncentrate. 
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208. 

209. 

210: 

211. 

212. 

213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

217. 

218. 

219. 

220. 

221. 

222. 

223. 

224, 

225. 

226. 

227. 

Orange juice for manufacturing. 

Orange juice with preservative. 

Concentrated orange juice ior manufacC.uring, orange juice 
cc.rcentrate for manufacturing. 

Concentrated orange juice with preservative. 

Camed pineapple-grapefruit juice drink. 

Canned fruit nectars. 

Cranberry juice cocktail--a juice drink. 

Artificially sweetened cranberry juice cocktail--a juice drink. 

Lfmeade . 

Water-extracted soluble orange solids .l 

Dehydrated water-ext ratted soluble orange solids. 

Comminut ed o rages. 

Dehydrated comminuted orangr2s. 

Extract of conminuted oranges. 

Dehydrated extract of comminuted oranges. 

Juicy orange pulp for manufacturing, pulpy orange juice for 
manufaciuring . 

Dehydrated juicy orange pulp ior manufacturing, dehydrated pulp 
orange juice for manufacturing. 

Orange juice drink. 

Concentrate for orange juice drink. 

Povdered orange juice drink. 

1In >larc.h 1973, FDA stayed Federal regulations (21 C.F.R. 27.150-27.168) 
which established definitions and standards of identity for 19 diluted 
orange juice beverage and related llroduct categories (categories 217 
through 235). 
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2i8. Orange juice drink blend. 

229. Powdered orange juice drink b1er.d. 

230. Orange drink. 

231. Concentrate for orange drir,k. 

232. Powdered orange drink. 

233. Orange flavored drink. 

234. Concentrate for orange flavored drink. 

235. Powdered orange flavored drink. 

236. Frozen cherry pie. 

237. Fruit butter. 

238. Fruit jelly. 

“-39. Preserves, jams . 

240. Artificially sweetened fruit jelly. 

241. Artificially sweetened fruit preserves, artificially sweetened 
fruit jams. 

242. Soda water. 

243. Canned oysters. 

244. Oysters, raw oysters, shucked oysters. 

245. Estra large oysters, oysters counts (or plants), extra large raw 
oysters, raw oysters counts (or plants), extra large shucked 
oysters, shucked oysters counts (or plants). 

246. Large oysters, oysters extra selects, large raw oysters, raw 
oysters extra selects, large shucked oysters, shucked oysters 
extra selects. 

247. Medium oyrters, aysters selects, medium raw oysters, raw oysters 
selects, medium shucked oysters, shucked oysters selects. 
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243. 

249. 

250. 

251. 

252. 

253. 

254. 

255. 

256. 

257. 

258. 

25!). 

260. 

261. 

262. 

263. 

264. 

265. 

266. 

267. 

APPENDIX IV 

Small oysters, oysters standards, small raw oysters, raw oysters 
standards, small shucked gysters, shucked oysters standards. 

Very small oysters, very small raw oysters, very small shucked 
oysters. 

Olympia oysters* raw Olympia oysters, shucked Olympia oysters. 

Large Pacific oysters, large raw Pacific oysters, large shucked 
Pacific oysters. 

Medium Pacific oysters, medium raw Pacific oysters, medium 
shucked Pacific oysters. 

Small Pacific oystsrs, small raw Pacific oysters, small shucked 
Pacific oysters. 

Extra small Pacific oysters, extra small raw Pacific oysters, 
extra small shucked Pacific oysters. 

Frozen raw breaded shrimp. 

Frozen raw lightly breaded shrimp. 

Canned tuna. 

Canned Pacific salmon. 

Liquid eggs, mixed eggs, liquid whole eggs, mixed whole eggs. 

Frozen eggs, frozen whole eggs, frozen mixed eggs. 

Dried eggs, cirled whole eggs. 

Egg yolks, liquid egg yolks, yolks, liquid yolks. 

Frozen yalks, frozen egg yolks. 

Dried egg yu!ks, dried yc>lks. 

Egg Ghites, lfquid egg whites, liquid egg albumen. 

Frozen egg whites, frozen egg albumen. 

Dried egg white:;, egg whitr: solids, dried egp albumen, egg 
albumen solids. 
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268. Oleomargarine, margarine. 

269. Liquid oleomargarine, liquid margarine, 

270. Pe&ut butter. 

271. Nixed nuts. 

272. Canned peas. 

273. Canned dry p.zas. 

274. Canned greerL beans. , 

275. Canned wax beans. 

276. Canned corn, canned sweet corn, canned sugar corn. 

277. Canned field corn. 

278. Canned vegetables other than those specifically regulated. 

279. Tonato juice. 

280. Yelltr tomato juice. 

281. Catsup, ketchup, catchup. 

x2. Tomato puree, tomato pulp. 

283. Tomato paste. 

284. Canned tomatoes. 



ESTrJUTED COSTS OF 
C'EDA ‘JCJLL?CIARY 'KSPECTIOH AND GRADING Pk; :RAM 

AND ADLITIONAL COSTS OF A 
MANDATORY CONSW'ER GRADE LABELING PROGRAH 

1374 !T Costs' . - 

Fruit and 
Vegetable Live- 

Dai1.77 -- Fresh Processed Grain stock - - Poultry Total 

-..----_ -.w--.v"v--------_ ------ (000 omit ted) ---,--c---I------_--_------ 

Grading--fee 

Grading--aiJpr~priated 

$2,693 $3,443 $11,179 $3,730 $9,869 $8,648 $39,589 

0 56i 0 2,742 0 214 3,517 

Standardization-- 

appropriated 156 134 435 270 333 99 1 427 

Cost for State and 
private graders - _ 80,000 30,oor 28,000 138,000 

Total grading costs 

Additional costs of 
mandatory program 

Total ;.osts of 
mnndatory program 

$Z ,349 $84,138 $11,614 
I *t 

13,5E -.-a-- I 85.O!M 75m 

$16,349 $6?,138, $86,.614 pzL -- 
/i- 

$36,742 $10,202 $36,961 $182,506 
li * '> 

9,000 23,500 121,wo a327,OOr) 
4 

$45,742 $33,702 $157,962 a$SO9 ,506 , 

4 11 I A7 

"Includes $10 million agency overhead. 



COXPARISON OF LAWS WITH RESPECT 20 
UNIT PRLCING OF DKY bKOCERY AND FROZEN FOOD PRODUCT CATEGORIES 

IN A SUPERMARKET (note a> 

Model 
Laws (note c) 

@y grocery product categories (note bl 

i. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
3. 
8. 

K-T 9. 
L.J 10. 

11. 
1.2. 
:.3. 
i4. 
15. 

:‘;: 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24 . 
25. 
26. 

Cdrcals 
Coffee, regular 
COff@2, instant 
Condiments 
Fish, canned 
Fruit, cap;lrd 
Household cleaning compounds 
3ams, jellies, spreads 
Juices and drinks, vegetable, frui’ 
Paper products 
Pet foods 
Shortening an? oils 
Soaps and deta rgents 
Vegetable.?, canned 
Eter, wine, ale 
Cigarettes, cigars, tobacco 
Desserts 
Cook!es 
Graders, toast products 
Fruit, dried 
Laundry supplies 
‘Meat and prepared food, canned 
Milk, canned an< dry 
Salad dressings 
Soft drinks 
SOUP, canned and dry 

Regu- 
ii-tion -- 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
F, 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
Ii 
N 
N 
R 
P. 
R 
N 

Meat 
ti 
K 
R 

Can 

Conn . 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
3 
N 
N 
R 
R 
R 
N 

Meat 
N 
R 
R 
R 

t4ass. 

R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R h 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R !z 
R R 1 f. N 
N K 
N N 
R R 
R R 
R R 
N N 

Meat Meat 
cl M 
R R 
Iy R 
R R 

Ann 
Vt.- Arbor 

R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
n . . R 
R R 
R E 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
ti N 
N N 
N N 
R R 
R li 
R R 
R N 

tieat Meat 
N N 
R R 
R R 

Can R 

N.Y.C. 

R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
R R 
K R 
R R 
R R 
P. R 
N N 
ti N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
Y R 
N R 
N R 
N Dry 
N R 
R N 
N Can 

Seattle 



Laws (note c) 

lJry p,roccry product categories (note b) 

27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
3.2. 
33. 
34. 
35. 

t- 
N 
4 36. 

Su&n. 
‘Tea 
Vegetables, dry 
Baby foods 
Baking mixes 
Candy, chewing gum 
Macaroni products, dry 
Baking needs (includes flour) 
Household supplies, primarily: 

polish 
waxes 
disinfectants 
air fresheners 

Snacks 

Frozen food product categories 

1. Baked goods 
2. Fish, meat, poultry 
3. Fruits 
4. Juices and drinks 
5. Potatoes 
6. Prepared foods 
7. Vegetables 

Legend 

Model 
Regu- 
lation -- 

N 
R 
R 
N 
N 

Candy 
N 
N 

Ccnn, 

N 
R 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

Flour 

R 
R 
N 
R 
R 

N 
N 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

Mass. 

N 
R 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 
R 

N 
R 
N 
R 
R 

N 
N 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

R.I. Vt. 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

Candy 
R 

Flour 

R 
R 
N 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

Ann 
Arbor 

N 
R 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 
R 

N 
R 
N 
R 
R 

N 
N 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

N.Y.C. Seattle 

R--Regulated 
N--Not regulated 
Meat--When specific products or forms of products are listed (meat, candy, flour, dry, 

etc.) only that specific product group i 
t 

regulated by unit pricing laws, 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
N 
R 

Flcur 

canned, 



al-his comparison involved 'Jroad product categories --some containing numerous products--and lists 
of products regulated by each law. Therefore, each product category is generally cl.assified as 
being regulated or not regulated although this may no ': be the case for each product within a 
category. To make the comparisons, we used data published in the July I.969 and April 3.973 
issues of "Progressive Grocer" to establish the product categories and relate products to pro- 
duct categories. 

bRncap of dry grocery product categories on whether or not to unit price: 

--1 thru 17 complete agreement among laws and model regulation. 
--I8 thru 29 general agreement with no more than two laws differing from other laws and 

model regulation. 
--30 thru 33 laws not consistent with model regulation. 
--34 thru 36 general confusion among laws and model regulation. 

%aryland law was not included in this comparison because it did not contain a detailed list of 
c* regulated products. 
N 
Ln 



APPENDIX VII 

STUDIES THAT IDEbTIFY THE PERCENTAGE OF 
SHOPPERS EITHER NOT AWARE OR 

AWARE BUT NOT UNDERSTAKDING UNIT PRICING 
. 

Jewel Food Store "Background Information of Jewel Compar-A-Buy 
Pricing Study," supplement to news release, 
Jewel Food Stores, Melrose Park, Illinois, for 
release Oct. 11, 1970, pp. 4-8. 

:ii- Monroe Peter Friedman Monroe P. Friedman, "Duhl-Price Labels: Usage -. z Patterns and Potential Benefits for Shoppers in 
Inner-City and Suburban Supermarkets," Center 
for the Study of Contemporary Issues, Eastern 
Mi.chigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan, no 
publishing date, pp. 62-85. Study funt'ed by 
Safeway Stores, Inc., and the National Associa- 
tion of Food Chains and directed by Monroe P. 
Friedman. 

T. David McCullough T. David McCullough and Daniel I. Padberg, 
and Da.iel I. Padberg "Unit Pricing in Supermarkets: Alternatives, 

costs, and Consumer Reaction," Search Agricul- 
ture, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 
Jan. 1971, vol. 1, no. 6, pp. 16-20. Inter- 
views conducted in sis Toledo area stores 
about 4 months after introduction of unit 
pricing. 

McCann-Erickson 
Advertising Ltd. and 
Elliott Research 
Corporation 

"Unit Pricing and the Consumer - Does she 
understand it? - Does stir; like it? - Does she 
use it?" McCann-Erickson Research Services, 
July 1971, pp. l-9 and section on method, no 
page number. Interviews conducted in five 
Toronto area stores about 2 months after 
introduction of unit pricing. 

Robert Aitchison Robert Aitchison, "Some Facts on Unit Pricing 
in Sew York City and Upstate New York Super- 
markets," Cornell Agriculture Economics Staff 
Paper, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 
.ian. 1972, no. 72-1, pp. 8-9. 
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Lawrence M. Lamont, 
James T. Rothe, and 
Charles C. Slater 

Consumer Research 
Inst'tute 

Supermarket News 

Lawrence M. Lamont, James T. Rothe, and Charles 
C. Slater, "Unit Pricing: A Positive Response 
to Consumerism," The University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Colorado, no publishing date, pp. 5 
and 7. Telephone interviews conducted during 
second month after introduction of unit pricing 
in a Denver area supermarket chain. 

"A Study of Consumer Reaction to Unit Pricing 
and Open Dating in Metropolitan Washington, 
D.C.," Consumer Research Institute, Inc., 
Washington, D.C., July 1971, pp. 15 and 17. 
Telephone interviews conducted after a ‘I-month 
period during which three supermarket chains 
had introduced both unit pricing and open- 
dating in Washington, D.C. area. 

"Consumer Profile '73: A Study of Consumer 
Attitudes Toward Food Shopping," Supermarket 
News, New York, New Pork, 1973, pp. 1, 28, and 
31. Nationwide mail survey conducted during 
1972. All participants were women. 
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APPENDIX VIII 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF Hc7 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTlVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

Tenure of office 
From To - 

SECRET.4RY CF HEALTH, EDUCATION, 
AND WZLFARE: 

Caspar W. Weinberger 
Fran& C. Carlucci (acting) 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Robert H. Finch 
Wilbur H. Cohen 
John W. Cardner 

ASSIST&T SECRETARY FOR HEALTH: 
Charles C. Edwards 
Richard L. Seggel (acting) 

: klerlin K. Duval, Jr. 
Roger 0. Egeberg 
Philip R. Lee 

CO:MISSIOSER, FOOD ARD DRUG 
ADMNISTRATION: 

Alexander >l. Schmidt ' 
Sherwin Gardner (acting) 
Charles C. Edwards 
Herbert L. Lej, Jr. 
James L. Coddard 
Winton B. Rankin (acting) 

Feb. 1973 Present 
Jan. 1973 Feb. 1973 
June 1970 Jan. 1973 
Jan. 1969 June 1970 
Mar. 1968 Jan. 1969 
Aug. 1965 Mar. 1968 

Mar. 1973 Present 
Dec. 1972 Mar. 1973 
July 1971 Dec. :972 
July 1369 July 197L 
Nov. 1965 Feb. 1969 

July 1973 Present 
Har. 1973 July 1973 
Feb. 1970 Mar. 1973 
July 1968 Dec. 1969 
Jan. 1966 June 1968 
Dec. 1965 Jan. 1966 



FRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF USDA 

APPENDIX IX 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTIVITI'S 
DISCUSSED IN THIS REPOKT 

&TARY QF AGRICULTURE: 
Earl L. Butz 

@' Clifford M. Hardin 
m$i brville L. Freeman 

_ir &S. .i 
SISTANT SECRETARY, MARKETI 

gg. a:$..r;" AND CONSUMER SERVICES: 
. -ic,-.zr&%? 1: <1‘3.% Richard L. Feltner 

. r  Clayton K. Yeutter 
Richard E. Lyng 

Tenure of office 
From To - 

Dec. 1971 Present 
Jan. 1969 Nov. 1971 
Jan. 1961 Jan. 1969 

:NG 

Apr. 1974 Present 
Jan. 1973 Mar. 1974 
Mar. 1969 _ Jan. 1973 

DIRECTOR, AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS: 
Don Paarlberg 

ADMINISTRATOR, ANIMAL AND PLANT 
HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE: 

Francis J. Mulhem 
Francis J. Mulhem (acting) 

AD?IZNISTitzlTOR, AGRICULTURAL 
NARKETIK SER\‘ICE: 

Erwin L. Peterson 
George R. Grange (acting) 

ADPIl:!ISTR4TOR, ECONOXIC 
.KESEARCtI SERVICE: 

Quentin II. West 

Mar. 1969 Present 

May 1972 Present 
Apr. 1972 May 1972 

June 1972 Present 
Apr. 1972 May 1972 

Jan. 1971 Present 



APPENDIX X 

PRW'CIPAL OFFICIALS OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR RCTIVITIES 
DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

Tenure of office 
To - From 

SECRETARY OF COMMERCE: 
Frederick B. Dent 
Peter G. Petersen 
Maurice H. Stans 
Cyrus R. Smith 
Alexander B. Trowbridge 
Alexander B. Trowbridge (acting) 
John T. Conner 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY: 

Betsy Ancker-Johnson 
Richard 0. Simpson (acting) 
James H. Wakelin, Jr. 
Richard 0. Simpson (acting) 
Myron Tribus 
Allen V. &tin (acting) 
John F. Kincaid 
Allen V. ,titin (acting) 
J. Herbert Hollonon 

DIFECTOR, ::ATlOS;IL BCRErW OF Sl'ASD;\Rl)~: 
Richard ',I. Roberts 
Lawrence 3. Rushner (acting) 
Lewis >I. Branscomb 
Allen V. Astin 

Jan. 1973 
Feb. 1972 
.Jan. 1969 
Mar. 1968 
.luue 1967 
Feb. 1967 
3;n. 1965 

.\pr. 1973 
Aug. 197' 
FL>b. 1971 
De:. 1970 
Mar. lYti9 
Feb. lYf39 
Oct. l.YOi 
July 1967 
T-1 '1)' lYb2 

Present 
Jan. 1973 
Feb. lS72 
Jan. 1969 
IMar. :Yba 
June 1967 
Jan. 1967 

Present 
Apr. IY73 
Aug. 1972 
Feb. 1971 
sov. 1970.- 
Mar. 1964 
Feb. 1969 
Sept. 1967 
CTUlV lY67 




